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. ABSTR:f\CT 0 () 
0 
t· • Cl :. 
Cl • • . ;; 0 
Thi~ , thesi~ d·escribes a C\etailed study of the · 
. . . 0 . : ' . . ... . ' . . . . ' 
.vibrational spectra of some triflugrailethyl c·ompounds· of 
. ' . ' • . • . ' I . ' . • • O tl 
.· ·ser~~ium_ and ·phosphorus: cF3S.eX :· (X. ~,_: ct, Br, ?N ~ .cH3 and . 
, ~ 't • • " • • , .. • 
CF 3 ), '(CF3S~ )~p. (C~~ )3~ ·! . ($CF3,>,2 PF ~nd . CF3P~2.- · T~e oo'llpo\l~s ~ 
. . . - .. . . ' d 
were prepared .by '11 t~tatur~. mpthodS with~ ~light modi~i.cat"'ions .. 
\ ' • ' " ~ t 
. in: s~ine ~se s ~ n a·~ -pha::e- ~~r;u.l'"o•pe~tra · were re'c~~d~d 1ri}J 
..... · · the range·.4000 - 200 om·. ~ and liqu1d-pha:l1e. Raman spectra: · ( . · 




















. . ~ · ·. ~ .fr.om 4~00 ·;.50 ~c~-l·. · :. Ram:an 'sp~et~~'Owere -~x~i.te<l by. the . 
: 







. ,. . 
. . 
.. -~ 'ap.propr~~t@ .. ll~!!~ ~i an. ~l'g~n:krypt.on JDlfed' g_as ~a~~r ~ --
• • G • I ,~ ' • 0 . • • .. .. .· ~ ' .o 
... ; ~l~h~~gh:~.s~me,. v~b~~t:·o~~l· ~ayenu1~~s tu~d; .b;~n .Ri~-~iou~i:Y__ .. . 
• - . ··~eported for o~ost·, o:f theie $!,ompounds_, th.~_re were nO. .detail~d\ . 
p .,. ' • \ 0 • • , , 0 
· e "=- · . • • :. · • . ' • • .. . e -.?4 .)'~., ~ 0 . 
, ass.1gl1lri~nts~ ·. ~inoe this wor~ was c.ompl~ted an· -assignment or_·.-
a .. ~ . r,o, • ~ ·~ • • •I) t • · ' · , () • , . . • . . · 
"(CF 3)3P ha.~ ~e~ pub~ishec:f; wtii.~h · fs somewhat" in agreement 
. .. '" .. . . ;. . . . , . . a ~ .. .. 
·with ' tbe 'conc-lusions. rea,p:.hed her-e. ·The vibr.at.ional· spectra 
-.. 1 • <I • . • • '· .. • : • ' ," <'~) .. : • • • . I . ' . Q 
~r~ .~~1 .thes-e comp~und~ 1\&V$ be~n· an~lYs.e.d and alm~st. 9;11 
=- .. • • • ... ~ ,. .• • .. • • • • 
.. ·~·~sig~ents_ m&.~1e,. u~:tng .Rama~ depqlaris·ati_on ra;io~, .~alogy ... 
p • ':!ith siblilar' ~ compoullds .and· 'the ga~-phase 1ntrare8 b·and ·· : 









, \: • "' , ,., 
contour. stlUi'Y. · Th~ infrared l)and contour rtudy . has pr-oved 
•• . • fl 
Iii, tO ~ · v~.rl .usefu~ .1~ co~irm~ng :•..,•· of. tiff! ~r~vi~S ~:sign:'~ · ., · 
I ~mE:mts .and mak1.ng maey fre'sh assignments. Tile bandt, con~ our · ~ . Cl 
.~udY lias. shown tliat. ror .th{ moiecui. ... ~ . coiita1-il1ng o~e \F ~ ' "' .. 
I 0 ,, • • 1 • , ', • '0:,.1 O ' 
group, the in~plane · and · out~~~-plane ··c-F stretch~ng and CF3 : \~, · . 
•I • ' ~ • 1 1 0 ~ I- ~ , ..... ~ .,1' ' 
' • 0 
. • . .. 
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. . . 
• • =- • 
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. a'syliunet;'ic ,d,!!fo:P~ati;n. modes. ·s~ow a sl~gbt _~)>11tt1~ ._' F~r 











0 th.~ ~ol,ecpl~s contai~Il~ mo~t;,. than one Cfa group-, ~he . in-
• C> ' " ' ' " .... • 
:_and. o~t-of~phas~ s~egio eF3 d~forUlatioJ?, modes ~·e always 0 ·~ . <i , • C; • • 
. . . nearly d~generate arid .. tha · in ... ptlase mode is strong in the . 










... . . ~ 
;~a~an, -while the out"-o£-:-phase mode is·. str~ng ill- the infr.ared. 
"' ... ' . . . . '.. 0 • ' . • · • 
· The bands· . .qcorresp<?nd~ng to· ~F3 ·.symmetric deformation ·and mariy 
. . . 
. .. ,. . . . "" . 
· otb~r modes_. "have qb~~n :r_otind- to show PQ~ · s~ructures. The PR 
"i ?.· .s~par~tions .~or · gtis-,pl'iase' lnfrared bands have been calculated 
•j • . 0 ' . 
- using the ·recently ' repprted ~thod of ~et~.~Paul et al. · The 
. . , • . . / . 
"/ c&leul.~te.d · PR sepaf'atiom~., show good agree'ment with the 
.. a • ' ' ' 
- • experimenhi\va.l~es. _As -ror ma~y trifi.uOro~e~~;~~!~s~h?~" 
.c~mppunds studif!d ·~~r~2-er, here also the C-Ftstr_etching mode 
~ . . . . 
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• C~apter 1 . . ,. ' 
. . ,
" IN'lRODOCTION . .. 
"' 
·-
• o • 
' . 
·/ 
. ;; . 
The only fluorocarbons to be · reported be! ore 1937 
l • ' 
'were·. c.arbon te~ra~luorid~, hexat'luoroetharie and tetrafluol"o~ 
' ~ . ,, 
et~ylene. "' Later,' in 1940 m~terials. were nee_!ie,d. t"br pse -as . ~ 
. . • J ,~· • . .....'. · ·· . , 
buffer . gases, coolants,~ lubricants a~ ~ealants in che~c·a~ . 
" f • •• ' ' • • 
J 
' l 
plants handling ~eac_tive uraniUm :he-xatluor~de ,. the_ only. ura·- ~ 
/ niulll compound - avaiiab~e tor. ~~-e in. ~ase~us diffu.~io~. - process .' ·~. ' ' 
- . !or concentrati~g 235u isoto~e. requj.;~c1 rof ' the . development of . ·• 
• ' ,.. ' • • . r ' • ~ • • ' ' . . 
atomic ~omb~. ··The di_scovery that f~oro~ar~ons ·ar:e·· s~able ·· .. ¢ :: 
both c~e-mically a~ .thermally a~ - 1 r~ . to ~F ~ -~ed ~o ~. int~~- .... -· ·. "'\ 
siye Stt~ch of met~ods !~~ ~he synth s~s of ·t_iuorocarbons. At:theo ·' 
~· •I o o 
: 'res~nt' time riuc:irocarbon anal~gues of ia"ll1· organt.c. com~~nd:s;· 
1 
have been prepared. . · . · ;.. . . . _.r ~ . •. , 
~. ' · \ i , ~-n ·._the earl~ l:95_o• s ,· with _ th~ a~aila~ii~~Y: - . or. tr~~ .. 
· flu~omethyl iodide, Which U~dergoes homolytic cleavage of. 
I . . · . , • ( ~ 
th~ / C_-I boDd, vh~n el~h~r heated to. 250~ or e~-~.osed t~: ultra~ .. 
. .. - . . • .. . .. - \ n . ~ -
. violet light many pertluorometbyl .-derivatives of met·als -and . · '> • 
. - ~ ··=-::::•· . . ... ~ .. 
'. • .~ . • • • L - , 
,. non-metals were synthesized eith&r by heat,ing tritluoromethyl _ 
• • • J • .; ~ 1- • 
iodid ... ~nd: th.l $le~ept~_1 t 2 >.,' o1' ~alte~nat.ively by heatini._ a .· _,.: 
. ~~-avy metal salt. ~r'~trifluoroacEJti~ ·~cid With the ~le~entc<~,4 )-,. 
' ·, 
" ll ... • • ....,. • • I . "' 
·at · high temperature ,.· Duiing t~e . p~st_11 t,o· _deo.ades pe~tlupro- · 
' o ': o ,• : ·~' '0 ' o o • ·.~. ' • ... ";": ~ ' : • ' I 
·.~-~ ·: 
.m~tbyl der.j.va.tives ot ' almQst all~ elements or the main groups ." 
. . - . - . . \"-
·the periodi~ table ·have been prep~ed ai':ld their ch.~mistrt · 
. ~ . 
. . ' ) . ' 
. .. 
• , r 
• " o 
; I 
. ·-· ' , .. . 
; • ; c 
• . !J . ~ :.:-·. 
·~· - \. ' _:f··-. 
- 2 
() 
,., - . ' .- -~ . . 
·.coaparedo with tbe corresponding methTl·· ana:t-agues. HQ,ever, 
. . . - .,,. --- . .. 
' .. 
. ~ · very_ few attempts ttav~ -been ~ade. to -cqrrelate _aDd studr 'their 
• • • 0 • , - ' 
··1\v.ibratlonai spectra · in. detad.l, 'iq spite of th~ f'aet tti(t th~se 
' . . / ' ' : •· . _·' .. . . _- .. 
compounds_give v~~y- ~ntense infrare~ · babds,in the C-F -stretch-
. .. ~~ - -
I ··inc. l:"eg~on . ~~?~~-~'2so C~-1 • ... -~ - -., • 
·-~- . . . , /- . . . . ) . . 
• .\ · ~ in;.Li9'ii., Edgell, _M.d. May<5 >, studied the vibrational · 
,l · .n 1 
.. 
. . . .. . 
spectr~· .. Qf. the s~mple c_ompqunds CF3I ~ CF3Br and conclude~ 
·that' the t~itluorometbyf-g~oup beh~s ·as a ri~id g~oup and 
u' . 
. · tnere is' a ve·ry little interaction between the · inteFnal vibra-
·lr. . · · . . .r · . 
. . . " . ' 
· ·t ~onal mo~es ot a C.F 3 group and tha~ of the fr'amevork F 3 ~ ~-X 
. :_.: . . · (~her_e _ ~ ~ -r,' ~r). _ . Hov,ver ~. tor c~3cN<6_> ~om& ~oupling · exlst:s . 
·_ -. · · .- ..; . . · · ·. be~ ween the· --0-c stretch,irig aD! the internal. v:t.br~tional mi,des 
,. 1J ' . I fJ'• • ~ • , _,. • ..:.---·-~ .. ·- _:._ _ __ -- ~ --' ' · _ - -
·. · · .. · !o:t'~,_t]le CF3 _ group, especially the siDunetric CF3 d·erorri~tton.· 
' ~ • . • . . I 
• .. ~0 
. :. ... 
_, 





. ·N~1,1· .. ~~~-Sheppa~d(?) ha.v.e s~ud~ed\the . ini'rared spectra ot a 
. ~b~r cor c~mp~s co~i.i~ a ·co..;On trit~Uoro!"ethylthio• 
group and · tound_ that the i~rn~l vibrational modes ·of this 
· g~oup . in all these compound!f co~ld be e.a~'ily assigned by · co~ .. · 
~ ' 'l I G • 
•• I A 
paring it with the close;J..y. related mole~ule ~.F3Cl. R~an. ~ild 
- . ~ntr&Nd ' spe'ctra ot ·a farge number or seleniu• compounds ~~ . 
,_ . . . ~ 
· generll~ f~riaul~~ HgX2, . <Hix~>Yt and XHgY (vhere X = C?a?• 
_, andY= h~logen or psuedo halogen) have been studied by 
1 
0 
a • 0 • 0 
. ciase(B) and several as~ignments made~ He has divided the 
f) ' .. _ ~.. • ; ' .. ; Q :J j • • • • ~ .. 
' .~:-;;- uv.ibrat1one.l -' modes-·or t~ese molecules · into thpse or '(a) ' a 
• • \ ~ IJ I C' • • 
~1, ,~d - trif'luoz:omethyl_ s~leno group, vhose 1nt4i;rnal _modes· 
... 
·~ I . 
'· . 







' . . 
,· •' 













•, I \ •' o• 





- '3 . _ _. . . . 
: . · c'OJDPare "·V· ·ven dtb.tbe closel)" rebted·. aoiecu:• _cF3B~, . : , . 
the only d1~terence'be1ng th•t the lower overall symmetry or . 
. . . 
these 'molecules sometimes leads to' the splitting or ~oubly -
. . . .. . ' .. 
degenerat~ ~odes o~ CFaBr, and (b) the rigid framevo~k·~gXC 
. . or BgC~. Thus, , in g~neral,. ~he .J.nte;n~l - ;ibr~tions. or the ·. ' ·. · · .r 
• !) • I ' 
CF 3se gro~p .. are go·od group vavenumbers and do not· differ IIU.ch '' .t . 
\ ' 
trom moleaul~ ~o molecule. Intrared and, Raman spectra or 
several .volatile compounds_ ot selenium: x2, X<;:l, .XBr, XCR; · 
_·xca3- _and XCF3 (vbere ~ ~ .CF3Se) h~_ve been studied by. Bomtord (~) 
' 
and some ·assignments · made. 
·. ;· ·~ 
have ~tudied i~ ·some" detail the infrared spectra o.r a· l.arge 
'"· B~g and Clark(lO) (1962)'seem to be the first to : 
l ' 
. awmber ~~ tritluoro~ethy~-p~osphorus compounds: CF3PI2, 
' \(C~3~2PI and (CF3 )0PYa~n (vhere Y = .-·cH3 or c6a5 ~d . n = 1, 2 
or , 3)~ · Some ot _ th~~~ assignment~ althougb. tentative · appear 
I • 0 • • (I ' - ... \. 
·to be ~ong, iii the ·light or later studies. In the same year~ · 
J- ·, • Burg '• and Griffiths(~~) correlated .the infrared s~ectra' or a . 
' ~ .... • I o I Ira.· • 
. - :-. .. .. 
·.' · larce numb'er or: trJ.fluoromethyl derivativ~s or gener~f.l 
I I \ • -
' 0 • .. 
0 t ormuiae ( CF 3) 2PO~ (vb~re . ~R i:: . H' D,. CH~· ' Ciis ,· t -C 4~9· arid .. 
. "· o (CF3)~). and . (~F3,)2P(O)R ·(vhere . R a: _c1," ~r, CJI3- and t-C.4B9) · • . · 5~: 
· ., Subse~rtien~ly Grftt.ith~ . has made de~ailed ~1~ra~1onal. studies . ·_;..: - ,, -~- ' 
. ' 
• ' • .o 
' 
.on a« rev pentav.alent·. _tr1fl'\1oromethyl-p~osphorus compounds s 
CF ' P(O)F (la) CF P(O)Cl(l3) - CF pp(l4 )' (CF·) PCl (l5) and 
. 3 )2 ' 3 2 · . ., 3 4 ,, . 3 2 3 
. 9F ~P014 <16_), whereas only . one .tri vale~:__ ~bos~borus com~~ .. 
CFaPCl~ (l?~. h~s · ~e~n 'stud~ed. by bia. ·The_ intr.ared, spectra- or 
<:'>, • 
• : Q 
I 
. ' . 










' • - -











. ' '~ 
'. ' . 
- 4 i· 
• 1 ~ • 
. . ~~3PH2 &n4 CF3PD2 ··in gas and ,solid phases has been rePtrt-ed by .. 
. Anthony(lB~. · i Ph.'D th~sis describing the intr'ared ~ R~~ 
.. · s~ctra· or _peJrluo;~ethyl arS1ne3• (CF3>3As, (CF3 )~sCl~ 
(CF~·:) 2Asl, cF3AsC112 ~d As2 (cF3 )4 has been 'aubm~tted by _ · c.~att ~19). A tall\ ~nd ,.Craig (2~' 21? ··.have . studied in .detail the :_.<', 
inf'ra~~d _ spectr:a or dirluoroamines:.' CHaN~~' CDaNF2 ~ C~aiF2 
·~ made all assignmen~s ex~ept 
Recently~ Bendra·et · ai5~2 ) have 
0 • 
tor the tor'sional modes. · 
' ' 
reported the vibrational .. 
' . . . 




This thesis describes the . vibrational.' stuc:tY. ot ... . 
. -
seleni~m compoundss x2 , X9H3, ~cr3 , XCl, XBr and XCN ~where · 
~ o *l., ' I '" 
X .= CF3Se), ~11 ot wh~ch, ~xc.ept one,.· XCH3 haye earlier ·been 
studied. by Bo~ord<9>, . vith inrrared spect~a recorded .dovn'to . · 
~ ~ . ' 
· .700 cm·l· and .a tew ass~gnments " made~ The. ~resent ~tudy or· 
' 
these .' cOmpounds vas undertaken and intrar~d . spectra r~~orded 
down to 200 cm~1 , to: reviev .vith the heip ~f - intrared band 
contours i.Dd other ~vail~ble .. data, the a·ssignments_ alre'ady '. '7 
. . . 
made and to ·make· as many fresh assignments as possible. The . . 
,.. ' ' ,, .. ' I ' 
v·ibra~1oQ&l . spectra . or phos~horus c_o~pounds: (CI!'a>aP, (CJ'.3 ·>2~F 
· .' and CF3PF2'-.stud1e( here !have · not been ear~~er re.ported else-
. vnere, e~cept · tor · a very recent publ1cat1on<23 >, .which des-
. : r , . , .· . / , 0 
cr1bes the gas phase 1ntrar~d ,.sp,ectra, the liquid phase R~an 
.. . ' . . . ~ 
spect~.a and the normal c~-ordinate arialy81a or the compounds 
·.~ .. ~£ . t • • • , .. • 
P(CF3)3 , As(CF3 )3 _ and Sb(CF3 )3• A deta1le4. ~tudy at ~he 
.. "' 
. ..... . ~. .• 
f 
.: 
. . . ~ ~ 
"' . ·_.; 
.· 
.... .. ' .. , , . 
-r;: • ' 
. " 
I ~ l I I • 
i . 
. ·, 
. . ,. 
:.. . ' 
·· . 
'' 
-~~ ....... , · . "f.• . t·. 





. . ~ 
' .. 
5 - ., .. . ~ 
" . 
' 
vibrational ~pec.tra -· or the-. compounds, .. (CF3.)3P, (CFai;~F: 'and 
I C' ' ' ' 'o I"'; 0 
CF3_P~2 _is important, ·fOr .in spite or t~e attached 'str_ongly ·_-· 
. ' ~ 
·.electro-negative groups or atoms, the c9mpounds, CF3 PF 2 and -~CF3 )2PF hav.e be~n- rOO.~ t~~-o~ g.ood ligands-~24; 25,26,27) 
. . \ 
through their strong ~~accepting·abilitf which is enb~ced by 
the p~ce ot el-.;~~~onaga;tve gr~ps.. ~n Ol)-8 ~.P~ft(2'7), · 
intrared~and Raman ·spectra ot complex~s ot the type ~rans 
' • t I ~·! 
LaMo(C0)3 (~here L_":: (CF3 )2Pf, CF3PF2 , CC13PF2, . ROPF~ ~tc. )' 
• 1111 • • • • 
have been presented. Fr:om. the v~fu'es of car~_o_DJl str~tching 
absorptlons and s~ai;terings~ using simplified Cott~n~ . · 
' (. I ' • " ~' • 
~ K.r.aihanzel r 'orce field, force ~onstants have been Qaiculated, 
. . •. ~~ ~I ... • . 
which'' show tluorophosphi-nes have .strong .J'-a:.ccepting ·. ~b111ty 
• • • ' ' . • ' .. 4 
0 . 
al.Dlost comparable' to that ~r - carbon mono~ide •. !~e :f'~lloving ., . : // 
.-'" -......' • ,. ¥ '· . • ... 
. . . .. • . . 1 
decrea~ihi order or v-acceptor ability has been p~oposed: 
c. • ' • • ' 
CF3PF2 >. (CF3 ) 2PF ~ PF3 _)~: CC13PF2_7 ClCB2PF- ~ -fh~F2. _: ·.; . 
. I . • - ... 
ROPF 2 ) ~PF,NR2 "> (R2B)2PF. I~ is. b9ped that a det ... iled study 
• 
0 
I o • , 
0 
' ~ • • r • 
.or the vibrational spectra or these ligands will lead- toba 
more dire~t understandi~g or tb~ nature of' bonci'~~:·, :on ~~mplex 
' • • ' (> 
to;matio~· and i.nterp~et~tion ~t th& sp~ctra.. o~ ·t~~~~- co~ple~es -4,'0. 




-~> ~nPF a-n ~.' !3jn SbC_la -'. 
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' r ' ' 
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• G' --~-.. ~ ~;;. 
~ Q ' • ....... • .. . 
. ·. - "~~ 
--·- . 
/ ' ... ~.­, I 
. 
. .. 
"> 0 .. 1 0 0 0 
.but instea~ th~ .. t~ll~ving . 9X~dat.fon <28t29-t 3~) tak~s piace 
. . . . , 
R PF
5
· + a.:,n ·.SbCl + g Sb 
n -n 3 3 3 (~1) 
\ ~· However', f'luorophospn'ines containirig ~ elec_troneg·a~ive sub~ 
stituent (e.~. R = cF3, · ~c~~3 ; ~B2c~) _~nd.ergo . on-ly ·re.~ction 
(i) and not (i~). ··!hi$ i.s· bec.au~e the attach~~- · electro..: 
neg_at..,.iv~ .·group -Vithhol~ .:th~ ~one pair Of' electr.ons· on · 
phosphorus from 1 entering into ':Joxidat~n·: .. ·This· i~·- pr.ob~bfy 
o I ... O 
0 0 0 
... ;:::) :i)" l 0 0 4 • 0 .. 1 1 • 0 
vhf the . vibrational spectra or. th_e· correspond'ing me~byl 
I .· . . ........_ , . . • 
. _. . . ... " . . 
~tluorophosppines. have not b~en· studied. - ~ 
i ... .. " .. ' . 
'\ ' • ' 4. • ' 
... . • .. • t,..· • " • t • • ' · -
. .. The' study or vibrational spectra is useful as many 
• .. • .a 
times one'· ·can ·eliminatE! various ·pos·sible structures. or a . 
, , . . • .. • r 
molecule and predict the correct st~cture by_ c.o\mting .the · · 
. . . ' .. I . 
. . . . ,.i' 
~umber _or: a~ti ve t~ndament~ls am · c_~~nciden~e.~betV8~n ~hem .. 
in the infrared and Raman. A detailed study or vibration'"': . 
# • ' " ' • ' I ' • • : 
rotation fine stru~ture · under favourable circumstances can 
~ . 
give structur·al parameters. 
'• . 
Also, by study~ng !elate·d co~-
J• \ • 
pounds, one ctn ~ake important correla~ion~ which can. be 
. . . ' 
tn1ittu1 in -establishing · the · structure and interpreting the · · 
· s·pectra: pr -other compounds; , · . · 




The ·assignments in the ·present · ~tu~y are mainly· 
based on the following criteria • . 
' . 
. ' 
· (i) Study ot. intrared gas phaae· ban~ contours • 
( - . 
.• 
.' r 















-:-'" ... ,.. ... "'f .... ·;,;~-~~1] 
~:u - .... . 
( 
. - 'l -
· · (,ii) Study or the Raman 'depol~riza.tion ratio ~ f· -), . I 
.. ' . . 
which ,can. distingui h betve~n the total.ly ~ymmetrlc ( r = 
.. - ......:._ ' 





(iii) The tact tnat in~general symaetric vibrations 
• ' 0 
are more intense in the Raman, while a~ymmetr.i' . vibrationsv 
are more intense in the infrared.· 
. (iv2:f>Co.mpar~s~x1 with · th~ spect·ra or olosely related., 
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This chapter ~ives a brie_r but ~utffcient· review 
. - . 
·or the .theory on t .he basis or which the . results in Chapter · 5 
·will be discussed. -
2.1 : vibratio~al Spectra 
.. . 
-~~ - F~r · an 'n' ato~ic system the'~e are .. ~~ -: 6 or an - · 5 
. ~ . . 
vibrp.ti.onal degrees or freedom depending upon whether the· 
. I . , .· 
- molecule is non-linear' or linear. 'rheref'or~' one nee4s 
· . 3n - 6 o~ 3n - 5 ·. ~o-ordina~es to describe -the vibrational · 
_· . ~otions ~r this ·molecule. 'rhere are several- ways to describe 
J l1 . • ~ . . ' ' . ... • . • 0 
· . ~· thes~ co-ordina~es, . th~ most userul being the system in which 
. 
·each or the independe~t 3n - 6 or 3n - 5 c9~ordinat_es '''des:.. 
.  ' 





• J . • -· 
: cribes the motion' or the atoms in its simplest torm such that . :. 
' . ....... ·. · . ' -
. · -_::· a.ll at~.ms ·: ~ove in-phase vi~b the sQe ~ f~equency.( Tl_lis syst~m 
ot co-ordinates 1's called a normal co-ordinate ' ~nd- .-the mode 
.. ~ . 
• I 
. ... ' 
.· ' 
I 
• '• I 
' • , ., 
. - -
· .associated with each normal co-ordinate . is da~le-~ a no~mal ' 
.: •ssuming .a simple harmonic motion ror these atoms, 
. ~. 
t}\e wa~e : ~~.atlc;>n or ' the syst~ can be I, solved . quant~.:, 
_mechanically and the ene,rgf lQVels can . be .expres!Jed as a. 
. . ~ •, . ~ - . ' . 
runction or normal 'Diodes by the ·rollowing ··equatlon · ,. _ 1 
• • • · , • e • ~ • 1 ~ ' • ... • - ~ •" ' 
~· ,. 
' ... ' : 
'.• 
. ·' 
. .. _,. 
. ;·.~ ~ ' 
. :. ~. . 
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¥ \ .. 
. . ' 
•x> '0 h~~(yl +•1/2)+ hv2 Ct2 -~~2): •·· . / 
:"":... 
· . . I' 
.. 
i . ' 
' ' 
. ' \ E(·~l ," "2' •.• • 
' 
+. h"x.<:vx +f 1/2) . (1) 
' ! 
vbere x =an - _S .or 3n ~ 6, b ~ Planck's constant, v1 = 
. ! 
" . 
trequ~oy associated with the i'th mode, vi = ·vibrational · 
\ · q}lantum number. · . f~1 l r:; ' 
. . I 
, · · · The energy or the vibrationless gr~ild state ·is 
. ' 
obtained . by· putt,ing alt vi = o, w~ile~ _the ·t:me~gr of 1 1th 
I ' \ .. • ~ ~ , • ; 
fundamental vibration is obtained by putting all v's = 0 and 
' . . . . ":~. . i: . ' 
' v 1 = 1 in the above equation_. putting vi. = 2{ and v J-'1 = 0 · ·-. 
' ' I ; 




d I , . , 
.. - . r~ · ·. 
: 'rhe energ~ or tlie eombt~at10n ram~ is obta~rted b:y putting ·tw9 
or more . vi ·' s no~-ze~o . in· ~he ,_qu_ati~n (1). T~e difference 
• • I . . . • bands result when the. 1n1t1al 1 sta~e ·is not the vibrat1onless 
J ' - . 
ground' state aDd the transiti~n tak~s plac~s !rom, one level ' ; · 
~ . 
· ~i~ t:o ariot~er ~k . such th_at "k > ., 1, 1ih~~~: t~~ trequene·y or t~eB ~-
• 1\ .. - .... • • • 
· .. >.ransition 1! equal to !k- -... v1• The intensity ot .the vk - ~1 . 
__ -,--___ ,,.; . '" 
·ti band is mueh smaller than · ~hat or the -"k + .. " i . band ~1n~e the \ 
. ' 
- • ' 
. ' . ._ 
'' 
.' . ~ ·. ()' 
numbe~ .or .mole-cules in the ,initial--stage '_is DRl:ch smaller, 
corresponding ~cloltz~ann taetor e -h.., i/~. Under· the h.u;moni~ . 
c. .. • ' ' • 
oscillator approximation ~nly tunoamentals ' are allowed. OVer- . 
. . ,_ I , . 
· ·-.tone and combinati~n .bands become · al,loved only if on& considers 
&nharmonieitie~ in the-motions ot the atoms. 
. appr~1mation ' overton~ and combination b~s 
I 
. :-~ 
# .... ·-• • • _,. . 
\ . . . 
. . . . ~ .. _ 
\ .· . '" 
' .. 
























0 - - 10 . .....-..; _, , ,, ~~~ 
. ' . 
. . " . . " . . . 
and' tberef'ore in practice are normallY• weaker than .f'u!ida- . 
,I . . • . . . ~ • • 
. . . 
· mentals themselves. · ( ·' .... 
One can determine _the srmmetrl type or these 
3n.:.. 6 or. · 3n - 5 vibra_t ions using the . principals or\ group 
theory and matrix algebra, provided the ' s~etry ot the 
' . 





, . , 
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·rr 1 <v1 > represents th~·vav~- function ~t . the i'th . 
in ·ttie v'th- quantum state, then the total vibrational , 
function is given ·by 
(2) 
' . . \_ 
where·x = 3n- 6 · or 3n- 5 · 
# • ' • 
' ' 
. when 'each or vi = zero,-_ -the DJolecule is in its vibrational -
~ t • .. 
ground' state· _and ~he_ vibra~.ional · wave. runctiorr is represented 
'by _ 1f.~~, .· The .wa~~ tunction_ t~r the i'th tund~~ental is 
' . . 
ob~aine~ by put'ting . e·ach- · ~j · i 1 ~ - ·o in tpe ~quatio~ - (2) 8od 
is r~pre~ented by. ~"~'!· F~~· a ·rund'ament~l tra~it~on to occ1ir 
·~ . -
by absorption or intr~ed d~pdle radiation, it is ne~essary · 
tha~ ,one o.f t.h~ f'.~ll~ving. integrals b~ non-zero. \. 
I 
. : ·J· "Yo x .1'1 d!l' 
. v .v. • 
(3) 
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!he~etore, a fundamental wi~ be infrared active it -the 
.... 
' 
>1!. · normal. mode involved belongs to th~ sam~ representation --as ·· 







. } ' 
any one o'r the three cartesian . co-ordinat·es. 
I 
Fo~ the'. Raman· scattering ~~t is .. necessary that at 
least one integral ot the type 
' ,.. . . ) 
,· l) . - . . ·. ' ~ ~ ~ ·P_· 'f' !· d > (where .P = an element ot the polar1-: ._ · · (4) 
· · · zabi~ity tensor) 
.. 
. . 
be non-zero.- A tuttd.amental transition will be Raman active 
~ . . ' . ' . . .. 
-,_~ the normal . mode involved ·belongs to th~ s~e representation 
'a·s -~ one or mot:e components or the polari;ability tensor ot. 
the mol.ecule.. _Ge.neraily·, P is.' one ,.ot -"~he qua'd~atic tunctl~ns 
. . 2 ' 2 2 . . ' ' 2 2 
· or cartesian co-or~inates, e. g. x , 1 , z , 
1 
xy, 1?-, --.z~, x - 7 • . 
l -
... 
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2.2.1 Calculations or Principal Moments ot Inertia ·.· 
..... . 
and_ Their Direct~1ons . .::::<· . c. 
• 






~-t R1rsehfe1der <31 ), usirig . the '~elatio~s · .. 
. ' -# 
,i 
. ., 2 
z2) . 2 . . . ' 2 ,· D= tim.1(y1 + 1 -'1/K(timiyi) - 1/M ( t 1 m1_z1) (6) 
I 
.E = 
.. 2 z~) , 2 . ' I 2 timi(xi + - l/K(t1m1x1) .· - 1/M(t1m1~1 ~ . 
. . . 
. . . 
I , . . F = t1m1.(x~ + y~) - l/M(t~m1x1 ) 2 - l/M(tlai~l>2. (7) 
.. 
. G =· t1111x1t1. - l/M(t1m.1xi)(i:1111i1) · 
\ 
. (8) . 
. '('), 
• • > 
.. . . 
. . 'H ·= timix~_zi - l(M(t1~1~1)~ti~1y1) 
(19) ' 
Where m1 = aas~ ot i'th at~m: x1 , r1 ~d . z1 _ ~ car~esian co-
ordinates or·tbe 1'th atom. 
~ 
·t;> • , • •• • • 
'these t~r~lae_ have ~~~ _advantage that the r_e~~ren_ce 
tramevork .may have its origin at any place within the mol$au1e · 
and' 'the\ di~ections ot the. axes are arbitrary, alt~bugh the 
. . . . .. ' ' 
_. .. thre~ princ!pal axes an1~t :pass throup tb~ a~ntre or gravity· 
. . . 
ot the molecule and must be mutually perpendicular. 'lQe 
' . . 
principal·values .or the moments or inertia can be ·obtained 
"' • ' I 
. . . . 
by expanding the dete~minant 
( t • • • 
' . 
. ..; 
. i > 
. . 
\_ 
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·= 0 . ~· 
..., . ' (ll) I . ·.•; 
\\ ... 
which gives a cubic equation on expansion. The three roQts 
<: ~ \ • " • ... 
. I " ;"' • ' 
ot this cubic equation are the values or principal moments 
. . .. '\ . . ~ . .. 
or inertia and are denoted by Ixx·,~ -~ and Izz· For ·molecules 
..;. · . 
ha~ing symmetry or c2v o~ bighe;, ~h~ el~ments G, B a~· I o~ . 
· ·.· determinant (11) -.a.re zero, provided the' highest told axis is 
chosen to be one .or the ·arbitrary axis, -with the 'results· · - : 
. . .. . ·. . - ., . . ' 
/ that D, B and F ~epresent princ~pal moments ot inertia. In·. 
• , · I 
'\ _ the cas·e . ot mol~cules .. o~longing to c8 · s~etry . (as ·Js. the . case 
.t. L ~~ . . ~ ,,. .. _· - . . 
n .· with majority ot~the moiecules studied here) it vas round that 
. . \ . 
1~ xy · ~enotes the· plane or symmetry in these molecules, th~ 
' ' 
. . 
valpe or· .F wa:s the same as one of the· roots ot the cubic -_. / 
. ' )' .  ./ . 
equation~ say Izz, but ' ~he ~alues _ or the .other tvo_ roots ver~ 
. • • IJ - - • .. • • 
41tterent f~om D -and , .. _respe~~V.!;l~ • ·~ his ~S . beca~~e t~~ 
t~! directions of Ixx and lyy :(~~~_!,~tn~~pal inertial axes 
. . . . ' .:- ; 
in the J?lane) are not th~ ~am~ _ a~ those ~- t _he arb~~rary 




maice.'an angle Q) with. the direction or the arbitrar~ axes· -- . ·: 
. . 4\- • • 
let Xi' Y1 and z1 be the ca~tesian co-ordinates ot t~e i'th 
. . ~ . . 
. . 
·atom _~r. mass ~i ~r the new co-~r~in~te. syste_m. T~en the nev \ 
' r , 
\ . .. 
. · .. 
0 
. - . 
' . . . 





-~- . . 





, .. . 
·' 
.. . .... 
.. 
( ' . ' 
. 
, ... 
' ' . 
r . . . . 
' 1 ...... ,. 
. •' 
- -
", , . . r'tj ' ·, 
0 
. . . 
·-.- 14 - ·. 
.. .. ' 




-· , . 
. \ -
its old co~ordin~tes, .x1 ' . y 1 ~ · z1. by the re a~~on~ - . 
-.Xl = Xico8ol + y1si~j·.~ . . 
Yi =~x1sin» + yico~ ­
zi = zi 
. ' 





' . 2 ' ' '2 . . ~ 2 . 2 -
~XX= ~1ml(J1·~. Z1) - l~(IiaiY1) ': l/M(t111l1Z1) 
/ 
sub~titut~·ng th~ valu~s o~. ~~, .~'11 and · z1 f'rom . relations (12_) f 
. ~ . . . ' \ . .. 
•, (13) and (14) and· atter' rearrangement' one obtains: . 
-, 
. " 
. " .  
: -i., 
.. 2a_1zr.oco~ _[ E1•1 ~171 - 1/Mt·i (mi xi) <•171) J ·. 
' ' • ' L'. • 
. ·using. r~1at.1ons (5), (6) and (8), o.ne qbtain~ · 
I. . . . . . 
.· .. · . IXx =· ! _.+ coa2(a) (D - . B} · - · ~ai~OSO)_(G) , _ 
or ~~ ~~ i) cos~- 2Gs1nmco~ • IXx + B ~~ _0 • (15) • 
' I 0 - -,.,- • • 
Applyl~ trig~nometric r -elations _COS~(I) = Cl + cosao)/~ ~-
. ' ' 
. 2siiKDC.oS<O = sina» to equation (15), one obtains 




(D • . B) . ~·os~.- :·~~1~ +D .. +. B •2lxx i:: 0' (16) · . 
. . 
... 




: ' p 
' , ' 
'• 




,... · ~· 
•. ~ . 
. ..,. 




' . ' 0 (1 
Solution of equ~t~on (16) ... gives~ the angle co by which the . 
. ' 
. . . ~ 
. arb'itrary x-axis hasoto b~ ro~ated .to get ·the trU.e =·Ixi ax~~ .. . 




. 11 .{ 
' . ,, . .. 
I 
J 
All- molecules c.an be di\fided into rour broad . 
. " . . ' ' ' . . - . 
. ~ . ~ 
. ca~egories (1) linear (11) symmetric rotor a (iii) . asriinetric 
- . I . • ,. 
'l'otor (1v) spherical ro~~r, depend.ing o~ the· re.latiV!f magni-· 
tp~e~. o~ ·their · rotat~o~al -~o~st;.nts, ~i~h .:c~~r~i, "'to ·the . . . · .. 
notat~ons recommended by the ·Joint .Commt§sion .r . ectro- · 
( • 
scopy ' 32) ~e den~ ted by A' B ,and c' : s~'ch' t A # B.? c 
. . I . / . 
: . . and are .expPe~s~d in. c~-l .(us~Qg re,lati6n's· A =· hl&2ei~ et_e : · 
. ·, .. . ) . 
. I . 
• I 
"I ' • 
-
. . " 
_ .. , .. 
where lxx = least principal mom~nt o_r in,erti~). -Thus it. ·. 
. "' . . . 
. _......-- . . 
A ::!! oo. · and B. -~ -·c .:--. . · ' (linear) , . .. "' 
. A) B = C 
\.". . . ... . . . . c . . 
' · ·. .· (p!olat~ symmetric rotor) . .. 
(obla~e ·symm~tr1e ~ptor} 
. . . . , . ~ 
' . 
lh A">B~C . 
. 
---and A =· B = c ~-· · ~- ,. - ·._{_spherical r-~tor) 
.. 
e . 
; · The ·following asymmetry parueters a:r:.·i~ -r~~q~ep.~ ~s_-. 
' . . ·- ;.. ~ . ~ 
/ · 
.a.i .. ~-, .. . .. 
~ . . .. . 
. 1':: (28 - A - C)/(A - C) · . ; 
. ,. l . • . 
I ' • ) : . -
• ': . ·p* = {A - C )/B 
. '· jc:; = _.1 0 
1<:' = +1 
(~ro1ate .s~et.r-ic rotor) 




































... I I ' 
- . 
... - ._l • ·· - : ~ 
. • 16 - . -
. . ·J( •
._ 
' • •. ·..-·~-- l -
(prolate asY.etric rot~~)' w ., . 
0 . • 
o· . <f~<· -~· 
·o <: ~ < +1 
;_-~~- - - ·:;:.': · . ::-
.. . . ' 
(oblate ··asyiua~tr_1c rotor) ' . 
:. . ' 
0, • , • • 
. . . • f .. 
. . ~ ·. can have values 0 ~ 





~ = o· 
0 < r"' <.oo ' ~~. ·.·, 
, .· 
-
' , . . ,. 
~ . : ;·· f ~1 
,o 
(spherical rotor) . 
(prol.ate· ·symmetric · and 
.- . - as)'JIIJDetric. rotor) 
•{oblate symaie.tric rotor) 
·13 can .l~av~ values ~1/2 ~--11 ~ oo / 
. . . . I 
· ·1/2 < ~ <. ·q . · · (o~late symmetric · and 
.· ~ i ·asymmetric rotor) 
41
1 
• f . ,. 
. . 
• 1. 
' . ; 




I , ~ ' ' v • I t 
0 ·< 13. < oO · (p~olate syam~tr 1c and 
· ·,.symmetric .rot'or) . • ' , I 
. 
• n, 
' ···. ... (spherical top> 
.· 13 = 0 
•' p ' 
- f • ~ . _:_"_ . .- _:;;;( • 
· .' · 2.2.·2 SJDIDletr-ic. Rotor . .. 
. -
'g ~- \ ·, 
. . . 
. ' 
. · . . ' 
I , 




• , I I 





• • , • 7 • 
. . ~ 
• " , i"tf'•l n •• • • 
· : ·._· . / ~ . The .ene~e*'Of' a prolate· symmetrlc rotor under .. 
. ~ . 
' t ' 'I , , . ' 
hei'rmonic osci·llat·or and rigi~ r~to~ approxi~~ions can be 
;: • • (l. ~ • • tl • 
·written as tollovs 
. . . 2 
. · B = t 1hv1·(v1 + 1/2) .. + B(v)J(J + 1). + (A(y) - . B.(v))K 
I . 
·¥b,re ~he df~endenee _ ot rotation~l ~ const~t on vibratioriai 
quantum ~ber _is sho~ by subscript (v). · Jn a ·symmetric·· . 
< 0 • o I 
' .. 
(20) 
rotor ' tbe ~ibrat.ion~ · can be .d.ivid~d ... in~() two classes, paralle~ ' 
· . . . 
. · _ami·.perpendicular., depe<~ing upon whether .the .dipole aomen~ · 
\J, .. ' • • ") • 
. oscillates parallel or· p•rpe~dicular to the highest ~~etry 
, . · . r · \ 1 · ' • ... 
axis-,. -~hieh r~~resent~ ·to~ prolate_ and oblate sY..etrie ~ 
' 
rotors A •nd c 'axis 
. ' 
respectively. ~fhe corresponding . infrared . 
I 
. . 
• . • . It ·I' ~ ... 0 ' 
--(1 .. tl -~-. ..,..,. 
'• 
, ' ·-
. :,.... .. .. ~ .. . 
.. 
' ., _. -... '. 
......... 
· . . ···.·.· . 
.. 
. . ' 





' ' \ 
~~------~~----?~--; . -----~-~-------
.. 
. ·, · . 
' 
bands are termed as para.ilel &nd perpendicular·· respectively. 
4 
The s~lection rules,· :tor the ·parai'lel bands are ' .q; • 
~ 
4K = 0 
.... AK =- 0 6J = +1 if K = 0 -
-
' \ while tor the per,pend.icular .bands,- the se'lection rules are: . 
. ~ ·~, . 
' 
6 K = -tl ~J = O, tl 
/ . 
Transition corresponding to ~-J =-~-1, · 0 and +1 giv~ ris•· t.0 
. . 
P, Q and R branches or t~e band respectively. 
. . ;: · • ) ---i-Bt simple mo~~culea haV~:g large r<?taticina~ Con-
s~;nts it is possible to apply equation: (2~) e~actly and ~ 
~Study the rotat~o,nal Cine s~Nctur~; · However, the ~3or1ty · 
ot molecules or interest to t.he chemist have small rotational .· .. 
' 
constants and it is not possible to observe the rotational 
' ' 
' ' 
tine structure, since under the experim~~tal eondi tions, . the 
. , _ 
width ot rotat"ional transition ·. is .more th~ the spacins: 




between the rotational line~ themselves. Gerhard and 
• 
DeJ}.DJ,son (aa) have 'studied .. the envelopes or the 'infrared absor-
' . . 
....... ,,'- 'ption bands for symmetric rotors· and· toUnc! that the ·_band 
. envelope is a function ot two parameters (1) - int~.nsitr .or Q 
•c. , r 
c 
. . ' ~raricb _and ,. (~~) \th_e PR sep~ation • 
(a) Paralle 1, ~aui _ .- .. ~·~-::-_.. ·\ · · , 





The intensitr ot the Q branch for a ·parallel ' band .- ; ... ' 
• · .. ·. 
r 
• ' .. 11 
. . ! 
1 
.. 
. . ;,. . 
.. . · 
---.-------:--------...,...--..:__-_,-
- 18 ·-
. , f 
. 0 
' ' ' · '-:. . ! • 0 . ~ 'is a !unction ot P and is expressed as · 
. .. ·. 
' . ' 
•o . 
. RC~) = Ic{L . . . . (21) . 
I . ' . ' . 'f ' . :~here . IQ = intensity or · (branch alone ~nd .L :: totai' ·intensity . 
~ 
. . or the whole band. 
IQ = L(log ~ ~ ..!J+l) - _a]~~~. . p ) 0 (22) 
.I.Q .= L [./~ .- s1n·1 --!=-~ I (-P .J~ )' ~ -~ 0 ·· .· (23) 
• • • • 4 • 
l 





. ~Q = L/3 . p = 0. 
. .. 
'·"" . 
. (24) ~ ·· · . 
. .,.,..; 
. . . . , 
· :· The Q branch .has maxiJinim intensity tor ~ c ·.:.1/2 •. ·In ~the_ . 
. ' ~ 
region 0 ( ~ <-o the intensity ot the Q branch decreases vith· · · 
' . , . ~ 
!'~creasing P.~ · until tor p = oo (the lin~ar m~feclile_) }Q = ·0. 
. . . . . 
. · T~e PR separation is given by · , 
. . . ' . < 




, •. f vl')..ere log10s.<~~ =~:._0.7211(~-1:'4) 1 • 13 
.. . f . 
(_b)· Perpendicular B~ .. 
• r . 
P.or ·a · perpendicular band, the R-tunction, equ~t~on 
.. . (21), -is ~ mor!t ·complex • .- Boveve~, the -'q . b.ranch should .be -or· .. · · 
I . . • . . , I • -
cC?mparable 1intensity relat·iv~ to .. the P and R b.ranches vl'~t)l ~ .· . 
.?, .. _ .. . .. ______ ,:p_ ~ -~1/2 atld the PR separation 1~· smaller·: than the· cdrr·eip~nd-
--· -- ---. -- ·. 1ric: paral.lel ·band... The in~ensit; ot ·th~ q· branch is -·~~~-~~ · · : 
• • • . • • ~ . • , • ., . r ' ," . . ••• • • -• • . 
. \. 
.. 
· . w~th increasing P _and is equal to 1/3 or total intens1-~f' o~ 
the : whole band ·r .or p =·· 0 &Dd the PR separati~n ~lightlt .. . ·. : . 
. . . 
< 
' 




. . . 
. 








,., . . 
... 
- i9. -
' u .. 
') 
:increases. For positive v~lu~s ·ot ~, . the. central peak becomes 
·.broad and lonr,' ~i~e tb~ doublet . s~para~1on 1ncr~ases over .. ' -
. -~ . . 
that of a parallel bam. · ~or values or p > 1 the envelope no ,. 
. ~ 
longer presents an appearanee(ot three maxima .and, tor · · 
. ' . I 
. . - . . 
· sutticiently large-values .or ~'.the envelope resembles a 
. . . 




,lated, ~ror perpend1c~lar barids, th8·- .absorption coe~ficient .as . _ 
"'--... · . .. a :t'un~t.i~n ot the wavenumber v, Jrt\ich ~~· -expressed in terms 
\of the· distance x trom the ·barid origin and. defined according n , 
to the rela~ion,_ · ;- /,, , 
. . "~ " 
.(where C1 ·= Bhc/JLT aDd' k = Boltzmann constant) . 
• ., - y . ·-
X - ~ - . 0) C1 
-: . i- ~ (26) 
so .that the figures are acJaptable to .molecules witlt any· rota.:. 
' . -· . -
; • I ~ 
~i~nal·gonstants and an~ tempera~u;e.~ The~ have drawn· .. 
figures .tor ~ = -112, -·;~a, 1/2 and 4. For these · values or 0 
. . 
\ · . . 
~ ~-;I x c~_ be. estimated trom these · tigur·~s, ~Whereas tor ot.heJ" . 
• I . . . . 
·~lues ·or. ~ an interpolation is_ to be p~rtor•ed and -the valuei~.::-
1 -. . . ' • 
oF X th~~ o~t-!f-in~d is substitute~ 1~ the following equation . 
I .. ' 
t 'o obtain ·PR separat'ion. 
I 
. # . 
(27) 
• D 
- - - . - ~- - - -- ··- ---·---- - - ·- ------------ / · 
owever, 'seth.-Paul .and D1jkslra(34) ha~e shown X~~~~~-,;;-~-~ --'~-
& . ru~~tion ot p in. the regio~ -U_2 < p··< 3/4 ·such ~hat . 
. ' - -l ' . . . ,·_ 
. . . . 
b · .. 
. f . 
~ . 
' J .. 
··' . 
- ·.-:• 








. - . . 
I . 
. . . 
x(L) • 
.-
-~ · . 
,......_. 
- ·· 20 · .. 
,. I 
j 
i/2S(~) ~.. Thereto~e subst~t~ting in equation 
• J • 
" 
? • 
Using equa~.ions (19a and, 1911), one obta.ins· 
. v (PR) = 5S($3) ,(2:.eT(9)l/2. (~8) 
- t or, \ • • 
· (where E- ·= A or · C depending bupon whether -the Jnolecule is · 
. ' 
. . prolate or oblate): 
2.2.3 ~ymmetric Rotor 
the · ener&r levels -·~t an asymmet~ic rotor · cu be ~ -_. 
- -"! • ~ 
'1 
•· 
' ' ' ' ( J' • ' .... . _ e\. 
represented in the first app:r;~J;1mat1~n as . tne sum. ot the . .· .. 
. . 
energies ot the ·harmonic oscillator and rig'id ~~tor and are -' 
- . . , 
given by th~ equatipn · ·. · 
I=. t1h~t<•t · + -1/2) + l/2(A +. C)J(J +_1) ·+ 
. \..,.... ..,: . . . 
• .. - (I 
. · l/2(A • C)E7'(lt) . (29) 
.... 
~he vibrati~n-rotational spectra ~r · an as1mmetr1c 
" ,. 
rotor can-be quite complicated, unle~s.the molecule approaches 
' ' I • lj ' •' • • 
tbe · 1illliti..g case 'or e_1t~er a prolat~ or an oblato!. symmeti1c . j 
. rotor~ In ·e as~etric rotor· the d~pole momen~ change. in . . ~ . 
a vibration may either be .alo~ one or the inertial. axes or -- :-.. ,._ ·::. 
c- • • • I . , -
may not be along any axes, gi vi~g rise t ·o A, S,- c or hybtid 
~-:...~.-...... ,--..!,. • ~ • • I c 
· - type-·bana(f~nt-aurs~ ---·A- prolate - ~sYJiunetr.i<i._ roj;_~~-- ~~o~l~ g):ve ._ t . 
.. 
. ' 
. ~' . ~ ... -- - ----- - --
. A II , B.L, .C.J. .or hybrid, 'while 3ari' oblate rotor should give · 
!. . 
. - -- .. 
' . . 
• • 0 
' . . 
, ' 
., 
-;~ h.' . .. .. 
. . 1' \ "'I> 
• .-. J' . . 
.. . ·.-











. ~ . . 
' 
. ~ .. 
. 
' . . 
------ -
' Cll ·,- B.1 and 'u· or ' hyb~id type b~d contours. Thus for ·an 
. : .as~tr1~ ~~or with ~ = -o. 9, the A i1. type .ba~ds ~ill 
· resempl~ the parallel band or a symmetric ro~or, while the ' ' 
C..l type band v.ill . correspond more to the perpendicular baild., 
~ . ' 
.  . but · will show some ot th~ l;eatures ot a parallel bani. · 
'l • (1 I (, ~ 
• I 
Ho~las<35) has recently .computed band. envelope~ tor 
' 
six ,types ~~ -_large SYJDiletric rotcrs, including th~ chang~ in 
.• n ~ 
the rot~t1onal constant in go1ng .trom the l9wer to the upper 
. . 
. . . ., . 
_state and shown ·that the computed band envelopes c~ be use-
.- tully applied to ·'the _spectra. or ~e~~- ~yinmet·rici"oto~_s with. 
\'1<"1 = 0.8 -: 1. He has also-shown. that _compS's ~ving 
saa11· .rotational ·constants resemble . symmetric rot.o-r' -aoiecules 
. . . 
to ~- g~eater extent than the molecules with iarge rotational 
• • <6' • .. ..,. 
i . . . . 
· constants having the . same degree or asyJDmetry. Th~s is 
. - . . 
. . ' beaau~e ot the rapid decrease in 'thep ~tfects or _ . slig~t . 
- • ' • .. t , 
asyrailletry as 'f<' incr,ases and I<:' has :large values tor m·olecules 
. . . 
. 
with small ~otational aonstants • 
. . . 
~ . 
Badger and .. Zumwalt (aG) have aalculated and drawn· 
band envelopes tor higbly as~etriQal' molecules with 
. ' . . . 
dlff'e~ent combinations or asymmetry parameters ~·- 1/3, 1/2, 
. .· ,. . .· . ... . ' 
3/4, 5/4·and .K'=· -112, o, ·+l/2. 'the PR separation tor-.tjpe A~ 
. . . ,. . . . . . ... . . . . .. 
. B and C band~ aan be predicted ~Y estima.t i.ng x, derined in 
- • • ;'.1 
equation (26), · troli these tigures· and s~bstituting in 




• • 0 
~ .. 
- - :-- --
:·equation (27)~ · This method h·as 'uny· restrictions. F~rst-. -.- ln,_ _, __________  
. . . . . 
•' 




.... .. ..... . .... 
b. 





.. ~ . ' '· .' 
a 
.... ·..-





........ - -~2 ·-
' • , I .. 
·_,values, _  -~·o,, that 'l.aboriou's interpolation is. so~et'imes ' unavoid:.. •' 
~ ' 
able tor calculating x values .and the correspondifig branch 
. sepal'.ati~ns. ~econd, many compounds have f" · > · 5l4 which 
. ~ ' 
interferes vith the -extrapolation. Also the estimates ot x 
' ' 
values are not reproducible, which results ·in -different .··· 
. . 
pr~d~ctipn tor the !!ame molecule by ditterent voi'kers. 
" ' ' 
To overoo~e these ditt1cu1ties and ~o eliillinate un• 
' • - I . . t 
· certainties .in determining x, Seth~ Paul .and Di3kstra <34 ) have 
. . . . . ; . ~ 
. Yorke~ -~:JUt a .procedure and r~duced X to a number t . a constant · 
.. I 
ratio or a function ot. constants, whose values depend on , 
. :and It; rUld are given in Tabre 2(34>·. Bovev:e~, tor . cer~ain 
val~es o.r f* , Seth-Paul (a?) has shown that it' ls more "' 
. I 
c~nvenient to use _t _he r.el:tion · · .. ( 
· · A v (~R) '= loX(BT/9)1/2 cm·l , / (30) 
. ' . 
where x is .again either a. number, a constant ratio or· a tunction 
~~ mol'ecular par~~ters giv~n in '!able 2<37> ~ while .B =_ 
.: . . 
•• "' <D 
. ._ ' ' 
. ,. 
·act (B +. · C) or . AB/ (A + B) de.~erid1ng upon vhe~her the mole~ule _ . ' · 
\,. I • ' • > • 
is a prolate or an oblate asymmet~ic rotor respe~.t.ively • 
. ... ~ 
Thus equation '(30) ·has· been used in the ,:,res!3nt -v~rk 
. t .o ·determine . the PR s~paratio~ of- aiymmetri'~ rotors. The· · 
aomen~s ot inertia shov all ~r molecules, except tristri- . 
.. ' (').. . . . 
, . . . 
ti.uorom~tbylphosph1ne ·to be prolate asyJIIletric rotors with ~ 
' . . . ;. . . . . . . - . . . ~ ' . ... ( ' 
and f lying between -0.52 - - -~·84 ~ 0.97 -- 1.55 res- . 1 
. pectiYely;_ Thus, trom .Table 2~36 ) i ·values f'o~ A, ··a and C 
. • ~ AJ' • 
type 'bands are equal to S(~), 1 and 3893)/2 ·respectively, 







. . ' 
r 
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. ' ' Since the majority or molecules studied here have 
. '~\· 
only ~ c, _ symm,etry' ~ibrational modes rOl- which the dipole . 
_mom~ri.t ch~nge oc~rs in t~e _plan~ of symmetry will have a 
. ~ . 




ro'rtmilae (30) will therefore not correspond to the experi-
mental v~iue. However Seth.:.Pa~l 'and De-Me~er <38) have given 
a formula for. the calculation ' or PR ~.eJ>aration of a hybr~d · ... 
o: · band namely t . 
. (31) 
vhe_re Sae refers to the · PR se~aration or a pure c( ty~e .aand 
r ~ ..., , , • • • - • j 
_and c( to tb~ angle between the direction of the osc~llating . 
I~: • 
d.ipol~ and minor ac .axis or ·inertia with re-spect to th-e other 
" ·• ~ uis. x ..is either a number, . a constant ratio or ~ runction ' 
. - { . . 
· or :several mol~cular pa~ameters, ·depending on· the ~alue of 
it: ' ' 
tc"'· .. ~ ~"' and· its value~ have-···been g~ve~ in ?!·able.; 2 <as). 
· P.o~ our molecu~es since -o.s2 .< lC' < -0.84 and o.r;n .< p,. < 
: 1.55~ · x value~ from ~ -able .2<~8) for As~ AC · anq BC type bands 
~re l/S(p), 3/2 .and 3/2S~) .resp~ctivel;. According to 
S~th-P_aul et al. (aB) if c( (. 1TI4 1 the hyQrid band~.1 1s denoted 
.! I • , • ,1' 
. ·_ by .c(JJ If. , while tor 1r/4 < c( ( w/2 the hybrid band ·i :,:... denoted 
• • .0 ' . 
I .. 
' by c(~.l. • ·It is this ·notation which has been Used to d~scribe 
the expected b&.nd · types in Tables 2, 4, 6, 10, 12, ~4. and 16. -
·--
•·. 
' ' ....... 
;:: . 
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This chapter gives details or the methods. employed 
•, 
in :the preparation ~d r-ecordl~ or the spectra or vario\is •-
. -
compounds. Th~ preparation ot.the compowadshas been divided 
. ·  ... int~ two . sect tons~ Secti~n 3.1 de~:Ls .\ith the ~reparation . . · 
' I . 
or ·,selenium cqmpounds, While Sec'tion 3.~. deals _:W:ith- tbe-pre-
~~i-ation or Ph~spbo_rus compouMs, · For each of 'these ~ectio';lSt 
a. gener,al review is given :first, followed by(tb$ ~ctual · ·! • • ~ 
details. 
, . . 
3.1 The $f!enium Compounds . 
. 
.. . '• .' ,..,. ~ .. 
· · All selenium ccmpounds repQrted 1~ this wor~ .have 
:·been ,pre;ared by· th~· or1~1nal . methods (~,~;ar,> · and the . details .. 
· des~ribed by · Cla~e<8l and JJomf'ord{g), which( sometimes had to . ,, 
b8 mci.Utied, · 'For mQJ~t ~t the . ccimpoU.~~ the reactions 
empl~,'ed are s'imple ~· u~dire~Vo,llll;l,_rs ·evidenced by.· their · 
high yields. WJ:lere .anY:· .by-products .. ve~e expected s.teps ~re 
talten to either ensure . their absence or to purity t:he coJ!lp,o~~ 
till ~ts spectrum-revealed it tree o£. the ' intense bands · or the 
. , . 
·a •. l.l General · I ' . ,, 
A ho~ogeneous · mixture or ·selelrl.um and sil:ver tri-. 
fluoroacetate '{molar ratio 1:5) is .heated ato280° tot two 
. . · , 
· .. 





,... " .. 
. " 
' . . 
·~. -
(· 
• . . 
!) ' • . 
. ' . 
. ~ 
- 25 ' .-· 
l , ·', 
. I 
• ft 
- - . ' 
Bistr'it'luoromethyl selenide . (b.p • . = -2°) ~nd diselenid~ 
. .. 
(b~p .. = 73°) are easily sep~~ted from other _·h£gtiir vo_lati~e: 
ll' 
' . 
components, silicon t_etratluoride and carbon dioxide etc. by 




. - " 
vacuum tractionati,on. ~istritluorometh~l · se1e~de and di- ., 
. . , ' 
selen!d~ are separated ,trom each other by shaking the ,mixture ··, . . '~ 
· . ~ith merc~ri in daylight ' tor 24 ·hours (S), when bistritluoro-
- : methyl diselenide reacts to fbr'm a· yellow 






which serves as a usetul intermediate in the synthesis o 
• l . 
almost all other_ compounds .. whose sp.ec~ra are be in' tepo 
.,. . . 
' . 
here. · Bis(tr1fluoromethylseleno)mercury reacts · at· room 
• t~mpe1~at~re . wi~h · ·chlo~i~e (g~ ,·· bromi~ .. <~>' . :J.odtne (9) ~ . 
iodide ' 39) to torui tritluoromethylselenenyl. chloride, tr ~ · 
.J ' ' • 
• ..J - . 
· tluoromethylseleneiiyl bromide, bistritluoromethyl .disel~ de -
an4· ~ethyl .tri~t.a~o;~etbyl sel~~~-de respe~tively : fl !he 
..__ 
reactions -can be summarised in terms of the to~loving 
equations. I ·I 
~·l .........  J 
..; . "'- . 
. 4 . 
. . 
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), 26. 
(CF 3s~)~g ~~ 2ci2 
\ ~cF3Se)tig /2B~2 • 
.. ·(cF3se)~g ~ 12 (e~~es;J, 
.I 
0 . . . 
_2.Cf3SeC~ -t: HgC12_ 
. . . 
·· _ and .<cF3se )~g ·1- 2C_H3 .t ~ 2CF3SeCH3 + Hgi2 
Finally, tr1f:i~oromeih;l' se~enocyanate is p.repared by the 
,' I 
.. • I ' rea~tion between tri.fluoroDiethylselenenyl chloride 
\ ' . ~ / 
s~1ver cyanide <9> ( 
- ! . \ ' 
and 
' \ I 
. . 
\ . 
tl CF3Se91 + AgcN· CF3SeCN r+- AgCl . 
. ~ ~he -~follow1ng co~ld b-~thJ have been used f'or p-er·- , 
' ·. . . ~ ' . 
forming vacuum fractionation. 
-.. "'(- . 
. . 
. Liquid ni trdge~ 
' .
...,:.'~; .. 
75 per cent .isppentane + 
· 25 per cent n-pentane 
. . 
·75 per cen-61 n-pentane + . 
25 per cent 1sopentane: 
~ . 





~ _ ·Diethy1 .. 'ether • 
-116 
o I 








Dry ice . + acetone ' . .. .. 
'\, - 78 
,. . 
· Chlb~~form· . - 63'. 
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~.1.2 Preparation o'£ Bis (trif'luoroaethylseleno)mercury 
Trttluorom~tby~ silvel' : acetate (14 g~· ) and . selenium 
powder (18 g.) in the molar ·ratio 1~5 were tb~roughly mixed · 
~n a mortar and the mixture dried in a va.cuum over phosphorUs 
pent~e tor three days. 
• • • ~ a · typical experim~nt' ~0 og. ot this mixture . 
, -vere.,pla~e~ in a C~rius 'tube ' (25· em X 30 em)·, which h~~ been · 
. . 
earlier tlued out ·under vacuum to remove tl"aces o~ moisture. · 
. . . . , . , I . - . 
The tube vas -evacuated, sealed and heated in an oven at 280° 
J . 
• . ,I I • 
for · 12~ ~1nut•~, 'att~r. which time the tu~e vas brok~tl open: · ·~ ·. 
in a vacuum line and the trac,tion volatile a~ -78° vas. pumpe~ 
·. 
ott and . discarded • . Tb~ fraction tnvolatile at -78° vas 
' "" retained and condensed onto ari excess or triply d1st:1rlled 
\ o u ~ I 
· •ercury conta:l:ned in a .Car~us tube. ·The tube vas sealed and 
. . I ,J 
kept shaking in daylight, r.or .. 24 'hours. At the en4 o~- this . . 
' I 
· time a black solid with a rev yellow ·specks had formed in tl:le 
tube. The tube was ·~~ken open on.' the .vacuum line a'nd the 
. .. . . I . . 
· volatile products (mainly ' bistrU'luorome~hyl sel~~de) were 
\ . , . . . . 
.: 0 ~ea1ed into ano~her thick-walled. tubct • . /fhe b~ack resi due "" .· .. 
·· .with a few yellow .specks v~s erlracted --it1th almydrous ether ,_· 
. . . 
I . • " • 
a]\d the ·ether ~as later · -evaporated ott. giving a dirty· yellov· 
sub~t~ce.- ,This_ was ~ublimed . a~ . 50°, in the qprk, to .11¥ a 
o ' ~ o I 
yellow crystalline substance having the melting point 
, • , .· 
._.· ·o 
50 ·- ·51 .. '.rhe 7ield o~ the f'inal'. p~oduct in a typieal ·exper1 .. 
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ment was 1. 73 g., a yie~J~ .~r . 35 ·pe/ c~n~ based on cF3 g·~oup. · 
Si~ce -the amount of bis (trifluoromethylseleno)mercury obtain-
. . i ' ..:. . 
ed from one tube was .quite. small~ 1the_ reacticn was performed 
. • . I . - ., 
simult_ane.ousl.y in :four tubn~s find ~.he combined j:C?_~uct tre.a.ted 
as above·. Stnce · the. compound un~~r1,oes slow decomposit.i~n 
• ' ' f • 
in light., it w~s stor;d in th~ . dark _.and ·always either pre-
....... - ,. 
' pared :fresh or sublimed before use . .' I 
- I 
' .. . . ' -3.1.3 ~reparation -or.· Bistr1f'l.uor\omethy1 Selenide· 
· The impure· b:i.stritluor6methyl selenide ~ollected in 
, ~ , . I 1 • 
, . ., r . 
sub-section· 3.1.2 was· SllbJected to high vacuum :fractjjonal 
. • I . 
dist~llation in a .vacuum 11;.., of ••?~V~tioMl <!es'-8{· h~ving. ; 
f ·O\\r traps. . Three ·consecutive traps 11ere ·maintaine a~ ._-196, 
·' . . ' --· . . - . :\ 
-116 and" ~~5° r~spectively and the impure fraction was . I 
. -
allowed to evaporate slowly. trom. th~ trap .at · -95°.. After 
,.. 
c 
s~m~t.~me, nothing was le:ft in- th~ ~r~p at -95°, ~bile the · ~ ·~ · ..· ... :-.. _ \
• . ~,!;::.. . ; -
major traction collected in th~ tP~i> - at .:.11s0 .and" a ve·r.;, 
· 7 A ~ . 
' - O:Q . ff{} ~ -
small amount collected in 1 the tr~p·\·at -196° ·:· -~he above 
. .. ., . ' .... ~ ·~ 
~process was repeate~ several times t ·.ill nott;~~.-_ito~17cte<t · in 
·- t1• trap at -196°. The co~ents . ~r the trap at ·116P Were 
· fUrther \purified by several trap-to-trap d1$tillations 
I • 
' 
-rejecting the end ·s p.er ~ent r~_action every time to ensure \ 
the 'C!ompl~t~ ·removal o"f high boiling impuri t 'ies, if t!re~ent. 
Finally . ~he -pure bistrifluorom~thyl s~lenide. was sealed in 
---.:.~.:-- • - t • 
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apect~, did ·; not !"eveal · aD7 ·b~s du~· t.o co2 and siF 4 ~ 
' f • 0 , • I · , 
. . . . ' 





· M~thyl iodide was. condensed into a weighed thick- · . 
walled .pyrex glass tube, t~~ tu~~ · seale~ ·a~ .Je~eighe~. ·I~ . · . . 
. . . . 
·~his .manner -freshlY. dist~lled methyl iodide (2.96 g':.) va' '-
11 0 
. . 
condensed onto b1s(tritluoromet.hyl.sel«ino)aercury · (5.3~g., 
'- < I • 
·, 
• '\ .. • 6 • 
~~igt;tt excess), co~~ained ~n a ~hick~walled )Carius . ~.~be·. The ' · . 
' I . . 
tube was sealed and shaken tor tour days at room temperature. . J ' ' 
' , 
tJr' • o • • 
e. 
" Crystals of red mercuric iodide appeared and a . clear liquid. 
. . , .. ··~C\. • . " ~. l ~ o ~. o' ~ • • ;· ~ • 
separat8"d'!'·~ The product, volatile at· room ·temper~ture, was 
' / ' . . .. s ... .... . . t.ranste~r.ed und;er vacuum t ,o ·a weighed ~hick.~walled . tube. The 
' ·-: ~ ' :, 
product 'Was :round to weigh 3.2719 g., · a 96.2 ·per cent yield~ 
"'=" • • ' ' • - -~ • .• ·~ · ""l' ~-~ 
_ .:· · .. It did not reveal aey--b&nds due to ·GH3I in' the _J~.r~.ed; 
. . ' . -~· .. 
. .. .. , -~"" , .. 
· 3.3:-~5 PI:eparatic~>n or · Bistri!lu~~omethyl D!s~le~~e,... l :. ·. ~.,: · ~ ·-~- -·-,·--· 
. . .. ~ ~\ ~. ·:~•,: ·---"-.. ·~.! 
-- , ' ' • , . , -- ' . 't' ..•. • · ~· ·- . \ . I\.~. ·, 
C~F3~e)~g .~ ·.I2::::::=:=" _ -r~ ccr3.se)2 ,+ li~I2 . . _ ..





tt : ·~· Bis (tr.itluor·omethylsei~no)mercury (3. 0 g • .) ·and . . ~
• I ~· • o~ , • 
iodine. (1.7, g.' excess), 'previously dried over . phosphorus : 
~ ·· • - ll 
' "f ' . b 
. • "-., • I 
·· ..._, \ • I 
. -· 
' . 
... .. pent oxide, wer~ ~ealed together ~in a C~i~s tube and th~ , 
I 
< ' ,, 





I • ' • ' • 
tu'b~ he_ate~ ··:~t '100°. After te~ minutes or heati~ a :·)'eiiow ' . 
' ~ 'I ' ' , 1 • 
liquid and a red solid :st&:l'ted to ·appear • . : The ·tube· was. 
p • .; I ' ' \l - ' 
'heated tor ;~hree hours· t 'o'allov the .completion or reac~ on. 
·" 
.Iii 
. 1 ~ . 
. . . 
r_ ,, ~ 
. 




















Th~ pr~uct volati~~ at-room temperature vas . transferred 
under vacuum and sealed into a welgh~d thiclt..:valled tube. The 
. " 
. , 
· 3.r.6 Preparat.ion ot Tritluoromethylselenenyl Chloride 
. . ·. 
u • 
' l'\ t • I 







• • • • ~ 0 • ' • - l • ~~ • ~ 
~ . ~~,s (t~.,~~~oromethylseleno)mer~u~y _(S.69~ g.); ' contai~ed rn a ; !). ·" " 
Carius tube (in 'exact stoichiollet~y -ot·l:e2> and t .he tube. seaied~ ·. 





. \ · ... 












0\ ( ' ' J: .... • • ._ /.IJI \. • • ,.- Jtl • II e ' ) ~ ... • t 
I ot stoi,~iometry, Vhic,h· m~y lead to th~ reaction: ~ . . . ·· 
- ' •· .. ~ · t!" 
Q ~ • ,.,.., .. 
• " (CF 3se) :fg + Cl2 '•(i:F.3Se") 2 '+. HgC12 .-\ : , 
' ,, and hence 11 v~ bi.s.;~fflU~r Omethyl . di~elenide a~ tmp\lr~. A~' 
:soon as ~~~ :t~be ·-~??~ ,t_o .room .t~mper~~ure·, - a. o~-~~ry red . . liquid 
started · separati~. The - tu~e vas kept at .room temperat~re 
. 
! . ~ . 
t9r 24 _hours. to allow the reaction to ·go --to_ completion:_ . To . 
.. ... 1 ' . .. . • . : . / ' ' 
" -" prevent the· transfer· or any\ triohlo~1de. ~hat m~ght t}.ave ~_rormed, · 
( .... 1 .. ' • . ~ " . • , 
, __ . ·:.· .only th~ product ·vol!ltile at -2~ C? vas transferred urider vacuum 




.......... ..... ~ : 
_.,..,.. ~ 
I • ' 
· · :·to t:t v~igned thiek-valled· tube. The procluct waS" fou'Dd.to veigh<· . · 
• ,J .._ I f # ., ~ ' 
: ' 4.1586 . g~, a yield·. o~ 98 p~"r' ee~t • . · . . . 
- I ~ I~ 1 • I n ' 
• • - . • • ?.,. • • • • 
·. . 3.'1. 7 · Prep,&ration of Trif"luoromethylselenenyl Bromide 
•• 0 
0 • • 
• • • : \ · • • 0 • • 
~ . . . . 
I . . 
,:$ ·' 0 
" . J 
._. <?F3se)~_g + 2Br2 -· --~ 
. . . ' . ~· " . . " 
· 2CF 3seBr 't . ~gBr i 
I 
.. . ~ 
. 1. Bromine. gas (1.911.9 g~) ,vas ~ond~n~eci' .'o~~'o 
- • ' • ' • 0 • 
' • • ' 
0 
0 __ .... 0 ~ !,.• . , ·~ 0 .... • 
.. -. ·. ~ ... · --
.. ··a; . .. 
. ;• .. •. . . -
.. ., .. 
.. • ' " .1 . 
. ·. ~ ' '"i. •. l , 
, - f • 
,• 
. " . . 
' . . 
... 1') • • , 
- ~ . ~ I . i .. : 
" ' -.... ' . 
,, . G .. 












• .• ' 0 . 
. -· 
-· 
... ' ' 
~ ___ .bis(tritluorome.thy_fseleno)~e:rcury ·(2.-637 g.); containe~ "in a · .. 
car.ius tube (in exa~t· stoi~hiomet•ry ... or 1:21" and the tube 
; • • (..• •.-: • • : .. • • \~ < t • r:,"{[ ' • ~ 
sealed. The stoichiomettiry· .. i,s· important ·ror the reasons ' . 
' ~i e~piained 1: s~b-s~ct~on 3 .1. 6. A~ soon ~,:~be ~ub~ .. c;..,e to 
. ·., .. · 1ro.om temperat~re, ~ dark brown liq~id st!f-J~~d. ···s~parating •. The L ,, • ' L t, :) 1:) • 
~ ··:..: ·tube. vas ~ept at rc:»om tempe.rature for 24 hour~ - tq allow com-
plet-ion of reactioh. "The tube was their broken open on ·the · · ' 
~ -,ia~~~JD lin~ ~nd the -product :. ~~la~ile · at .-21C1 ~3. tr:msre~r~d , 
' : . . 
~ ... 
· to .a weighed . thick-walled tube leaving. behind ·a ~bite reaidue · 
o I • ' I 
' . . 
·;.: - . G ' . 
consisting or ~ercuric b~omide and may be a small amaunt or 
,. ' seleni~m tetrabromide. 
. . . 
The prOduot vas tcn.nd·. -to ·-weight 
4 . 
. 
2.3784 g., a yield C)! 87 .3 . :Per cent. ' . 
'> 
3.1~8 Preparatio·n or Tritlu'or'omethyl. .· Selenocyanate : 
' • ' I • • 
... r , 
. . ' 
• •• • t 
. 
..CF 3SeCN +. Ag.Cl ~ . · ' 
• ' • <::' - ' 
Tritluoraneth'yl"se'lenenyl chloride (1. 8476 g.J . was 
·co.nc;lens4td onto an ·~xcess. of'. dry silver cyanide, cont~ined .in · 
. . . 
' . 
a Car ius tube. : The. tube was sealed, ~apped i'n an · ~l~~nium . 
. . foil (to prev~nt photod~omposition . or A.gCN). and kept shaking 
• , ~ .1.(_ • - • I 
for 24 hours. By the e~ or this· .ti~e," the· -red <?Olour ot - . -
: tri·!luoromethylselenenyl ~hloride. had disappeared arui a . 
~ "' ~ . . . 
. ' "l ' , . e . 
colourless liquid appeared. T.he. tube . viis broken open on the 
... ' ~ 
·; vacuum .line. and the product volatile at room _temperature. 
. . ' 
' .... ··~ . 
transferred -to a weighed.-thiok..:valled 't11be •· · ·The "product. vas 
. . . . ~ I • . . . . . 
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3e ~ The Pbosp~orus . Compounds 
"' .
' 
The pertluoroaethyl compounds ot phosphorus studied 
here have ~~en prepared ~sing ~ethOds ot Bennett .et ai~~>, . 
Burg and Bre.nde1 <40-~41) and modifying .them When and i where 
' ·- . . 
!e1t necessary~ · The pu~.~ty or the compounds was deter.mined 
by compari~ their·~· i~rared spe.ctra .with the ~i~eady k.novn 
part or the- spectra or the pure ' co~pcmnds (l,42) •. ' whe~e ant 
by-p:r;oducts were expected ail ~te·pr -~re .~taken t~ Jrity th~ 
(l •. compound . till its -spectrum· revealed 'it tree ·or the intense . . · 
' . . 
. . . ... 
' . . 
' · 
f. .~ands .. ot the b:y-products. 
. . 
~ . 






3.2.1 General . ,'} ' 
When red pholj>horus and. 'tri?luoromethyl iodide are 
heated together a~ 195 · · 200° tor 48 hours, the tolloving 
r~actio~ takes pla~e • 
. ' 
~ ~ ! ·cr3P.I 2 ~ PI3 + ' P2 I4 -· _-· · 
. ' . 
I • ' .,.. . ~ 
· The following equilibrium· is ~et ~up in reactio~ ~es_sel~ 
<•. 
' .. .. 
t=====::t· ·. P(.C~-3~~ + CF3PI2 
2CF3~I2 · ·- _.<cF3 )2PI. + Px; . 
. . 
'• 
P(CF3 )3_ -t I2 .~~- ··" ... "'~ (CF3 )2PI + CF3 I 
. . ~ ... 4 . . 
-. 
. .' 
~b~ rield ot tr1tl~o~~etby~1odophosph1nes -increases ' wit~~-
.·. . . the -u.se . or ~~~ te.mpefe.ture an~ ,pbo;pbor~' tri-~odide in tbe:! .-.. ---
·. : , . : • . ·. . ' . ' . ' • :- ~ ·.• · ,: , · ·· . t~ 
' . 
L 
• ! ·~· 
.. 
, 
. . . 


















rea~~-~ts (l~~ i~.'lbe products, 1. ••• ' 'ulir~lllitlld tr~tluor~ethyl- ' . 
' ' ..... ' 1\ 
iod~de · cb.p~ .. =.:.22°) ,- tris~rifluoromethylphosphina (b.p~ :: 1 
·17 .3~) ·, bistritiuoromethyliodophosphine ~(b.P" .: c·~a~) '· t~i-­
t~uo~-omethYld~-iod~p~~spbine (b.p. - 1•0°) and' phosphoru~ · 
• 
iodi~es (solid) - can be e~sily separated from each other by~ 
. ' • 
high vacuum fractionation. 
. ' ' 
t~itluoromethyliodophosphines.thus obt~ined are . 
- .. ~ ~ . . ( 
... ,, ' 
converted t _o correspond.ing tritluoromethyltluorophosphines . 
using antimony trifluoride a·s fluorinating agent 'and the . 
. . 
d - , 
~etbod .. ·of Burg a~ Bre~dei<40 t41 >. (att.er slight·. JR.odif'i~ationsl, .,
1 
, ~ . .-
. vhen the following metathetical reactlon takes 'place . 
. : ' 
' 
.3CF3PI2 +~· .2SbF3 
. •" 
' 6 ~ , ~ I r .. 
The method or-Kulakova: ·et al.<43> v~s r.~nd to be complicated 
and hence not used.~ . . 
0 . 
\ ·a.2.2 Ptiriffcation ot Reagents' ' \ 
. ~-r:: . 
. · ~~ - ~ater and lo~ .boiling ' impuritie~ · (C~6t air· etc. r 
. ·:t 
. .:-:;...,:.:_ - ~ . 
. , 
·were removed from tritluor011etbyl iodi~e by passing the g•s 
. ' . t · . . 
~hrough -a . set .or three traps maintained at· -116, ·•150 and 
.. ·• ' ' ' • ' I, 
· -196° ~espective~y and using the traetion condensing ·~n the 
· trap at -15.0°. Red pho~phorus used v~s of. commercial. 
. ' .... . ... 
. . . . .- . , . 
~ . . 
grade _...· 












• C • • ·~~ 
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34 ·- ·' . l 
with 250 m.l bf 7 p~r cent· sodium hydroxid~ solution .under an · 
~ . . - ' 
-~ atmqsph~r~ of nitrogen • . After removal of 'the hydroxide the 
- ~ \ 
. 'phosphorus was _boiled tor 24 hours with d istil,~ed water und~r 
., .. ... ,. l.\ 
·~ 
an. atmospher~ or nitrogen. Later p~o·sphorus was washed with 
. c ~ . 
cold water until alka~inity ·disap.peared. ·Phosphorus was now 
• • . • ._... ..-J 
washed with absolute ethanol tor emove water and dried in a 
vacuum'~ dessicat~r. 
D 3.2.3 Prepa~ation of Cr\ide· .Tristrifluoromethyl- and . 
Tr~~~uoromethyl~ie<;I~pho~~in~s. ~ 
~_,____...:.-:------~  







it 1ntq weighed thick-wal~d tubes, which were sealed and re-
· weighed. 
. In a typical exp~rim~n~, ... 4-~?' .purified· .. red. pho.sphorus 
(7.~ · g.) was··pa~ke'd .. in . ~ .... c_~rius ~ube · (39. em· x 2.5 _em), whicl:l 
-- '1> • . • . 
. ~· 
.. ··, 
. ... . . . ,J· ·· · 




· , approximately 100° wi ~h~ flame . to. remov~ traces · of water. · · 
- ' 
. . ~ . . 
Purified trifluoromethyl iodide (10 g.)' vas .n~w Ctt>ndensed o~to 
~ . • • g 
.-- . _- red .phosphorul (molar rat_io 5:1). "The tube was - evacuated, 
sealed·. and heated at 195 ·;.- 200° in an oven for 48 hou:r:-s.· ·The . 
.. : . I; 
. . .. 
volatile contents of the tube were transferred to a vac~um 
.line o~ conventional design fitted with a diffusion pump a~· 
having four traps (say 1,· · 2,~ -~ and 4 in order). Vacuum dis-
tillation was ear'i~i·~d ""out by maintaining trap~ 4, 3 and 2 at 
• • f --.;. • ~ ':II • r 
... ·temperatiu:es or ~196; ,·:.116· arid -95° ~e·s-pectiveiy . an~ allow~~ 
. : .. . 
• t; . 
' . . . . ' 
. . 
. ...  
' · 
, •. ~ · 
.. 
. ' 4 \ 
· ... · , ..  r' 
' . . 
' . . 
.. 
·•' 








. _, ,. 
the liquid i~ t .}J.e trap .l to evapora:te at .. r~a~onably ~low rate~ 
.. 
~.fter ev~rything had evaporate_~ fromtitrap 1_, the largpst ' 
. .. . . 
am~unt . colle~ted -in trap 4 (-196°), which tl].e i.ntr.~red. :9~ectrum . .. ,· 
reyealed to be mostly tr1fiuoromethyi iodide with a very little 
ot tristrifluoromethylphosphine. The contents ot traps 3. and 
~. ·•. ~ ', c ~ 
,.2 were equal .by. volume. ·.The contents ot· ~r.ap · 3_ ·(-116°) : were . .... . 
co.lourl;ess. $-Pe 1.qfrared sp~ctrum showed them. to be mostly · 
•:-.:'.,...._, \ . . . . '.: . . 
· tr1strifluoromethylphosph1ne with ·a little trifluoromethyl 
.. 4,_-:• r ~ ' t ' • 
1'1odide and possibly some.-bistritluoromethyliodophosphine as · 
• ., __ ... ' • 0 
. imiurit~es. The ·conte~ts ' of t~ap· 2 were broVni~h yellow in· 
I . : . 
. . " ..... - ... . . . . . ' . ' . 
col~r. ~d s_h~~~~- b~ ... ~.- ~.!.~~.~-~-~ ..... o.f .... tr.ifluorome~hyJ.iodophosphines . 
. . with. a trace of . free iod.ine ~s i~p~rity •- The contents ~f trap$ · 
.. 
4 arid 3 were separately ~~aled into thick-walled glass ampoules • 
. . 
The contents of trap 2 were further sep·arated in two ·components k ' 
by .maintaining two ~co-ris-ecuti ve t~ap~ at: .. 63° ~ and--95Q-re-s-----~~-
I • 
pectively' w~_en a i1ght -yellow liquid coll~cted iri .the t.rap 
at -95° •.. ·Th~ 1nf;ared: spectrum rev~aled it to ·be mostly 
.... • • • • ~ ' • h. 
bistrifluoromethyllodophosphine (col~urless) ·with a little of · 
• • p 
tri'~ll:loromet}fyld1.-iodophosph1ne (yell6w)... ·.The. '1(rap ~t · -63~ . · . 
• 
contained a dark yellowish~v1olet liquid,. which should be ... 
. . . ; . 
. . . . . . 
mostly tr1fluoromethyldi~iodophosph1ne with a trace of free 
. .·. . 
· iodine as iJnpurity. ·.Both · these fractions ·wer.e .sealed int;o 
. ' . 
. . 
separate . gliss tubes and stored in .darJt at · .. _:i~w temp~ratur~, to .. . 
~voi:d ph~to-d~co~~ositio~,.~ / Thus th~s·e f,ra~tio~~ ·:·~ouid not be .· -. 
' • . \ . 
weighed. 
.( 
Howe~~r, the amount of -trifluoromethyli~ophosphine 
• • ., '1 • ( ·• • •• • • 
. . 
'. 
. . I . . 
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-··········· ... 
····· · ··· ···· ······· · 
-.. ....... . . 
.. -.. ' . --·· 
.. :.: .............. .... ··vas ' .. g-~eater- than that of trif'luoromethyldi-iod<>ph~sphine by ·. 
~ J .. -~ • : 
' ' . 
········ ... :- ~-· -
• h ; ' . -
v.olu~e. ~ince the C'Ompounds are reacti~e all, stopcoc~sJ~·ere . 
··greased with . ha~ocarbon g;:ea_se, [Kel~~- All fraetionat~~s I .. 
. " 
I 
were carried out with vacuum line wrapped in Alumi~ium-foil __________ _ 
·. 
' .. 
to ~void decomposition of unstable products. . Sine~ ~he amou~ts 
of: products obt.ained from one · ,tub~ were too small, especially. 
• •:. ! . . . ' 
~he trifluoromethyldi-~odophosphine, the same reaction was 
• t l . 
·~ ·. carr.1.ed out in four more tubes· and the -combined · products 
./ .. 
treated ·as above. 
3.2.4 Prepa~ati~n of Tristrifiuoro~hylphosphine 
.. / . '\ . 
. The fraction which condensed into the trap . at -llq0 < 
in sub~sect"io_n 3. 2.3 co~tained tr{fluoromethyl iodide ·(lo" . . 
boiling) " a~d might also conta~n · bi.strifluoromethy11 
as ·high__)?oillng impurity. So ttlis tract ion was .. ==rurthez: p i-
f'ied by ~~veral high vacuum distillations, till the infrared 
' ~pectrum was free of trifluoromet~yl iodide. In a typical 
fractionation, three cons.ecutiv~ traps were maintained at 
' . ~95, . -116 and . -196°· re'spectively. The impure tristrif).uoro-
, . . 0 • 
- methylphosphine w~s slowly evaporated from the -95 trap ~d · !'" 
I 
the final 5 per cent of' the , f.raction· in this trap was reject~d · ~ 
each time to_ ensur'e complete remo:val 0~ the high boiling 
·impurity (b~strifluoro~ethyliodophosphine )·.-·, F.in4lly, the 
. . \ 
fraction in the trap at ~116° was sealed 1nt6 a weighed 
. . . . . \ ' . 
thic~-wailed pyrex glass tube as ~ure tr.istritJ.uoromethyl- \ 
.-. 
.· 
.· \ .. 
' . I 
•. 
\ 
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. .. 
phosphine. The 'infrared speetrum compared .vell-vith already 
• .- - ,. I • I 
, I • • ' ~ 
· repo~ed ape.ctrum- or ~· compound (l). 
. . 
3.2.5 Pr~paratiop or Bis~ritluoromethyltluorophosphine 
'""' . ' . 
The fraction which finally . condensed-11lt'Crt~5o_.__:___ · · 
trap in - sub-sectio~ 3.2.3 might contain .trist~itluoromethyl~ 
• , ' 
.. - . • .. v " : • 
. . phosphine and tritluoromethyldi-1odopbo~phine as: impurities • 
. .. . 
This vas 'therefore purified by several high vacuum distil:lation!s' . 
# • • • 
~ . . ,. 
as described in sub-section 3.~.4; but still 1~ had .. a very 
·~---;------------:~---::-:-:----:-----:~---:-·----------.... ... .. ... ..... . 
llibt yellow colour although ·infrared spectrum compared well ·· 
. with the already _ report-ed spectrum or the pure. compound.(!.). · · 
' 0 The purified traction vas condensed ~n.-- ·treshly ·sublimed_ 
antimony triiluor1de ' (2.5 &•, excess by visual approximation), 
- . 
. . 
contained :in a Carius tube and the tube sealed. According to 
Burg and Br~ndel <40>, -the reae~iO'n vent to completion at ~ooa·. 
1
• . • t ·emperllture in ' three days, but.· ve round that at room tempera-: 
. r- , . . 
.. ·~ture.the · ~eaction vent to only about 10 -per cent. Perhaps the . 
' . 
r~by red co~ting or antimoily ~ri-iodi.de' stopped antimony 
' . 
tluor_ide from turther reaction. Thus ··to remove this inert 
coating of antimony tri-iOdide · a magnetic follov(:tr vas put. -
. . . 
I. 
• I • I 0 • 0 • • 
inside the -tube, but still even in three days the reaction ... 
" vent to(_onl~ ~5 per cent~ Finally, . the. tube· was heated to ·~ 
· . ·~0° tor 24 hour~ and it vas found' that the . re~ction · vent to.· 
: . almost . 100 .J>er cent.-. . Th~ v~iatil~ . contents or the tub~ · were .~ 
•• 'ct ~ • • --~ · - s 0 • ' • ' 
· ' tranit~rred to the •acuum line·· am. subJe.c.ted". to _several vactiUII 
• • • - u .. • • 
;. 
. .' '' 
.. 
. .. • 
. . ' 
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. ' .. n 
distillations, using three traps at ·-196, •140 and -116° 
• - , • ' ~ t 
. . ~ 
respectively and the method described in sub-sectdon 3.2.4. 
The m~Jor fraction· coll~cted fn t~e t.rap at .:.1409 - (·~ere bis-
·. · ·t~it'lu~ro.bethylti~orophosp~ine ~as .supposed ~-o· collect) -~ ' · A lJv · 
, 
small unreacted. tra~t~on 1remained in. the trap at ~116° (which 
·might :l?e P2(cF3 )~)(40) a~ almost nothi~g c~llecte_d in the 
) trap ·at .:.180~. Finally, the r~act.ion i.n the trap at ~~40° 
• ' ' I • 
... 
· v~s· s~aled in --~ ·clean thick-~alled 'tub~ a.s pure_. 't!istrl-flu~ro~ 
. . . . . ' ..... 
+ methylfl~orophosphine. The infrared spe~trum ~id no.t reve·al-
, • " [I • 
. ·any ,int~~e bands due. to P2 (cF3 )4 • Only one intense band vas : - . ' 
·~ 
observed in the ··P.·F stretching region -at_ 852 cm-:-1 • <42>. 
3.2.6 . Prep~rat1on ot Tr1f~uoromethylditluorophosph1ne 
- ~- . The fraction which condense~ :in the .. 63° trap in 
. . "· . 
s~b-sect1on" 3.2.3, could,not b~ r~rt~~r pur1r~ed · and perhap$ 
. . ' 
contaj.ned i.n &ddit'ion to tr1fluo~ometbyld1-ibdopnosphine 
1od~e as ' 1mp~r1ty. _ Th~refore, .1~ vas · condense~ as .su~h on 
freshly sublimed antimony trifluo~ide · (2· g., ·excess ~Y visual 
. . . 
approx~mation);- contained in .& Carius tube-containing a 
,iJ I • • " • - ' ' . • • •. 
magne~ic tollowet. The .tube was seal~d and kept stirred tor 
' ' ' 
• 36 hours at 6o0 ; atte~ which time colourless ant'imony trt"~ · · · 
.. . ' \ . ... 
·. tluorlde had C~~ed .to ruby-red ' antimony tr1~1od1de and ·DO • 
~ c • ,- I 
. ~ .. . . . --
yello~ish trit'~uoromethyld1-iodophosph1ne could be seen. 
Similar c.oildit~on~ hf(ve -bee~ reported ~n .· referenc~ (4l), but thi.s 
""' ' . . . -... -
. 
. ~as rece~ved late and hence could ' not be rererred to when the 
"'' .. 
~ compound· was . ~1~-g · pr.epared. · T_be v.olatile contents or ~he :, 
.. . . 
r. • '); I :• I 
. . . " \ . . . . 
I ! I j • .. '• 
. ' . 
·. 
. 
. . ' 
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tube were n?v . tr~st~r.r~4 to the vacuum line and subjected. 'to 
•l . . • • 
several vaguum .distillations, using three traps at -196, -150 1. 
.. ' 
and -140° respective~y and. the method described in sub-section ' 
;3. 2.4 • . T~e major ~raction col~e~ted 'in' the trap at -150°, 
where tritluoromethyldilluorophosphi~e was supposed to colleet. 
. . . . .. . . . 
A vePy smal~ amount collected in· the trap at -196° .-(~ich may 
·. be :~.r 3) while ~g \!as ·.lett in the ·t~ap at. -140°. · Finally,. 
the fraction conclensi~.in the : trap at -:150° was sealed in ,~ 
'\ • D • I 
a ·· clean thick-walled glas~ ~ube . as pure tritluoromethyl- . 
"' difluorophos~hine. The intrared spectrum did not reveal .. aey 
, • . I 
intense bands du~;_to PF-a. ·._ · 0~1. one. intense band w:as ol?serve·d 
·-in· the P-F stretchin'gl region ~t · 86.5 cm-.1 • (42) Four · typ~cal \ 
(I • .. • • I :;~ ..l' . o I 
reaction tubes gave a~out 0.5 g. ot' th~ final ·product. · ' j l 
, . 
. , ' ) . 
,. 
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3.3 Instrument at ion· 
a .as phase intrareci ~pectra b~twe~n 4oop - 2s~- em_1 , 
. , ' . 
.. . . 
. " • · were:le.corded on ~erkin-~liller model 457 grating, inf'rared 
: -' - . 





a~d NaCl windows respectively·. If' ' s~me bands' vere ex~ected.· · 
. I . . . 
in th~- reg1on _2so -· 200 ~~-1 , the ~egion was scannec:t ·on · · . 
" Perk1n-Elme~ model 2.25 p_rism and grating spectrophotometer. 
All sp'ectr~ _bet~ee~ .40_00 ~ 600 ~m~1 were r.ec~rded 
using normal slits (resol~tion of 4 -~d 2 cm-1 'llt 3000 ~ 
1000 _cm-1· respe~tivel~ -) and slow scan speeds • . To .record 
. ~ 
,.theJ._overto~e anc:I _ c·~mb:i.nat1on bands, t~e ga~ cell was_. tilled \ ,. 
with the vapor pressure ot the substance at • 45° f'or high t 
boiling compounds. For the low-boiling compounds the pressure 
I • • ~r 
. , . . , . . 
. was adjusted to g~t a. reasonable intensity tor the overt'ones 
. . . ~ 
I ' 
· ----'-_ - "--al1tt-'cf6illbfi\B-tion bands. ·. In ·no case~ the pr~~sure was alloweel 
. ,, . 
. , 
.. to ~exc._eed 760 mm at· r:t 4s0 - and n:o · at_tempt was. made to record 
. . 
the·· pressure in the cell, since tl].e compounds are react·ive 
. . 
· and attack mercury. Later, the pressure .. was reduced to ·-record 
. . . 
other important D~S. Th~ instrument wa~ _ calibrated in the 
_. reg-lon 4000 .. - 600 cm-1 using polystyr~ne -tilm and internal 
'• 
.,. 
_ calibra~~on (carbo~ d1oxid~ and wate~ b~s (44 ) )·,· while the--_ -. 
region from 60~ -~ 250 ~m-1 was ,' calibrated U:sing water ba~s <45> 
~ • • • 'J • - • 
,'• 
o;... I' 
(internal calibration). aands which seemed -to show a 
. . , 
• • I • 
stx:-ucture were recorded o~ ten times expanded _ab~cissa, to 
r. ,, . ( , I ' a ••• ,.· .. ·- ~ ... ). ··Siit' ... -.. 
. .. 
~· 
.' l - ... 
. . . .- . 
. . '- ,, 
















· determi~-~ A~curately the PR separations ... The· spectra between 
• • ~- ... ' 1 . ~ .. 1 
600 - 250{~;~1 were always · ~ecotded. on ten tii~es expanded : 
. .'· ( ' . . . . " .. 
. abscissa t .o determine the po"sitio~ ot. ba~d~ with better pre-
• ·_: .,# 
' . 
cision. Thus, ~he vavenumbers. ot various b~s are reliable . 
t'o -: . 5, ! 3 and ! 2- em·l in tlie regions ~ 400.0 ·- 2000, 2000 - 600 
I. ··and 600 - 250 cm-l re~_~ectively, . whil~ .~the PR s~pm:ations are 
··accurate to ! 0.2 · cm-1 • The instrument vas always tlusbe~ 
, 
with carbon 4ioxide-tree> dry air to avoid absorption· by ·carbon ~-.--------------
. . . . .. ~.- _ ....... --
· -1 
. d'ioxide ·and water bands, es~eeially in the regio~ 600 - 250 em • 
All selenium. compounds ¥ere dri~d over phospho_rus pent·oxide ) . . ' . . . {) . . 
·betore recording their inf'rared. and Raman spectra. Tritluoro-
, . . 
. . 
methylselenyLchloride and brCDide were found to ·attack Csi 
- .. 
vlndows, ·tbe latter co~pound attacking more -readily than the 
. . . . ~ -· 
. f'or~er. • So,- thtJtir spectra we-. recorded between 4000 ·- 760 CJI•l .-..... 
\;sing NaCl cell,- and .between 600 ._ 2~ cm.;.1 the Csi cell w~s ·. 
0 
used. · The compounds ,ttac~ed Csi windows and turned them 
yellow possibly through ~-he · boilowing reaction 
(where X = Cl,Br )' · · 
The· thin · co.atin$ or the compound CsX . was rormed on the 
.. 
. . 
windows which prevented any further at.tacko am consequent 
: decomposition ~~ cF3se~ • . ~he .vi~dow~ rema~~ed f'a:b!y ~ 
. tr.anspar$nt after the attack _an4 did. not show any absorption.· 
,· .. < . • • 
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I i . 
~ . ' ~ ' 
tound to at~~ck Csi windows slowly, therefore the spectra or 
these' we~·e recorded between 4000 - · 700 em-1 using Naci cell · 
• • ~~ I ' . "! .• . 
and between 600 - 250 em 1 Csl c~ll vas used.~ After attack 
·:.~· -~.z.· .cell shove~ many abso~p , -s h. the, ·regio~ 1300 - 2SO em·1 ~ 
.: . ., _. ~t _no sign ot attack flppear'd .in tht\ · small t.~e n to . 
record the spectra between 600 - 250 cm·1• 
'\... '\ 
· . The Raman ·spectra were rec·orded usi~g a .Coderg PHO . 
.. . . 
instrumeD;t equ~pped with Coherent Radiation Labor~tor1es 
I a • • • 
~model 52 argon-krypton- ion laser as the Raman so~re~. The 
. . . . . . 
. . . 
Raman spectra or all reported comp·ounds ver$ recorded a~ . 
. ~., ·- :- .-· -
,, liquids in sealed thick-walled capillary tub~s (4 mm o;d ·~- ), ·. 
. " 
placed., vertic~·~ly in the~ appropri~te laser beam ·depending on 
I '; . 
the colour or .the compound. Al~ compounds. ~ere . eolou~less. 
except (CF3~e)2, cF3~6cl - and ~F.~S;Br, which h~ light-yellov; : 
'l -- . ~·- . 
' • \ I ' 
. r_ed and dark-~ro~ ~~.o~ol:\~:,~~s~e-~.t_i~~ly. T.h.e_.-.. ~pe~trum o~ 
CF3se~l was reco~ded u~ing red laser line (154449.56 cm ~~ 
. It· va~ 'no!. possible to r-cord th~ R:""'!l spectrUIII of , cF3s~"' • 
t\ovever, some bands have •ar-lier/ been recorded by. using / ' · · 
~etlecti~n from ~iass.:li~id 1~£erta?e b)' Bomto~~~::.--S~f--~" 
• I ~...~-•~ 
the valuas reported' by ·him have been use~ ... amr.~these values ·-· 
'" o ' I , • • • ~..J·'•'"~ .. ~·'"' .. 
·-agree well with the· intrar~.d~· val:ues . round in this' study 
. . ............... , .... ,..... . ' .,. ... .... . 
(Table 5). ~~··-·Raman .sp-eQtra or all oother .compounds, inc).ud-
,.,.,....... "* . . .· 
·z ,_ ....... ~····(dF~~-;·) 2 were ~ecorded usl~ ~l.ue· line ~204sS .. 53 :cm-1 ) 
, _ .~ ............... ~ .. ··.:-··~-·~··· and slit settiil& of ? c~:~ • . However,- ~be slits had t .o bt't . ' 
' . 
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1 d '.. • .J :. • • -
.,-
. . ·-r .. :: ;,.. _· .r-- . . . . 
,op.ened to 6 em to ~ecord the C-P.~ ~...J"etc~ings; . CF 3 ~symme~~ic 
c ' • • 6 ' , • I . ' It , 
deformations and other' weak and .bro.~ bands. , -
-- .. . ~. 
.. I 
was .calibrated· using the · :Pia·smA llrle~ 
.. . .  
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------ -f he laser, whose wavelengths are. reported up_ to two to . .,>··· -· 
. , I . . . . 
tour dec~~ai places in t~e Mrl . tables(46 > .~·- Using Waitg 720B . 
. . -- - . .. . . - . . ..... . r 
advanced programmabl~ .c~Iculator, a. ·chart vas prepared' ~(T~ble .l) 
t', ~ , ~t ' I •' ' • ' ' t !J , • ' ; :~""'-~ • 
f' - ' ...,.,. , ,. • • ~ 7... ... , .._ 1 
·which serves the dual pu~pose or callbration as ~ vell as elimi- . -·~:_ .· ... , ~ . . . / - . 
. -- . . . ----- . . . . 
: ····.. . -: . -~_!l~tion · o!JPuriOU~~ 11ie~ apPeari.-ng:in the_ ·spect.rum or "an. I . . ~ ···..-.;:: --- - --- --- .. --- . ~ . , 
I .uilknovn . compound. Fr'om ~ble 1, t~~ RamM instr.ument' was . ~ ...... _.._ 
1/ ' rf:unc1 to h~ve-.~· ~litost ~nif'orm dev·1~1oii=o1.:-~{.·cia~~-r~~-T-he.:.:=-'·~': ~7.:.:.-.. · ..:.~--.::.-----
(/ . '"'"::'-·- - - ...... __..... . .....-- . - .---- · - . v ' .,; 
: . : \ vnenumb~ra .. ~r. the Raman ba¢s reported · ~.D t&bl!!.•. ~-
·- .~ · -~... reliable ·to: ·2 cm·1, unless the hand 1s..-,qu!~ad.· . 
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'Po-ssible · spurio1.1s lines e'mitted by the laser· 
plaSf!l.il of . MQ~el 52 argon-kryptoJ;t ion~ laser, 
used as. Raman .s O'\lrce .' · 
~~ ... -··1'1.·.-·-:,tt.·.-- ···u·,-; .. :--.---;~-.;:-- Arr ., .. "' 11 ~·-•n ,JI .. rl u·....-"• •• ... ~.-.. -;.-;:;r,;-,.1,-.;;-.-.-;;-;.;;-~- -
.... '"·"•" ' ••·t;YrJ 'lrrtr.th rnc 't' tlilo ~ . r.--·,al..- l•• .. f'"lt-• 
c . :~: •• • c:~ !~,:::· ... . ~~=~;,~ ~ <) - • • • • • • 
•Uh• aJ\C• llC.tn,dtrol.. • 1;. ' ---....!.l!:!!.".!."L"-!L.l!."!L..J_n~t.i" .. "..{.!.'!!!..'~l:l.~~'!'-· _____ · __ 
___ :_ .. _..:.._ __ •. A'L·---~,t!'.!~_;.'!!:!!;_~~~'!'!-.!.~C!.~'---l!.ill~.__l IC,Utt "' 
• .,.. """ 1tt .,,, •••• )l'tl1... !1141(1., \l • .,.., ' 
Atlt , . lit 4~. 7\M !n\11'!. 71 1"1: 71 · 
Ar ,., • 1011 441\.Z"Df'l ·:n;o,\,1'\! Jll,\n 
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Chapter 4. · 
p , 
,• 
i APPROXIMA7I6NS AND ERRORS 
,. 
Before proceeding to · the discussions of'-, the · .r·es~lts · 
. . . . • J . . . 
, . ·1~ is important to stress .the approximations underlying the 
·calculations of the ~R .separations and the ~ount or ~rror ·. 
• 4 expe~ted • 
..-
Calcuiations tor moments of inertia and PR 
. \ 
~ 
separat.ions were. carri~d· out :using formulae laid down in 
. . . . 
. 
I ' 
Chapter 2 • . 
4,.1 ._Approx~mat ions 
l 




. (CF3se)2 , cF3a,cN' and P(CF3>3 have been st~died by electron 
d·:lrrraetion <47 t 48,4g,so) and: the following values r~pqr.~ed 
- . 
·I _,_~ ..-__ff:!r the molecular parameters: · (CF3 )2Se, 'C·F = 1.334 "t 0,004, 
. . . . . ~ . 
>. 'c-se · = 1.975 ('t o.oo9i, {FCF =·108.~ t _ 0.4, l_csec · = 97.0 ! . 2.0 · 
and_,an ang_l~ - of twist of CFa :groups = 2_6.7 ~ 1°, (CF3Se)2 , 
. ' 
c-F .= · 1.326_-·'t ··o.oos,-c-sa = ?.018 ± o~o2o, - ~e .. se -~ 2.292 
! ~. oii, ircse. =_ 109.1 t o.'.s, /CSeS~ = 9_8, o·! 5~ ~ -fCSeS_eC . 
) - .. 
. dihedral = 84.5 + 3.0° an~an angle · ot twist of 11.8 + 1.0~ 
.. , - ' . . ' -f . 
f'or - bot~ CF3 groups tr~m the ·. eonf'ormatio~ in wh1.ch they are 
st~ggered. · ~1th res pee.~ to the_ Se-~e bo~d; CF3sec~, . c-F = 
' . . . . . ' · . 
·1~3~2 - -'~ ~,007, ·se-C0'3 ) _.= _ 1~984 t 0.~20, se~c<~> . = 1.854 ~ 
•. "'- . 
. . 
0 
. 0.016, : lf-C = 1.152' + 0.020i and [CSeC -= ~2.2 + 2°; P(CF3 ) 3 ,' I • • ' • ' • - \ • ' ' ' - " " 
, . ~ 
. • ' .: .,· ' " ,. ,. .. I . 
' • _, ' • : ~ J \ • :I <~~ p: 0\ • • I, 
~ ' j • • "' . .. , 
.-~· ' 
' . . ~ 
,· ·· .. 
.. . . . : 
. . . . 
·. ,\ 
' ' ~ . 
. \ .. . .. 
. .. . 













.- ·46 - . ' 
C-1 = 1.342 ~ 0.013, C-P = 1.937 t 0.017, P.~F = 2.~15 
! 0~ o2~i arid fC~ = 99.6 - ~ 2.5° . ;° F~r. other mc)lecule~ no 
' ' 
struotu:ral determination-s have been at~empted e'arlier. Renee·, 
. . . 
f·or these molecules, the ·molecular ·parameters are borrowed ' 
' ' 
from strUcturally related molecules either as such or atter · 
jot 
· -s\ight. modifications. To simplifY. moments of inertia .,calcu-
.· lations a suitable ori~ntation or. the CF3 groups was ·.selected 
. . 
. and · Fi~_res .1,. 2, 3," s, 9, 10, 11 · &.Qd 12 depict these orie.~ta~, 
' ' ' 
· . tiona· or th"e C~3 groups in appropriate ~ole~ules. This · -·· . . . ~ . .. 
s_implitz.ing pr~cedure should no~ arrect.·the values _or.' moments 
of inertia themselves • 
For the m_olecules cF3secl, .cF3SeBr. _and CF3~ecu3 , 
· parameters for the, CF 3se group are borrowed as such _from .· . 
:. ~F3s~cN<48> ... -The parameter~. for se-CH3 group in the m~_lec~~e 
. ~F3S~CH3 are ·bor:rowed from . (CB3 )2Se, which has ~een subjec_ted 
to mi~r~~ave study(Sl)~ A value of 97° ~s ~ assum~d to~ tbe 
· . csec a·ngle ·~ -~h~ cs~c - an~~e in (CB3 )_2se has bee~· f,wnd ~? . 
be · 96.~0,. · Mol~cules se2c12 ~~ .se2Br2 have peen stud1e~ ~Y 
·: el~otr~n d1f'tr·a~t1~n <52> and Se- Cl am. Se-Br bo~ds ~;ve bee.n 
~ 4 I ' • ~ .. J 
tound to be 2.13 and ~ 2."-24i respe~tively· . Thus, these values · 
' ~re bor~ow~~ as such for th~ appr~priate molecul:es. /~SeX (X' = 
- ' 
, . 0 Cl~ Br) -is as·sumed to be 92.5 ,, same ~s in cr3seCB. _ · 
" . 
... . r' . ' 
'9 





















. -, 47 - ' . 
'v 
·For _the· phosphorus comp~s (CF3~)2PF and. CF3.PE.2 , 
... • '! '• 
-
the molecular parameters. tor the_,c~~ g~~ps ~e borrowed 
·'-s __ such troq1 P(CF3 )3, while the P-F· b~nd dis~a:nces are 
"(borrow~d from PF3 (S3). Since thel.E.f.F .in· PF3 has been fouitd . · ~ 
' . . 
.· ·to be ot similar magni~ude ·to tqeLQ.fe. in P(CF3 ) 3 , a_ value or 
_99."6°_ has been assumed tor the /CPC :: /igF = /FCP '(which -has 
.., 
... al~o simplified moments of i~nertia. ·calculations). (11) The 
' ., 
cdlculations for the PR separations do .not take into consi-
.. 
·deration effects du~ to centrifugal s~retc}?.1ng ,. qoriolis : · 
I 
. . 
coupl:l:ng and the · ch'a~ge ·in rotational· constants. on goi-ng- from , . 
r • ·J,o . .... I • .. -
0 ' th~ ground to the excited stat·e. 
.' • r 
.. 
(> 
fY . I ·A~ seen from above, the bond iength~. have an un-
eer~a1nty or ·0.3 - 1 per cent .even- for the mo].,ecules· ~tudied 
.. . . . 
py electron diffraction. · Thu~ a minimum of 0,.3 - 1 per_ cent 
~rr()r is expected· in· the moments .. ~r iD3rtia ~r these mol~cules; 
"' ' 
. . ' 
' . . . 
which will lead to an ~rror of s1mil~ magnitude in the 
predicted PR separations, -eyen when ra_ctors mentioned in (11) 
· ~e not taken into· account. However, if factors mentioned 
in .(i) and (i~) ar-e taken into _ account, they c·ouid lead to as 
• 
' . 
much as·. 10 per cent err.or .. in .the predicted. valile;_o!.=:f&::-.;,-.~---- ---.:.---------c·= 
~ ' l..- i' -
separations. Since i~ is not possible'. to' measure _PRu·separa-. \ .. -
. tiona with an ac-curac; ~ett.er than + 0.2 ~m-1; therefore tfie~~~.: ·· · · 
o ... 1 0 ... ' · ":" ) 
.calculated .PR_ separations. a~e being r~ported - att~r ~-ounding - ' . 
. ~~ ~ . ...::: - ' i . . . . . ' : 
-- them orr to £:1rst ,..ldec~mal place • .. . 
.- . 
. .. 
0 . ; 
· . . 
·' . 
' · 
~ 0 0 
• 0 0 
.t; . 
. \ 
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RESULtS AND DlSCuSSIOHS ... 0 
/ ~hfs cha~ter bas also been divided into three 
sections. Sect"tons ·s.l :and .5.2 deal with sel~nium and 
phosphorus eomp~~'s re/spectively •. It ~ome work has · earlier . .. 
0 been done on thes~ compounds or; some import~t traits :rep~rt_. 
~.d_· _in similar c0Dipounds 1 they are given und'er the beading I , . , ......._ , . 
"Q:e~eral" • . "-lso given und~r ··this.: heading is th~ proce4ure· · / ' ··-. . . 
tolloved ·to. report and discuas experimental and ealculat~.d ...... · : · 
.......... 
1 .. • , . . , ... ' -: , _, , ... J, 
data and othe·r charact
1
eristics coJDJDon t~ a-1~ . compoun~s • 
• 0 - , 0 
5.1 The Selepium Compounds· . ; 
5.~.1 
.., 
the· inf'rared . and-~am~ sp'ectra are be.ing reported and dis-
cussed in. the f'ollowi~g pages, have ear_lier been studied in · 
some .detaii ~y Bomtord<~> • . His ~ssignme~ts are mainly ~ased 
on analogy with_ the spectra or closely .related molee~les and 
- ,. . . . . 
• 0 
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c-F asym. ~tr. 
C~-F sym. · str ~ 
CF 3 sym. · de! • . 
CF3 asyliJ. det. 
c-se atretc}l 






· CF3secl cF3SeBr . CF3Seclf .. ~CF~)~Se (CF3se >2 
\ . 
1177 1175 1195 . 119a ll78·,1115 
1106 ·1105 1101 ,1168 ,' 1090 
745 744 749 747 ' 745 
542 
f '? 
530 532 530 
336 ? ? ' ? 
·' 
-




110 c-se-c berid ' 114 
- ., I . ... . . ··. 
All his assignments appear ~o agree with the _· pres~nt vor·k, 
· although the ·vavenumbers or ~om~ bands are somewha_t lllfferen~ 
from. ours; ·ae ·has not t'ried to ob.serve· t'he ~p1itt1ng tor -the 
~thervise degener~te mod~s, w~ic~ m1ght be ~etectable . in some 
• l 
. . . 
~aseso.- · Further, 1~ the .. ca~e Qf molecules hav.ing tv~ CF3 
·$roups; he has not made · any distinction between the in-phase 
. I • • , 
and . out-ot-phase ·modes. 
· :. The prese~t study· is . more . detai1e~ an:L was_ unde.r.-
. taken with 'a view t .o make -as many .more a~signments .. as possible. 
As will . be .. s'een subsequently, all assignments e~c~pt for · ~he 
~~r!sion~~ ~odes, ~hich al"e g~ne~ally ·wea~~r ip. . ihe Raman have 
been ·mad.e, - ~lthough a few ot :thell1 are_ ~enta_tive. T~e gas- t-
phas~ intlared spectra have bee~· ·.r~~orded dow to 200 cm-1 , . 
" . . . 
. . \ . . . . . 
vit~ a view to study in .det.ail the band contours, particularly 
,;; 
·, 
·. ' . ·. where the~ show some structure • .. The.· study ot band contours · · '" 
I . .. . 
,._ " 














· has · helped both in' strength~ning earlier assignments_ and . . 
making .. new assignments. The exp~ded fCale spectra or some 
important bands are sho:W in Figures 4.(a), 4(b), S(a) andQ 
S(b). .. 
' l ., 
The calculated moments or inert~a show all mole-
... 
... 
\ cules., except- P(c~3 >3~ to ~e prolat~ ~l'mmetr_!_c_~otor.s ... ~---__.: ____ . -~--\ . . ' .. - - ~ . . ' . 
\ .~hu~ A II , Bl ·, C 1 and hybrid type infrared bands ~ are expected. 
\ 
I 
The asymmetry par~eters I<', f" and ~ lie between -0.52 to 
. J . 1 .. • 
-6.84, 0~97 - 1.56 and · 0.73 - 1.36 respectively; -~he All 
. - . ' ' . 
. 
bands.1n general should have prominent PQR structure and the .. 
intensity or the Q branch should decrease as ~deviates trom 
) . ' 
. . . . -
· -1 .{;the symmetric rotor case). The Cl band~ for 'tc' = -1 should · 
shov 9nly a p~ominent Q branch with _ weaker . P and R branc~es ·,· . 
' I 
tor values ot ~ -< 1, while for ~ > f the band envelope should 
no_ ~onger present the appearance~ th,ee maxima • . As ~ 
. de~iates t::rom -1, the C1. type brfrw. takes up the t~atures ot 
an All type ~and. ··The Bl. type bands in general shOW' a central 
minimum, provided this· feature is resolvable. The central 
.,. ' . s . . ' 
. . . . 
m1nil,t\im vill disappear as ~ appro_acbes -1. For ~ = 7'1, the . 
. . 
band ~111 take _the _ W _or a CJ.. . ban~.· 
*"' . . . . . 
. 
Tors~onal modes have not ·been observed for any .o·r 
., 
Jthe molecules· studied here, for gene~ally they are v~ak in 
I 
- -
the Raman. · ·Thus, . either they are too weak to appear or lie 
, - b~iov th~ limit ( ~ '5?· c~·-l)·, _ b~lo~~ whic~ :it is ~t possible 
·. 
• • • ! I 
. . 
. . -u~ 
,!.J- 1 , 
~;.. .... -·. .. 
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'.. 
, to go be~ause or · Rayleigh scatter.ing. Since all fundamentals , · ·. : 
' . in the molecul~s ~l)o~t to be di~c~ssed, lie in the narrow · : 
' . ) ' . 
region (50 ' - 1300 cm-1), .. vibrations' 'of' the ~~e. sy~etry,-in 
.. 
. close proximity; w~ll show· co~s1derable mixing. or ·val nee .co-
ordinates in ·som~ ~ormai mode·s-.-- .. Hence, · the des~rip~i ns 'of . 
-·--·--· vibrations in all subsequent tables are only appr.oxima 
\ ' 
nu~ber 6f vibrational modes; th~ir symmetry ~e· , ·, assu d or 
est·~blished geometry, ·the calculated ·rotatl·o.rial c onstan s and 
. . . . ., . . ' 
the expe~ted PR separations fo~ each mo.iecul~, ir .not· given. in . 
the text are shown OJ\ th~ page, precedtng the des.er1pt1~ of, the 
, . . . . . . D 
apprQpriat~ infr.ared and Raman spectra (Tables, -3,- .s,. 7, .g, 11,~_ · 
' . 
13~ 15, .17 ~d 19) ~ For each molecule, .the projection in a 
! ' 
. particular plane. and calcula,ed directions of 1nerti'a1 axes 
· relative to the. ~olecule . ~n thi.s. plan~ are_ show (Fi.gures 1, . . 1 . 
tt 2,-a, ?,-9; 10, 11 and 1~). T~ical inf'rared and Raman spectra· 
are. sho~ 'in Figure~ .6 and 7 re s~ect i ve.ly·. . A,~signments ~ 
T·ab1eS _2, 4j 6, s, _ 10_. 12, 1:4.t' 16 \nd .18 are - based vhe"e possi-
ble on g_as-phase_ intrare~ . wavenumbJf~.~ · Also, .the .d~·scuss~ons . · .. 
in the text unless mentioned are based ori infrar.ed waveaumbers. 
. ~ \ 
. ...,. 
Herzberg·' s c~nventiori has been · followed in . nu~bering the 
vibrations. 
· 5.1. 2 T~.ifluoromethy!"selerrenyl- chlor.1de·, bromide and cyanide 
· I . ' ' 
· · . . ~ It i~ advantageous to. dis_~uss -all these molecules 
ti,rst to~get.her . as they .~are the ' simple.st and · similar to e~ch 
-. 
.. ·!.~ 
·- { . 
r . ' 
·' . 
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I 
· ·. oth~r~ \n ~hat' ~ trif'luor~methy~seleno -~roup ~~s · attacbea ., 
'· . 
~\ " . ~ . ' ... ·. . . . . . ~ . 
either to a halogen or pseudobalogen and,, indeed they hav~ . 
. . . 
. ' B~mford (g) h~s. shown the molecui~s to be 
• 0 
· similar spectra. 
( . 
· .bent at selenium, and···to· ttave C
8
, symmetry (by counting ·the' 
• • Q • • ~ 
num?er or ·bands j,.n the Raman)·. Fr.o~ Figures 1, 2 and 3 it 
. " 
't' . - ' ~lecular ·parame~·ers :· C-F = 1.3;32, 
io9.3 and Jcsec ~· 92~ 2°. · 
se .. cl = 2.1ai, /.KF = 
. 
• I ! J 0 • 







- . ,.. , 
Figure 1· Projection or CF ~8~91 · in the plane or . symmetrr . · · 
along ,with the ~ dxrections qt inertial axes in : 
., ~hfs plane.. · · 
' " .,
. . . 
is obvious ttrat a.ll 1Zl1'!.plaM· (a') and . -out~or-plane · '(a">. 
n~rmai ·mode~ · o~ vibration sho~ld give· AB· ~ybrid and c~ type 
o , 





1nfr.fl:l'e~ band contours respect1v.~ly. · · • •• ! · : 
J 1 ,' 
. .._.. . . ., · ~ : 
In these J;nolecules-, t .be in~~rnai mod~s o~ ·the Ct~·fJe 
group can 9Jl- easily .·-assigned . by comparing ·it to< the CF3Br . . ~ ~ : 
. . : . ;. ....... ............ ' : . . . ' .... 
. -
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. v ~ .Mole~i~ par~et~~~: l, ~..:; ~ =· 1.332, Se-c ·z: 1.984, Se.~Br ':::; 
.'.·: ___ ~!24i,./FCF = 1~9.3_;)~ LC~ec =.92.2°. . . . . , 
. , 0 
·"·· ( 
· · · Figure ~. 
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"' , F . r . -· . . .· 
. '" · .. · . f,F . I. Pr~ject~~ . ~t - CF3Se~r .:in- ttie p~ane ·or · symaetry 
aiong. vith directions or inertial axes "in . 
. this p~ane. . · 
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mole.cule, vl'lich .has .. been thorough:ly studied. 
.. 




difference being that eac~ doubly deg~n~rate / ' . (e) mode'· of ___ ._ · --~ 
) 
CF3Br should ·in· principle split into a' .~ . a" modes, due to 
• • • 
lower C9 . overall symmetry or t~e . pres.ent molecu.les. In the ·~.r 
. . . . 
c·-F .stretching region two intense absorptions are obse.rved 
for each of .these molecules. · The lover wavenumber band is -
. 
ascrib~d to ·~2(a'), the symmet~ic .C-F stretohi'ng mode. The· . 
" . . 
band shows a slightly perturbed PQR structure ((Figure 4 (a')] · · 
- . • ? * • 'L 
"ith J->R separati-ons of 10.5 (10.5), 8.5"'(8.3) and 11.5 · 
\ . . 
(lo.'s) ciD-1 tor the molecules cF3secl, cF3seBr . and. cP'3seCN · re~pe~tively~ For each molecule, t .he p·r~~ted v~lue o~ PR 
·~eparat~n i ·s enclosed with1~ bracket~~nd shows good...Jlgree-
•· 'I' 
" . . . . .. . ' 
ment vit,h the expe~imental value. The corresponding Raman .. , · 
, . band ·in every_ case is weak and · POl~is~e?... vl (a.) in CFaBr 
is tound at 1085 cm-1• The higher wavenumber band is 
... . -
assigned to asymmetric. stretching mOde, which is doubly de- 1-
. I . . 
generate~~d fouru\..at .1206 cm·l in cF3Br. Tbe .. ~~gen~racy \ 
fo~· the ·?-F str.~tch~ng . mode seems t~ have slightly. lifted i~· 
' . 
-our molecules· as the highE\r wavenumber band in all cases 
. . . 
shows a sub- band structure [Figure 4 (a)J with a' and a•• ··· 
1 ' • . -\ . . 
• • I 
modes strongly ov~rlapped. :For this band the :fir~t minimum ' 
. on . the higher wavenumbe.r side is arbit;rarily' assigned to the . ' . 
or.igln or th~ AB! type band . contour. e~p~cted· out or the . 
.. 
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·- the C..l type band, expee~ed out or the a" comp_onent. This 
. . 
assignment _is ,ru~ther contirmed by the Raman 'spectra, whicti 
. 0. 
shows a corresponding d~polarised band • 
~·. ·I 
The CF3 asymmetric detormation mode is degenerate 
_ 1~n. CF 3Br and .. round at 550 . p~ -l •· . ~hus' the bands be_t'!'_t!en 
585 .- 550 cm-1. in all . these.' ~olecules a~e ascribed to CF3 . 
. ~ 
. asnuiaetric detol:"mati~n modes. ;. For CF3SeCl a~d CF3~e~r, th~ 
bam shows a sub-band structure with a' and a" modes over-
.. . \ 
·l ' . •' 
1apping ·ea~h oth~r. The asymmetric d,etormation' Diodes seem . · .. 
. .. ~
• . t __.--;- . 
. to show mor~:f splitting compared to the asymme_tri-c·- stretching 
. .. . . -· -- . 
~ . 
· · · ._.odes. Again e:s before . the f~rst minimum on ttte higher · 
. -.~ .. 
. -' 
,wave~ber si_de .is. ar.bitrarily assigned to v~(a~_.) · mode, while · · 
the maxi~ -a~ lower wavenumber . ~ild ~s assigned. to th~ Q . . 
branch of the .a" eomponent. -~n ~he case of· ~F3SeCl, :the 
Rama-n spectrum in this region· just ~hows one depolarised 
band. Thus the a' mode 1s either h1dden·-und~r (the· Raman 
• 1 • ' • ; ' • 
. . 
bands in tn1s region ·are weak and b~oad) ··or too weak to 
I • " ) • ' 
.ppear· • . Ayn~ley et al. (~) have· studied the vibrational · ' · 
spectr_a f cH3secN and assis,ned the strong intensity ba~ in ·• 
the ·infrared at 519. cm.;1 to Se.-C (N) · st_retching m_ode~ · .We -have d 
observed -tor ~F3~ecti · a·strong . 1n~ens1ty tlat bott<S~ed . l:Saoo · 
. . ' 1~- . • 
with ._baiid centre at 53.8 .cm·_l. T~e band is perhaps m~de u~ · 
'-1 
. . . 
. of ~vo . or. three cl·osely spac~d bands. For all other molecule s 
only weak. intel}d,ity barids . are obser.ve4 i~ -1ih1s region. ·_Thus---~ 
.• . . · , .4."'"':~ .- .- ... .J .. 
. --- _.. •.• :~?· -: -;-. 
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the ·band at· 538 cm-1 is 'per~aps .made up o.f ·two ·pr three cu· 
• •• !, ~ • • 
closely spaced· bands and t.h~refore assigned to a Cf?mposite . I 
. .. • . r 
of' ~trongly overlapping (~' +.: a") CF3 ' asy~et~ic deform~- · 
. '! ·'" t ions . and Se-C (N) str~ching modes. , The Raman spec~ rUm shows,' . · . 
.. , 
t , . 
two ·~~~ ·,but polarised bands fn~· ttiis region: · By comparison 
. . . / l -· . · .. 
with 'ot~~r single CF3 , .grou~ ccintaining molecules whose. ~pectra 
is being· discussed here, the ~iower wavEummb~r band a~ _532 cm-1 . 
~I:_<·>..:~ . is · ass-igned t.~ v4 (a' ), the asymme~ric· de.formatioh mode. The 
t1-~ -'I' .~ -- •. . 
.~-;:.~.,. . ' · other v12(a") is possibly too weak to appear in,Jfhe Raman. 
' • ~ J I'•._:. .... , -4,f' '' ' tfr; \ .. 1 {fr' • ' 
~~- .. . • ' \. r. • • ~~~· ...... Th~ higher wave~mber band is· ~ssigned , to v & (~' ) , . th~ (N )C-Se 
.... ..... " 
-...... 
; ···:: ... · 
· ... -~£). ~ 
. .?';..~ : ..... 






. :The band b~tween 740 - 750 cm~1 in eacp or th~m is 
~ ._ J '. ' .. • I 
assigned'to v3 (a'), . the CF3 symmetric detormat1on mode •. I~ 
shows·· a go.od PQR structure tFigure ~(a)} expected of ail ABII 
·.t.~e ba~ contour, w~tt1 a PR s~para~ion o.f. 10~_4 (10.5), 
8.1 (8.3) ~ 11.0 (10.5) cm-l rrrc_f3SeCl; CF3Se~r . and 
. . I . 
CF3 SeCN respectively. The predicted ~alues ~f ·P.R separation 
·are enclosed :Within br~ckets and. show a ~ery gocXl agreeme.nt 
-. ~ ~ . - -
.. with the experimental value in· each case. The ~es . .. ng 
. ~ . . . "[" 
_ Rain~n band is·aJ.way~ ~trong co~~Jg~the: griment. ,.X2(a) 
r ~r- CF 3Br is . r.~u~6o--em-1- . 0 • • · ' I 
f. ..~ ~ • a~d other selenium 
- ------: - - ~ 
.. ' : .. ~~- nds studied here, the rocl:dng ·modes are iassigned _ to the ·. 
~bands .appe~ng between··250 to 'aoo c~-l'·; · (cr· • . 30Q··cm-1 ror '· . · 
.. ,. . -·~ . ~ r: . • · ..... tt 
.-:: 
I ' 
. . . 
_, .. 
f . 
. . ~ 
. 
'! ~~ - ~, 
. . .. -... · 
.. 
. "" 





















~ ~- . . 
' . 
· ... . 
-. 
0 • Symmetry type = .cs 
. 
Number of ·normal · modes of vibration = 12 i. • 
• ., ':'-<9t ~ . 6 0. ··· -::. .. 
Symmetry ·species of the .. modes == Sa' + 4a11 
. ·-. 
. . ···... . . , ...::.-.( . 
Selection rules (for forbidden 'vibrations) . 
" • t- \~.. lJ " ' 
·tl'' ·~ 
Infrared = . none; \ Rtiitman = none 
·.Calc~iated prin;i~al moment~\ of: iner-t.i:-a . (cm~1 ) . . ,.., -
. ' • . I ,. • 
I 
A,_.= 0.0962, .B = 0.0505, I ·C =. 0.0402'~ 
. i -1 ' . Cal&ulated PR separations (cW ' ) a~d a~ymmetry pararnete~s 
1 • 
AlJ =.11.4, ' Bi = 8.8, ·cl k7 . .2r K· = -0 •. 63, P.# =·i.ll 
I ' I 
· Table 2. Fundp.men tal mode~ _ of : CF ~SeCl.;' . th~·ir ass,:igginent:s 
_'P.t , . ,. 
· and expected band · cont,our types.· 
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' · :_ Raman r ~ liquicf 
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. " ? 
\)l. 
- Vg 
+ = :1240 
' ' 
0 . \)'2 va 
-·1216 (__· ·· 





. . . 
·.m iJf;-. .. 
.... \)3 + v1 o= 128 3 
. 
m 1294 ·. \) 3 + \)4 = · 1287 
i3~.!) ~ .... ,; w ' . v_ 2 + v:7 = "\39 1_.· ' " ,. 
·:,;.. 
.. 
1 454 • 1460 I w \)1 :+ \) 7 = 
\ . 




vw 1718 ... 
.v i + ;\)_10 = 1 719. 
.. 
I 
,, W,\ . ~861 \)1 + \)3 = 1855 
.. . 
'• . ,, 
' 
. 
'19'24 w .•\) 1 + \) = '19.24. 
·' · ... •' 
3 . 
•· 
.. ~ 2 2 20 ·2222 w = 









2 2'85 · 
..• 
.. m v · + \)2 = 229 1 1 




Jtt . = wea-k , m = med i um , s = s t r ong ,· . . . , 
. .;_ VS = very str'?ng , InW = n'\ediurn . Weak , _ ms =.medium .strong., 
· : .. :·vw f-- ,very weak , vvw .·= very,- ve~y. weak , p = pol~r-~s~d , · 
dp ~qepolarised , · I = intens ity . 
. ; .· . . 
... . · ' • - . ,. 
. . 
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- 60 I 
Jf 
Molecule =. CF 3seBr 
..... 
• 1... 
Synunetry type = C 
s 
Number of normal modes of· vibration = 1~ 
,Symmetry · species of the modes = · 8a' + 4a" 
.-
Sel~~tio~ rules (for . forbidden modes) 
.. 
Infrared = · none;: 'Raman = none 
--Calculated principal moment.s of inertiq (em -l) · · 
A' = 0.0845, B = 0.0357, c - 0.0289 
0 I 
: _______ :_ . -1 .. 
Calculated PR separat1ons (em ) and asymmetr~ parameters 
All:::= 9.4·, Bl = 7 ·.5, ·Cl = 14.2; K = -0.75, p# = ' L5S. 
-.. 
Table 4. -Fundamental modes of CF3SeBr, their assignment 




~~F asym. stretch 
c-F sym~ stretch 
• a' .. 
, . .,.·,~. 
V 'b . -1 1 ·~· em 
-· 












CF3 sym. ·deformation . 
CFj asym. deformation . 
S?-Br st:t:etch • 




c-se stretch · v 
. . 6 · I . 324 
CF3 rocK 
: ~ . 
285· 
· CSeBr bend · ? 
·CF 3. tors ion ( . 
• . 0 . 
I • 
AB! ·. v 10 
ABI\ 
. .'530 cJ. 
' 
ABI\ AB~ · \)11 264 . Cl 
ABl 
i<" 





. ... r 
. ' 
. . 




'· . ; · ... ' ( .- '61 .. 
... ·.· 
· Table 5. Infr~red 
\ . 
. .. 
IR(gas) . Raman (liquid} -. 
... ~ ~ 
-
.-1 ... 1 . ......... ~ ~ ,. M> .sig~ent I em . 




.VW 264 254 ) . p w_ . . \)l1 
I 
\ 
vw .285 266 p vs '\)7 , 




·m 332 338 '. 
-




vvw 360 . 




' ·vvw· 4·23 ~9 - 'Vj · ·= 428 J . ' I .. j . . 








~ yw 538 i· . 
~ \~ 
' t-• 
vw 548 v .. + .. \; · ~ 549 ; 7- . \ . 11 
.. 
vw 585 ·v + '\)11= 588 
-. : . 6 




vs · 745' Q 0 1· '\) · 3 .. 
. ~' 
·.~. 
VS .749 R .. ·'·,,, \ 
·. 
·' l f -. V"-· ~5 s .. 774 \)1 -:- = 77·4 ,, . 
'·· 
: 





·m 1072 '\)3 + '\)6 · := 1077 
.. ' 
: 'l 
VS · 1102.5 p ,. -
: .· Q 
1106 
.9 . • vs :\) 2 . ' -










vw. . . 1146 ? _ 
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> \) 3' + \)4 = 1279 
·"""' ! : ' •. 
' \) + 
. ? . \)11= 1370 
? 
\)2 + \) ' 7 :;: 1391 :· 
\)1 + \)11= 1441 ' ., 
·-
. \)1 + ~6 = 1501 '·: 
\)1 + \)' 





+ \)3 = 
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2'354 
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Symmetry type - C5 · 
Number of normal· modes of vibration = 15 
Symme~ry species of the modes = lOa' + Sa" _ 
: . . . 
\ 
·· .·. Selection· rules (for forbidden vibratio-ns) 
Infrared = none; · · Raman ·= none 
Calculated principal moments of inertia \(cm-1) 
A= 0.0893, 
. 1 
8'=.0.0515, c = 0~0394 
' 1 - ' 
Calculated ?R separations (em- ) a~d a~ymme~ry pa~ameters 
AIJ = lf.S, ·B1 = 8.8, Cl = 17.3; K::: -0.52, p# = 0.97 
0 • 
. Table 6. Fundamental modes of C¥3Se~, their assignments . 
. ' and expected band contour types. · 
"' Species / a' 
a.~~ 
. ' . v 
-l · Band -1 Band ! Approx~mate Vib. em . Vib. ern ~ description - type type 
.. 
-C::N stretch \) 
. ' 1 2178 ABL C! 
C-F 'asym. s ·tretch- ' IJ2 1201 AB.l \) 11 1197 Cl 
. 
-.:J 
C-F sym. stretch \)3 1103 ABI~ 
cP · sym. de forrtlatiqn \)4 74 7 l~" ' 3 \ ~... . 
.. 
. - 54.3 
-AB.l (N) C-Se stre-.:heh •' ;-;- / \)5 r . ~ . .... 
· CF asyrn. str~tch v6v 532 ABl \) 12 ~- --·cl 
-3 ~·:! " ~ .. 
. ··se- c N bend : \)7 390 ~ ABII · \) 13 354 . Cl 
: ' : .. ..  
~F 3)c-Se stretch \) . 8 ' 315 ABII 
CF3 rock: 
·\) 273 .I 'ABl \) 14 248 - 'cl 9 I 
. ' 
C-Se-C bend 
·\)·10 . - 118 ABl 
CF3 torsion \) 15 









- 64 ' . :. 
' . - . ·. 
Table . ?~ ·~nfrared and ·Ramart· spectra of 'cF3SeCN 
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" . \)6 + .\)14= 780 
' 
\) + \) = 1062 4 . 8. 
. ; 
vw .. · . 
• v 
2 
' • I 
:v4.·+ \)6•= 1279 
"' . . 
. ' ' ,;., 
. . \) 4:. + \)5' ~ 1290 
. 
\)3· + \)8 = ·14l8 
"' " If 
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Figure · 4· (a).';. ' . 
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Expanded scale . gas-phase infrared· spectra 
of :so?Jle ·impo-rtailt ·fundament~ls .of CF 3se.~l ' · CF3SeBt: ·:and CF3SeCN in . the· ·r~ion 
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F-igure 4 (b) 
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Expanded s e:ale gas-phase .. infrared . 
spectra . of. some-important' fundamentals 
qf CF3Se_C~, CF3 S~Br and C~3Se.cN · in 
the region 800 ·- 250 e:m-1 .• 
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• · - ~ 'h 
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··.\ 
f. : 
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,. . ! ~ 
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~ . ,-
I ; , , I 
.. '\ ·~· -- : ' ·. _·! ' . 
.. . . . .., 
' '16' 8~-
- I . -
• ~-.. • • 0 
. , · ' CF~J;t .~,·T~~larg'est .. :~t of spli-:ung' oe:r. r~r ~~~~;, .. ·' 
. • ... . . . I ' . ; "' , . . .- . . ' . .. ' • 
. -. 
- . 
. rooking ·-Jnddes. . In each Cfise two bands appear .'in-.the Ramlln : 
. .· . . 
~pe~tra .in t~i~ region. The ·h~gner ·wavenumber .'band _is · ~ ··· 
always defi~tely pblarised and much ' st~-~~er. · than th~ ·1 low~i'­
wav.enumber band.·- Thus . the high~r. and lo~er wavEfnumb~r b~nds· · 
. ' . . • 'I ~ : ' 
: are .. asori~ed -tc;» ·the in- and out-of-plane rocking modes " 
.. . . ,.. . . . . . p!,.-: . . ~ . . - . - -. ' .-· l 0 ; 
.· _res~ectivelr;- ~he lover wavenumber ... band : fol:' :both cF3S,eCl 
/ ' ' ~ ... ... ; . ... ~ . ~ . ., ' • • <t' • • • • , , 
·and CF3SeCN . ~-e-~ms t .o ·be polarised, although th~o~~t~calli1"__ d 
!tl it .should b~ depolarised. · Si_nce_ it is weak· the . depol~Jsatiori 
. ~ ' . . 
""-_; . 
ratio eanno·t be. determined ac_cu~ately. 
· :f ' . 
' ._ ., . ~ 
• ~ • • , , ~ • • t) • 
'· · Coming to the· skeleton -. vi brat ions, the medium · , 
• ' ' • • • • • • iJ • • • • . 
. · i.nte~sity band . appearing bet~een 3Q()'- 350 ~m-l i ·s · assig~edr; 
.. . . . . ' . 
-~ -in._each case ·t .C? ;the (14'3 ).C-Se stretching mode. It ~~o~s · a 
P,.QR _s~ructur~ [Figur~ - 4(b)j only in the case .or CF3SeCN wit~ 
a PR ' se~ar·ation ot lQ em·~·. _- _Th~ pr-edicted PR sep_;.a~.~o:fl of_· 
-~·an AB II. type 'band is 10.5 c~-1 • . The corresponding-~am~n 
.•· .. - . . ' - . ""--. . . . . . . "' 
band is ._always ·strong and strongly polar1·sed confirming this ,, 
" , . ' . . . 
)6 . 







. · a·ssignment. ~_.-In CF3Br~ v3 (e) - i~ found ~~ -~50 cm-l. The S~-Cl · . -~- _se-B_r . ~tret~~ing modes·, have bee~ ~ssig_ned_ to .the bands !'- · 
1
. 
~ ~ - "at· _ 36~ .-~d ~5 cm-1 re~pectively _1~ the ··mo.lecules, ·. se·2cl2 
-and ~e28r2 <5~>, ~ n~ ~e~ar~tio~ has b~en ·obs~Pved between 
.SJmmtlJtric and asymmetric _stretchin\ m~des. F~r our molecules, 
. J - ' ( ' . 
- the. b~s.,appearing .at 429 and 332 _cm-1 appear · to b~ su:itabie . 
.• ' l . ·. : . . . 
. , 
·candidat_es· tor the :~e :--Cl· (~5 )' and _se .. Br (v5~ ·0:Stretcb~'ng -~~es _ 
' ! ' r 
- ·:_ ·.: ... 
/ -. ... . . . 
_, ' . ·' . 
. ' ;' 
. - .. 





.. . ' : .... 
, ... ... 
. - .. 
,' ! .. , 
. ···· ... 
...... 
' ..: l . () / 
. ,, 
t c 
! I . 
J - 6.9 . . 
"' 
-' · • • • l ·. ' 
. J 
... ·:r~s·pectively •. The corresponding-'Ramah band in both cases . is 
~ ·, .: • -.- t 
• 0 • • ~ ot high intensity ~nd · polarised. ·. The ~Se-Cl stretching mode 
0 
• • • ; # .. • • ~ \ 
shows a doupl?t ·structure in the Raman wftb a- doublet 
" s.epara~~o~ or~ c~·\, ·~i~·~ ·· may be .d~e:._ t~.t)ro i~~tqp_~s ·.9r 




chlorine. . ,. 
I Ayn~ely ~t · a1. ~S4) ·h~~e studied· the infrared"'·and 
~l<-t, •• r. • ~ . - ·.- · ...... .._ _ . 
. Riim~ spe~tr&:· or "ca3se¢·N~ a~ assign~d ·the thi.-~e bands · ~f.pear;.:-
t.ing at· 2152,- 384 and 365 cm-l·' to ~=N stretching, SeCE~-
• • • ,. • • I • I t... 





' J ' 
• . . . ' . . a.t:. ' . 
By analogy we have assigne-d .the .bands appearing-.t-2178, : 396 ·and · 
~ . . 
;54 cm~1 in the ~amah ~pectrum or cF3~eCN t _o c_·..r·N. stretching, 
' ' • I$J 
r · 
... 
in~ plane and.r--out .. of~plane be~ in~ mode~ respectively. The· 
lowest ·Raman b,andS at ·129 an~ 1_~8 cm~-1 'fo.r · CF3S~Cl a0nd CF_3aect(, .. . -'. 
. • . . . /. . l ' . . . . 
respectively are ·or· medium ·intensity and· depol.ai"ise~ and~ · .· 
. ~~· -·. . . . . . .. . . ' . . 
'therefore· .theoretically S~Ould.· corfespond to .'_the torsional 
.... • • • , • .: ~'f. • \ • • - ~ 
mode; the skel~tal b~nd~-lig~- .mod-$. , ln ... cHa~~CN i ·s as~gned_ ' ~o-~he 
polarised medium intensity band at 168JQcm..,1 • It is ·~xpected . · 
~ •• • : ... • t9 
·' 
at sti-ll lower ·vavenumper.s in our molecul:-EJs·, since ·the m~thrl 
· i: 
.o · group . has been replaced by the ·beavier trif'luoromethyl group~ 
. . , . 
I . . 




- Qoo • • .. ' • ' • \1 . . . ' -
· Thus it is more appropriate to· assign .. the lowest Raman bands 
J ~ ' • • ( " • 
-v·" : . . · . , :· at 129 and· ll8 em -_1 to the. ;kelet~~ be.nding J!lOde~, iv~ .. (~') . ~~d 
; .' ' o . . - . ~ ... - . .. \. • , 
• · ,, . . v10<a'), of _cF3SeCl- an~· .cF3Se"CN re~pectively_. ~he oh~y . . 
· -o · 'd1tficu1ty vitli thi's assi.gnlnent is .' that t ·he bands ·are depola_..,,_ 
. ' . . . . ' ' ' 
.· ,_,.-- . 
rised,_ whereas, " t}?.eo~etieal1y ~he~, . st+o~1d · .b~ pola~ised~ ~Si_mil~. 
:. • • nl • • • • • • • 
anomalous behavioUr has been observed·earlie~ · in the case of 
' . 
' .. 
• • • I 
' ' 
'' 
.J • . . ' 


















• , I -· ·?o -
' ... 
·(cH ) se·<s6) ~~d · (CD . ) s~ (S? > where : the s'keletal b. end. ing '.nocfe 
' . 3 2 ~ 3 2 . ., 
' ., ' • I • .. - J ' 
. h~s b~en experimentally_ r.ound.Q to be depo~arised~ . Th~s · has, 
I . . . • ' , . . . , ; 
been explained there as .follows:' 
., r ~ , ~ , - ' 
. ,. 
..... 
· The pur~ deformati~n modes sqould thepreticall.y . give rise ·to . 
. . . : (\) 
0 
·, depolarisat~on ·ratios of ~lightly lesp than the· .maxillhl.ir 
.. 
• , I , . 
- ·v~Iue · ~r .6/7 • . Konigs.tein ~d~Bernst~in(5~>-have sh~Wn that · 
i , .. . ct ~ . .~ .. , . . • f' , . • • I ... ~ 
... J •• • depolar.tsation ratios or pQr,tly polarised l .ifles ma;y vary py . . . 
... I ~ I • 





... ' \. 
-· -.-
' , . 
~s muc.h ·~s 10 ·per- . cent' .. from the ·t-heore.tical· value·, ·w~eQ · · · 
.. ~ ./) ... . . . . 
err~cts:\'of ' re~~activ~ !n~~~ of th~ - s~ple ahi :intermolecular ,· 
, • . ·, •, a.. ·. , . • • • C• .. ' 
int,eract~ons ~e ignored as .in -the present. ca·se. · ·, . 




~ . . . 
' 
· Thus a study or··these compounds has more or .less 
' i .. . .. t 
. . def~ned the regions for various vibrations of ·a CF3-se ·g·rou.p. 
. . 
. ... '· 5.1.3 Bistrifluorome.thyl Selenide 
. . . · . ··~ 
.> 
. . ·. 
'/ ~ , . 
. I 
I • 
• ' r 
. .. . 
' ' 
t . 
.. •I 4 .. ' <lo t • 
. . ' 
. . \ .. 




,~ . . . . ' 
. . .. ) 
·~ \' .· 
-~ · "', 
, . 
.. •. 
The molecule has~ been subjected, t'o_ eleQtron 
. . • u • 
. . 
~ C2 . symm~~ry .. pr._op6sed:• , Th~ Ram~ .. 
t> I . ·, . . 
diffraction <47 )'· a~d 
. · .·. 
. ' ' 
• 7 
. spectrum shows only fC?ur polar_is·ed bands. Also the1''v1:~ra~ ( •• / J • 
tionai. sp.e~~r·a·. :res.emble : thos~ ~r its methyi and ;,perd.~utero- .. 
. . " - ~ ~ ~-et~yl an~~ogues (56 , 57.} ·, which h~ve · been anal&sed .·oilo.the -b~~is , . 
. of a ~~ synime:ry~: _He Dee, a c2v . ~y~etr.yilnd • ;z_~~O""";~le · ~; · ' , ' : · 
t~s.t_::.r~:r; the Cf:3 ~rciup.s i,s assumed. ~Figure' 6 .. shows ~hat · ;the': , ' '• ·.' 
v~brational. mo~e~ .. of' · S:l', b1 · ~nd ~2 .speoies s'ttould, ~i~e B.L , 
A Jl 8.nd Cl, · typ~ band. envelopes. · · · ' 
a r r. • " JJ 
·. ~ . ' 
. . 
~ When a ~ngl~ CF3 ygrou_p is bo~ed ' ~o ~ atom ot. . · · (;) ., . . 
' ' ' . ·. 
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o . . ... 
· I 
atomic m~ss sim!l:ar . t~ t~at. seleni~ ~(~g .. as' in' CFaBr)' .. ' .. 
vlb~ational ~od,es or t~o-s~~cies_ .'a1 ·:~sy~et.r.ic ·~ · ~nd e·"' (qoubly · ': 7·. · 
· dege~~ra~~ a~y~etric)_ ~~e .obs~~ve~~ If ~ow a·. s~cond; ·cF3 , ~r.o~p-. 1-s -~t~a_ched t :o .. a : li~~~ CMtnt~~~m~ ~-~ in ' ccF~·) 2se, · 
,.-:- . . . ' 
two _. effects may b~co~e~~rv~ble experimentally.. Firs~, the · 
. ... • ,. 'I . . . ~ . ., . . ( . ~ .~ ' . .• 
lower over·all symmetry ·or·· .the molecul~ ~~ould . ·in pr iy.ciple_ ·: . · 
• , • • • ) • 0 , . ' , · : . . • . • . : • . ' \ ·•. • >" - ··. . : 
·. ~-
.. 
.. ,_ _. 
. 
T 
I ·' • 
··.· 
0 
. ...... ! , .. \ .. ' ~~. . 
Mo~cular . p~ameters: ·.C-F = 1.334, c..;S$ = 1.975; /FCF = · 
1:08.6 an~ IC~eC;= 97°. .. . . . • .·, ·. • ~, 
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A-. . 
"'-./ ' . 
., ' , ' 
' ' . ~ 
.. -
.. . 
• I ' 
. 'F F. .. , . 
; ' I• 
' ~ . ~ ' ' . 
"' , __...:,, . ,; . ' ' . : . ~ ; 
• <J • - • • Proj~ction ot .~~F3 ) 2Se in the .C-Se-C plan~ .al~ng · . w~th the directi-ons. or. inertial axes .in this "plane. 
..... ' • ~· t ' ..... ' • • 
.· 
~ 
. .. \ 
. ~ . .. . ' . 
'l:"i~t .' t)le· p'egener.acy }.o.r . -~symin~tric c.mo~es •.. 'second! ~s1m11a.r 
~ ~~ ' "' ' 0 \ ' I ~ I o ' 
· . v·ibratioual-modes or' each ~F3·~ group :~13: int~ract .. ~lth each 
•• 1\, ~ . • . / p ~ ;' . "' . ' . , ,w • • 
: .other and. iq . pri~eiple g-ive rise to twcr m()$les .·one· b'~ing · 
{ ·. 
•. 
I , ' 
. . . . .. ~ · ,. - - '- - , · 
' • (l • • • . -· f , •' ' • ' '). ~ 0 • ,. - :) I ' ., ' , .' ' ' • ·~ 
· ~- . · symmet.r ic · arid other, asymmetric with respect to the plane per-
• :"; • .. , • -c r , ' • • c • I , • • • ~ · • . 
\ . .. · pendicular ·· to· c-se-q~ plane or. symmetry. ·These: w_ill ·_be .. ~eferred · .. 
;, I 
~· ' 
. ' ,. 
,· ' ~ : 
. "'' . I • . . "' '... . I ' • • • ~ " , ... , 
. to ~ as· in-phase · and out--Qt'-phase mOdes or ·vibration.: · ·The . 8Jn·~nt . 
• ' ........ . ·, .. .. , - • !' , . . . . 
.... . 
I , • 
-, I , 
' . 
. ' f • ,. , 
I (~ ,,.~~ . ·. 
. ' i : . J ,J . ( ... '· J. 1.". ' · .. ~ ?-, ' .. 
. ' . Ill • •• • 
. l : ,,. ,. , . 
.· 
t ... .t • . 
\ / . · ........ _ . · 
o._. ' •\ . . 
- ' 
., ' ' 
' " . 
0"1 - • • • \ i 













. .· ~ . . .,. . 
· .·  ot sp~itting be-tween these in- aiid ·out-of-phase mode.s is 
.. _ · _expec~.~~ ~o-- ~e ~mall :as . ~·or . (CD3 )2s~ (S?). · F~:~F 3B~, · .~wo ... 
• ' • , ' , f , I • ( • ' , 
bands are -o~seryed ·i~ the C-F · stretchi~g region· at approxi-. 
'· 
' ' 
~.. . \ . 
. . 
' ' 
r • . mately 1206· ·and lOsS cm-l·, ·t,he.hlgh~r and lower wave~Dib~r , . : 
' I • 
. .. 
• _., f 
· bands being assigned to asymmetric J·and s 'etric stretc.hing . 
• 0 ' • .. • • • • .. ~ • • • 
modes resp'ectively·. ·. ~akthg -~boye-ment,ion d 'ar~me~ts into ,, .. ' 
. ,..,.. . . . . . . ~ . ,. - ... 
1 . · C-~IlSideration - Orie ' ShOUld expect · r~ur~. band • around · l2QQ Cm•l _:' ., 
. ·.· ~nd t~o ~b~ndsl ~round 1085 cm·l:·.·.·. - I~ :· fact n~y five ·b.ands are·.·_. 
. ' . 
~ t"' ' \ 





.. . . -
e inac~~ve,. while ··a'l~ . . expected . i~ the ._ infrared. as ~h~ ~2 ·modes . 
1 . . • ~ . . 
·the six bahd~ should ap}ear in: the Raman. 
. - . ' 
T~ree int~nse bands appear in t~ infrared $-t 
1193, ¥ l~SO ~d .1065 .em-:} in · th~ ·c -~ str~ ~h:l:ng r~g io~. Tbe· · .. :.· ... 
ba~d:~ .. ~L ~t 1193 . . an~ ·= :~:qso ~ cm~1 · sh~w a· ~ub-band -s~ructure' · · ,, · 
./ 
. f. . . ' . . . . ~ • 
. ~. LFigtire· 's(a)} due t9 ~he_ overlapping- or sev~_ra} bands. · The .- . · · · ... 
. - ' - . . - . 
intense in-frared band' · at ·1065 cm-1 ~hie,. is d~polari sed in the . : 
~" • • ' • • • . ' • • .. , • til, • . • • 
. -
Raman is ass;·gned · to v1~ (b1 >~,' -~ne ou~-of-phase · c..;r stre~ehing·. · · " · 
mode .. 'whereas ·th~ 1142 ·&m .. 1 1nf~ed _band~~ . whicrh is . -~eaker than. _ 
. ~ 6 tl • • t' ' 
. ~he ·1.065 c~-l ;b~nd -·~nd -. pola.ris.ed._ in the·: Ram~~ - i~· ass1g~ed :~~o · 
. f . ~ '. ~ u .. . . • : . 1 ; l • • ' • • : • •• ' • • • • t'l. :;-: • 0 • 
. th:e~ corr.,sporufi~ •'in-~h~se·. ~ode• v2 (al). • ~he ~~arly ~egen~tite: ·; ' I 
. ,. . . . . - . . . 
J, ,, asymme'~-r~c ~-F st_r~tc~i.ng mo~e~ - . or t~o (:F 3~ gr oups w~l+ · ih~~ract ·· " 
.. .. ·· . :.::::~:::h~::::r ,:~;g~::0:s:0t:;::;i::::~:::::i:s~2 :::~ · , ~ • 
, . · · ; ; oui~of~pha~e t~ s~':try 'species 'b1' and bg•· ; Out .:r ihe~e; t~~.~ 
; ~.. • • • • • ('. • • .. ' ' • I. 
. -' . . a2 mOde . · i.s ~' inactive ' in. ~_he lntrared ·.and th~ rema1riitlg mod~s a]:' . 
·. - ' . ' . . . . . . - / .· . . ,, ~ . . . 
p o • I o~ l ~ o ~(.' • • I I I o o' o 
, - ~. ' ... 0 • • • . - • 
' . .: . ' ... 
, • .'' > ' ' 
I I > • I 
\ . 
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~ I ' ' J ~o • . • • 
1 
.. . , 
. •. 
- 73 ' ~ 
' . 
. ' I' 
! . ' 
' . . 
~ 
l;>l an~ I b2 are .expected • to 
' . . . . 
r f ' . . • 
give Bl, ·All - and C.L t1pe~nd. · 
• r • • 
. :. "'~ . 
. . . \ . 
-.. c~nto';lrs ·_ respe~:ive~Y.· Sinc.e f'. stron~ Q branch is obse~_ed; 
a~ 11,93 c~-1; it~ 1s assigned t~ v18<b2)• The two .bands it 
. . . I 
· .. li42 ~nd 115_2 cm-1 are ~too near 1 to be of the same symmetry • . 
. ' .• '\ . 
Hence t~e· 1152 C)D.a band h as~i'f"d v12("!>i)• The rema~ning 
mode v1 (ai >o: is .expected to give a B J. type band ·~ontour and . is , , , . . I 
E!-rbit.rarily assigned t 'o the 'firs . mini~m· .ot high~~ ;w.av~·~-:~ 
'~~llib~r b~~ '~t ~1~3 cm~1 .• · v8 (8:2 , ~eems to~ we~k· to appe~~-_' . -
.. in the Raman, nn~e~s ·it' :i.s .' ~he--'-':~~~ised band at ll78 .cm·l ~ ... ·. 
. 
• 
. ·~ .:::- ·. ~ 
·--=-Fr~~ conside~ations; sim11ar .to _those give.n ror 
·--- ' 
0 
the· .C-~:.s~retching ·region., the . c~3 _deformati~~ · r .egion should .: . 
• · / 'also ~ontain .s-ix band~ in , the· Ram·~ and t:i.v~ _in ··th~ · in~ra~ed. . , 
.. .. . · .spectr.um • . :T-he 'si:x; vlbratiorial wa~enumbers - should agaln appear 
· :· ln · t~o .main gro~p.._s~· ·.o~e gr.oup c;r\ two. bands· at ~ound 750 cm-1 ·. 
.. 
,. 
.. •. •' 
~n<t anothe·~ or · r.aur 'bands · ·ar~nd · ~50 cm-1 ~ ·ass~~iated· with . 
$~etric and asyamietr'ic deformati<;>n mode's . r~spectively. The 
two modes .. g~11:erated . bY.· the interac.tion ·of sY-mmetric defo~a-
. ~ . , ' al . '~~d bl. ah~ are . ~·. '. t1ons belong to the symmetry species 




,. • • • • ' • • • ~ 4 
.expected to . g1.ve · .e9a~~ )contours · or BJ. aJld ·A Jl type ·~espect1vely. : -
• • '=' , I o • ' 
~~11 ·~~e st~on~ b~nd at 746 .em - 1 is observe..d fp the.· s~etr1c 
. -d~formation r _egion.. The .b,a¢ shows a : g.~od. PQR .st~ucture 
. . . ' ' . ' ' ' 1 .. ' ' 
_ tFigure s·~a)j with a PR .-~eparat~o~ or 8. 7 'hm- o' whic~ . agrees ~ 
• I ' • o .. o 0 • 0 o r- , ' 
: .. · , very w_eli· vith the .predicted value ·of - ~. 0 . 6~-l , .' fo~. an A II 
• • , • • , • • '1"'-b ~ • • • • , r •· ' • " • 
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Molecule . = · (CF 3 >. 2se 
. . ~ . . . . 
Symmetry type =. ·c2v 
Nu_mbe_r _of genuine ·modes of vibration = 2J 
Symmet~y spec_ies . ot the modes = 7c;t1 -h 4a2 + 6b1 + 4b 2 ._· 
Se:Lection 'rul;es (for -forbidden vibrations) 
. • ! , - ' 
. , n • 
Infrar.ed-=-a~ar . a 2 ,_,~f- b 2 , A2 _(n =·odd) ·; Raman= 
~alcu1ated prin~ipal mo~~hts ·of inertia . (cm-1 ) 




. . -1· 
· ·. ~af:culat~d PR separations (em ) and asymmetry paramet~-rs 
-AJf = 9.0, Bl = 7.0, 'C! _= 13.4; K . = -o·. 7B, P # = 1. 2_5 
' 
• I' 
' . __ ,J 
Table 8. 
,;.--.~ / 
Fundamental. modes. of ( CF 3) 2~, . t~~ir .. ~ssignrnents. 




....., a,2 b1 _t>2 
·Approximate. . r-1 r(jll) . ,...f . '0 QJ • <:4 '0 •Q) r-1 ~ Q)- . . 
· descitption ):;j I S::Pl ,.Q I S::Pl ..Q I S::Pl .0 . I S::Pl e !U~ .,..; e m~ •.-l - e !U~ .,..; s !U~ 
::> u • r:Q +' ::> u r:Q+l > u r:Q+l ::> u r:Q' +l 
·. 
C-F asym. str.· v1 1197 Bl v8 . ~ . 
C-F synt. st•r. v2 :1i42 Bl 
? v 12 1152 All ·v 18 '1193' C! 
.,...,.. • • ·f' 
'-~ 13 1 0' 6 5 All 
& CF 3 syJn. v 3 _ ;JJ1'9r" Bl '! 14 7 4 6 AIJ 
S ~F ~ a sym.· V · 53 8 Bl V 0 : • ? 53 
.. 4 ? ~ ;lS .5 53, AIJ y 19 -535 Cl 
c-se s .tr. : 
. i:;f 3 rock 
c-se..:c bend 
; .. : 
•' .... 
' 'a · 
. '. 
' . 
;_ v 5 . :3 6 3 . Bl 
' . 
v 6_' f 7 B B.l v {o 2 5 8 
\)16 ' , 340 
. \)17 ' 253 
' 
v · · 109 '" Bl 7 
------
- · ; \).li 
I ' 
..... ! :. 
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Table .'9. (Continued) 
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Assignment 
, / 
v14 ~ v16,; 1686 
Y2 
': ·\)12 
• • VVW J., ' • 
, ;-:r.. 





j ' ' 
Olil I ' • 
, 9 . 
' '->:14 + \)19~2~ 1 
. ' ' 
_: v2 + ~~0~ 14oo· 
\)2 + \) . ~ 1409 20 . 
\)_+ . ~ \)~=· 1464 
.. 
· ' 
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l ' • ... ·.· 
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. ... I · 
:' y·1:- ""· \) }. ,·=. }<)~60 
, , .:l . 
I ' • ' . ' - J' 
' ' I 
. '. . 
.. ' 
. \) 9 + . \) 12 = 1 7' 0 s ... 
~:13. +. \)14= 1811 
·\)2 + .\)14= 1888 
' ... 
-~3 · .+ . \)~ 1901 
• , ':1 • ' " ,_ ") r 
\) + \) 1" ::: 19 4 6 1 · .. 
. . ·._ .. ~\)1-3, 2130 
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\)4· \ . . 
. . r: 
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vs + \117~ 6-16 
.. Ys + ·v = 16 703 
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. ., . 
·\)6 . +. \) 14= ·:~~0'2~4 
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Table .9. :< .Continued) ~ 
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Ass i gpmeri ~ 
.:v2 +··v-1 :2= 2294 
y\) 1 + t 2 . = ~ ~ 3 3 9 · . . 
' .2 \) 1 8 = 2 3 8 6 
. . 
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·- .. , _ · phase mode; while ~he -' .. intense Raman ~and. at 749 _ cm~1 s~ce 
. . . . ' ~' , . · ~ . . ~ . . . . . ' .. . 
. . 1~ is · strO:t;l~ly p~laris.ed . ~houl~ be · ~ss_~_gned _. to_ the cor.res:- _ 
~ _ -ponding . in-phase ·.mode_ v3· (a1 j •. 'T~_ us v14- (b1- ) 'is ·.tqo· weak ·to' . 1 · • '• · G IJ 
. - . • 11 0 
:_ . ·. · · appea~ -~n t _he· R~an, ~~~.~e. v3 (a1)' 1~ t _oo weak. t~a_ppea.r , in ·'th~ 
~ ' o I ' • • ' ' • 
· · ·. '-'nfrare<J, · · · 
: · The tour . modes generated · by· the interaction of 
l • ' .. ' ~ - • .. • • ,.- -r 
as_ymm~t.ri~ de_~orma.tions· belong; to ·~he sy~etry 'spec~_e-!i a1; 
bl~ . a2 ~~ .b2~ ' :Out. or:.··~the~e,_ ~fie ·a~ modes wilt' ._b·e~ in~ctive . 
-~----.. 
I 
. in the .infrared, whiie ·the r~~:;~.ining specie~· are expected to 
o o • f ' . • • ' • I o, l o o.. (j , I 
.. • · r . .. . · . gite BJ.·., ·A II ~~ci CJ. . t~~e- b~nd env~lop~s ... r-espectively. Only 
• • • 
0 
• ·: ~n~ ·bahd : ~s ob~erved , ~·n .- the . ~sy~et~i.; · ~er~r~atio~. r.egion in 
-- ~ -- - ____ .. _ ~ - - . _. . . 
,. ...:I--;· - · . • 
' , .. 
.. 
·'· 
. ' . 
. _· · ". the, i ·nfrared and. has an. intense Q 'Qranch' at s3s cm•,l. T.he · 
• . ' . • ' . ' . . . ' • . • . . I ' . ' 
.. . .. .. . .. . \ . 
band ·shows a· s~b-ba~~ struct"ur.e and ~s bei~ overlapped ori . the' 
, , ·. . . .. ·' , . \ " 
/ - _ highe~ ~avenu':llber side _?Y ·:a . B 1 . ty~e band ·c orit our • · .Thus the .. . 
. . . . .. ' ..,. . . 
· fi~st · mini~~. on_ .the high~r w:av~number side is assigned to 
. . . ;... . . . 
~ (fil) ,. _ wh_~le th~ ' Q branch ··at. 535' cm-1 is . ascr-ibed ' t"o . Y.l~·(b2 .>. 
Th~ama~- -~ ~nd .-~t 53'1~ ci:-l ~s ':~eak~ .·b;road and depolar:i.sed . and. 
0 
" • "' • ,. o l '• • • • 
0 
, _.1 
hen· .""Qorresp~n~s t ·o v19• · . The weak Raman .band· ~t 553 .cor . has 
o o o f • • ( o • I olfl 
.. ·· ' 
.. ... .. 
, . . ·. 
. . ~
no 1nfrflred gbunte.r.part and' t~e)\~for.e c~uld ·be ·as·.$1gned to 
'! . ' . . . . . '· . . . . ; . . . " . . ' 
· · v9<b2): · ·vi5_(bi~ ·~eems_. t~ ~e too w~ak · t~ a p~az: in the infrared, 
.. ! 0 
·hfle ~~the R~an ~t may. be. hidde~<-~nde~ .. v9 _2 ) .• .. :·. 




I ... o ' 
. . . •
1 ~~f-1\ . , , . , Fou~ ·roc~i~g ::modes -in tot~l a;e expected an'd ·belo~ . ·: .::; 
· .· ·.: '} .X .. symm,:t~y--.s;~~·~es a~, - ,b~, _a 2 ·9.nd b 2• _· Out ~r · t~e.se. , th~ a2 .. -.:< · ·;.l/. ·.• 
-. ,' . 
,Jt ' " 
. .. 
• ~<I \, • • • ~ , 
mod~ is il~act_iv~ ·1~ .the 1nfrare·d; . _-T~u-s, f?ur_. _b~s· are ·~ · _ . :.· . · · 
, .. 
· .. 
. . ' I . . l 
\ . ... • t, 
. . . 
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\ .?' . 
_expe~~e~ _in ; the . .-cF3 rocking region i~ .the Raman ~vhile only· · · 
. " .. ":: ,. 
three· bands are expected· in th~ 1n.f'rared. ..O~ly three barids 
... 
. . . , • a 
. appear in the !:taman $t 2?8 (p, vs), ·267- (?, ?) and '258 (~p ·, · . 
v} om-~ · respe-ctively, ~~ile · only · -t~o b~s ~r·~ ·round, · i~ th~ · . 
.. , ' • • . • ·.. . · ' - .J 1 ' ' lo 
, 1 n:ral-ed , at 278 .and 253 c~.-1• , Assum:lng: tliat tie cbS:: e .. ,in ..• 
phase . does not +ead to ~Y shift, tour ·bands in. tpt,al ar~ 
" . . \~.,. 
observed. The highest · wavenum~er ·bapd is unambig'uou~ly .. 
I ' , L • • ~ 
~ut or the.· two rema~ning a&man bands 
') • • • I 
. .. . ' "" · 
the. ·r~o~ldng~ mode; . v~0(a2 ). · Pe~i~ 
I . . 
a$~ign~~ to' v·s<.a1 ), · w~il~ 
. ' 
one has to~ be assigne_d to 



















' . 1.~ the_ / infrared etc 1.) it is pot possible' t~ malt~ unambiguous _._ 
. \ . . . . . ' ~ 
.assignments for the ro~k_ing aioqes. Thus the bands at 258, . 
. t • . . . ' . . 
·, · 267 and '253 cm·1 .are. tentatively assigned to the rocking- ... ~ 
• ' ' • • I ' 
'., • J I ' • ~ , ' • • • I 
modes - ~ 10 < .!-2 ) ~ v20 ~b2) and v17_(b1 ) respe;ti,vel!• F~r~ ~t .~.;{ _: ; :· 
. . ,. ~~ "' ,, . ' . . 
assign~d this w~y, the ·assignment~ · contor.m to th~ . o~der .o_~'-' · •, 
' ' • ~ • (J I ' I • ' , ,., • • : • 'f • • ,.. ' "o ' • • ' L'l;' -4,_)\:t:• : t. 
CH:3 rocking ~~d.es (ct .• . a1. ~ b2 "> .a2 --7 b1 >. - ~bserved 1:n :.. : · 
:. s~ (_cH
3
) ~56 >. ·and Se (C_D~-)2 <57 )': .· · . · ,. · ·: ~· · ~ . ,,. ' 






Coming to the vibrat~o~s of the d-s~.,.~ -' .skelet<?~' 'the. 
'~ • • • • ~ • t. 
• Q • • ~ 1 • . 
. ' I ' ' ' 
.. :~ previous~ stu~~ · ot _t~e- ~ompounds:'· 1.~·· c~3~ec:_, CF 3s~B~ and' . 
·. ·_ .. .-:: C~3SeCN sug.gest·s that the C·Se s~·te~~hlW( -mod~ - lie~ 'betwe_~n· 
300 ·:i.. 3SO cm.:..1 . :· · ·r~~ -th~ .p_resent. 'moi'ecule two· ba-iu:ls 'are · .. '"_.. ·, ·. 
. .. 
. · ." . 
•. . ' · . • ' I .... ' J) • .. • • ' I • • ' \ • 
ob~ervecr' 1n' the · inf.rared -~t :363 and 340 em-1 • Th~.: Raman · tlan'd 
' I • • 
. ..... . 
' .. . 
do;r~spondi'ng ; .~o the 3·63 .· ~~~1 . intr~re~ :b~nd - ~s -~~ ~edim;n ·· .· .· ~ · , _' · . 
... ~ .. . . . . '. inten~ity: af:ld -~oiar.~.~~d." The_r~_r_or~. it" i~ a~~lgned :~~ v5(a~), 
. . ' ' . ~ ,,« • .. . . • . .. .. 
, . . 
.· ;.· -~
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.84 - ·, ' 
• ,· t 
~hile the ~~~ ·~orresponding t~ ~·o c~~~· band 1s' · d~p~~~r1:sed 
) . . 
. . . ' - ' and of weak· intensity ~'and _·thus as~igned to the C-Se-C asy-.. · · 
. , 
,· mmet.ric stret<;:hing mode,. v16 (b1 ). ~ Earlier ~tud1~s ~ simila~ · 
. . . ~ (56 ) (57 ) . - . CO~P~JldS:' Se (CH3 )2·. . ~and:~ (CD3 )2 - . , ~pow that the 
· ~}rmmetrlc · q-se ~t~etching _'mode ~!ways lie:s a~ hig~~r ·wav~-. 
"" . ~· 
· numbers than the symmetric mode .• The assignments are reverse 
J .,_ -~ II \ I 
~ in ~he present mol~cule. Th~ ~everaal.may be due to coupling 
• ., 0 • • • \ • • .. • • • 
· : :. · · betve~m t~e c-se. st·retching and CF 3 rocking "'.od,~s .in . the l 
· . present.molecule. For-~he.moleciules Se(CH3 )2 and Se(CD3 )2 , 
· the lowe~~~d~polarised Raman band at 233 cm·~ . a~u~2~o~.l~- c~m~--1------·~-------
b 
' .. " 
. ,. 
... 
. . . 
' . . 
I . ' ' . ' . 
~espect1vely has been· assigned .to tlnt c-se~c bending ~ode~· 
. .... ·- . ' ,· 1 . ' . 
_ Thus~ the l~west band in,the ~~~ ~0~ c~: is as~igned. to 
v.7 <a1 ), the C-Se-C bending mode. The,b~nd.is again. ·r~nd to 
' ' be depolarised, although theor~tically it should be polarised • 
. ~ . -... 
. 
This discrepancy has been explained on_page ::ro_~ ...... 
. - - ) ' . 
. . ... ' 
5; 1.4 Tr1fluoromethyl Methyl. Selenide< ·_ : : 
' . 
· I • . o · 
• I • ' The molecu~e will have . c ~ symm~try., 'if' a ze'ro . a~gle . -
. . 
of' tv~st is assumed ror .the ¢F~ a?d C_H3 gr~-~s • .'Twentyone _ 
.·. normal modes or ~ibr'ation a~e. expected, .out ' or which thirteen . 
are symin~"tric . (a •) to .the plane . of sfDUJ1etry, wqile eight are : 
• . ., asymmetric (a"). · It -is_ ob~ious from Figure 9 that _A and "B · 
axes li_e .. n~_~r t~ · the· CF3 and CH3 · grgup · ~~~pectively. T~~s,-, 
. ' 
·· vi brat 1onal modes ·or the OF 3 .-grcnw like symmetric stretcn and ~ 
. . . 
. . 
deformation should shov ABII typ~ band. envelopes, while tHe 
.. . 
,. . 
... J . 
'· .. 
















' .. . 
. . 
.., .: 





. "' . 
. . t . ' 
. ; ' 
.. . . 
'(· ' 
.. 
·· ·. ' 
. 
. . 
. . ' 
, a .:. . • • ., • : • ' . • \ . a \ ~ • . ~ : • . . .' 
·~ 
1
· ::···· .. ·: cor~espo~i·~ ... 'vi~~at~~~~l ~~es .or t~e ,~~3 :g_roup sh~~ld ~~o~ : · 





: ' .. ' 
f ~ • • ' • . • 
• I( 4 " , •' ~ • I ~ • , • 
.· · ·molecule te.st.1f1es to • thi·s . ·p;red1ct1o~.· . · , , 
~ • . ' . . i .·... . ,. - . . ' . 
. . .~ · <·. · · · -. 'rhe lov~st band i.n _the R~an at 148· ~~-1 · (depolari~ed) .· . 
.,· ·. is ~assig~~d t.~· th47 ·:~kele~&.i' b·e~ding. ·.•od_e -~~3 c .... 1:- : !b~~ va~e·- . . ' . . . . 
. .. - ' . . 
' . . . iumaber or ~his mOde has 1ncre·ased c~mp~red· . to . the' .skeletal '. 
' • I • .I • • • • 
) '·' 
{. • I 




. • . Moleeu_1u_ par·amQter~ ·: . . ·c·-F =.· 1~332, se-C(Fa> = l.984,- C-F/ =· . .. 
~ ~·.093, Se-C.(H3 ) = ·1·.943·, · /Qi!.C = 97, '(FCF ... = 1?9.3 ~q /HCH = ._: 
. '· 110 •. 2°. . \ .. : 
.. 











( .' FJ;F ·, . , I • .. • .. • • ·' 
) . . . , . . ' . . '- . , . 
•. Projection or CFaSeCHa 'in the plane or symmetry 
-~~ ·along with the dU·ectlons · o~ inertial axes:·in' " / · 





. : . ,, 
. : I. t 
... . \ 
- ' · 
.. . 
be~ing· ·~od~ in (CF3 l2S~ . be~ause ot the rep~a~~~ent · ot: .. one 
hea~1ei CF3 __ g.roup .by .the 11~hter CH3 group~ Re~t ·there are 
two. RaJS~an ~~ds · at ao2 Cm, ·dp) and 289 (v, dp) · and they should : 
. . - . .. . 
be assigne·d to· ·the, tvo -rocking. ~~~s .v]_2.<a') ·and v19 <~") · . 
. ~ . . . ; : . . . . . 
respect!vely· •. The. lntrared spect;rum _in · t~s region s~ov~ one 
~ -
·i 
. o ; . ' 
.· 
n . 
' ·. ~ -
..  
• 1 •. 
·- ... 
. . .. ·I 
; i . • . 










. , · 






':1 • • 
. . ' 
. : l 
• - as· -
·• j 




. . . . .. ' • ~ f 
· me·ii1um 'intensity. band at 302 c·m·~-. · The · band h~s PQR·· branch~s 
. . ~ . . ~ ' . . . ~ ... . . 
> ·1 Figur~ sttr) J with PR s~·paration of 10 em·_~;. Vhic~ .agrees· · . ' 
. ~ , .. . .. 
well ·wi~h t~e · prediet~d value or 10.·6 cm·1. tor the AB 11
0 
typ~- .· 
.' b_and·., · The. _other otit-of"-plane (a") · ro~king ·:mod~ is t 'oo veak . 
:, .. • . . , . . • . . ' . . ' . r . ! • 
. to be obser.ved in ·the intrar~d. By .. _compar.1son with other 
. . : 
. . ' ~ . . . 
molecules studie~ in the ear~ier sl;!c~ions, the c-se .. ttretch-
~ . 
tng mode vi~ (a') · is assigned ~'o. ·:the 'band. ·_at· 340 c~ ·l. T~e 
• • . • ' f • • (I. • • • 
cor;responding Raman band is 'Polat1s~d aDd strong as expected. 
TJl~ strong and stro~slY polarised. R~u1a~ .band: a~ · 593 cm-1 is . 
. . ' .J . . ., . . 
·_ a_ssign~ to {li3 )c-se streta~in¢ . m~e. ~9 (a:· , )~·· · T'h~ ~ymmetria -
an~ a§ymmetric C-Se-C stretoQing ~odes ·are observed•in the' 
. ,- - . . .. ' ' ' 
' '· 4 
•. ' 
J • • 
. ~aman spe~trum or_ (CH~}2S~ ·.at 5B8. and so2· cm;1· re~peatively .• 
. \ . . . ' . . . ' . :_ :' , :. {\ . ; / ~ 
' ' ' • , p • • I • .1. l - ' ' fo 
. . · . . , . . The' speqtrum in .the ~F3 as_ymmet~ic _ def'ormati, re.~ion . 
· . is exactly · si~il~ .to .that or ·c.F3s.eCl a~d CF3SeBr, i.e. · co~- . 
. . ' . \. 
- ~-~st.ing or· two overlapping b~s. Th~s, as be,ore the mid-
... -. · .Poin~ . ~r the· ba.nd ~n . higher . ..,Javermmbe~- side i's-~ssigned t~ ___ ,-:: 
. . - . . I , . . ) . . 
· . . v].0<a'') ~ vhil~ the l _bwer wavenup1ber ~a.Xi~m at · 533 ~m-1 is' ;· . , 
. assigned to . t<:· ·Q~ ~r~ricb o~ . v18<~"') ·,~~xp~cted' ,t~\ify~ - a cr . 
. . ~ .. . I ) / . 
. type b~ ·~ontour.::. The ·co.~respoPding R~aP· ··b~'is w~ak _and 
' I • ' :0 • • • ' 




.· ~. deformatio~- - ~8.<'~•.) _is ~sslgned ·t·C? ~he' band ~t . 740 c•·l · and. the 
• • •• • lo " .. 
·band . shows a .goo~ PQR structure {Figure S(a.)j with ~ PR 
I .. ' • 
.. : separa'tiot;-.;!-i2:a e1a~1 , 0WhiCh tcr~~s !i:h ~he 111ecUcted _ _ _ 
value ·or 11.3 em 1 .expected or d AB II · type bam. · The corres-:·· · 
. . . 
• o;r, ' 
0 
-...... . I 
~· 













IJ I ' • • . .. . • '• 4 
0 




• I I l • 
·- Frl - · ' • 
.. { i ;, ·. 
. '. 
·. . . 
', . 
• I o • • 
' . '. 
. .. 
', I 
pq,nding Ram~ ba~ is' . ~ntense and · s~rongly polarised.' · 
~~ ts. .. 
. . 
.. 
• . . 'c6ming· t '9 th~· C-F st~etching region 't~ main ~am·s·' •;> :. ' . 
• J ... • • lo • • ~ • 
• . I ' I • • . • 
' are 6bserved. . As f<?r ~he si.ngle~· CF 3 · .. group .eoptaini.ng ··M!lle-, . . : '. ·~ ; . 
. . l . ' l . . . ~ . . -
.rules Jiis~u'ssed e9:r~.ier (su~-section 5."~~~?) ·the higher . . wave~ . .'· .· : .. : ·-' <. ·. 
o • ... I 
· -~m~er band. eon~ists or two ov~r~ap.pihg ba~s~ The _b.and is .... . · · 
. "" . . - : ) .. . · 
· quit~ broad on. tile· .higher wave~ber. side because tile ·mome.nts 
, • ' I,.J ' I) 1 '• . , ~ 
. , . ... . . ~ 
. or inex:tia rO;r this ~olecule are sma~ler. _and ·therefore : PR :· 
0 ' ' 
0 ~ • • 
separati~ns l·arger compared to oth~r similar · molectil~,s (sub- · 
- I •. t .... : 7 : ' 
section 5.1.2). The band is a comp.o$-ite ~- a•··+ a" mOdes . ."'· · ··; '· · 
I ,. . 0: , •• • 
~r ·.the otherwise ·~h1ger)erate cF3 stretching mode. ·The 'm~d-. .. ·~V ~: . • . ... .. t • • 
poi~t- or the higher wavenumber ban.d 'is assigned to the mode .· · .. 
. ~ . • .. . 0 .. . ... . .. 
. ~5~a')~ whi~e .. the m~~~m ~t li41 ~m.;.1 (Q br~nch.) repr-esent~ • 
. : ·-.: v16 (~"?, tn.e_. out.~of-plane' ~symmetrlc· c:.f st:retchi~ ~ode. The 
· ~over ·wavenumber band u·nlike other similar molecules d:.oes not 
4 . 
show PQR structure but just ·a doublet, the Q branch is eith.er 
0 • • 
o · ~ o ' I :. • . .. · 
!llissing or possibly· overlaps .t~e R branch. However, the· ·· 
. . . . . . . . ' . ., 
corre)pond!rig ~ainan band. ts pol.arise~ supp~rtit:tg its as .. sig'n·<· 
• 
.· . . \ •\ .. 
; :ment _to. the syimnetrtc~ 'stretching· mod.e ,'. v6 (~' .> ~ 
I • ' • ) 
·The assignments or ~h,e CH3group are straight-
~ ' - b 





bo~h i~ i~r~ed and R~an. \ The high~st _ wav~num~~r bantt . i~ . , 
. v~ak a~. cfepolarl~~d in ~h~ Rama~. / Tne b~d is ass~gned . ;~ c • ' ;:··. ":: . ?·~;-: 
a .com~osite ~r . C-H stretching. mod~~ v·~ (a') . a~ v14 (a">, ·. · :.~. ~ . · ·: , .·. 
• • .. . • .. r.:. .. . . 0 . ,.: " . 
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-· M~1e~u,1e .. ==_. CF 3seCH ~ \ . 
'-· . • . ·. ' . "* ~ ·-1 ' Calcu!at~d 'principal moments of inerti·~- '(em ) 
t .(\ • 0 ,\, - .. • 
• • (! 
... 
., 
. . • .! 
' A= 0.1236 ·, B;::; O.Q582, ' C · = 0.0505 
• c;. "' . • 
• • r • ·, -1, • . • ' 
__caLcu-l-ated .PR sep~r~tion_s ·(cl!l ) and a.syrnme_try parameters 
, 
r, • # • 
All ·=12.5, Bl'=9.7, _::cl .'=f8.7; K ·;:;-Q.'79, p · =1.29 
\ ' • I 
' T~le +.O: 
.. . 
Fun.dal1)enta1 'modes o'f ~cF 3secH 3· , . the-ir 
• ' > " J 
assignments 
'I . ~ 





. · Appro.ximate·": . Vih. em-: { . Btya'pnde · Vib .. · em -1 -~yapnde 




·'-C-H. asym. st:r::etch 
. 
,, ' 
'· ~ .. . vi _ · ~o:s · · ABIJ. · v14, ___ 3035 
. 
C-H · sym: .st~etch \)2 : 29 515' 7 AB! · ., 
' ,~ ~ 
' ' a·s~m; d~form~tion CH 3 " . 1 • _ 
.. 
1292 : ABl. ·;,.. 
. ' 
' .. 
CH 3 sym; de·fo'rmation · 
, ABI\' 
, 
·c-rt asym. "Str~tch 1156 . . AB! · v16. 
c-t sym ·: stretch . 
CH · rock 3 . . 
• ' I 
\) ' 6 . ,( 
v · 7 
. A$11 
'· ,'\. .. 
ABIJ 
~~fdr~ation ~' . v8 
____:.-----. . 
.. ~' .. 
. 740· ; .ABIL 
·• (H 3-) c-se ·'stretch v9 I: 597 . AB! 
. . 
GF3 asym. deformation · · & • I , 
(F3)C-Se stretch 
., 
CF 3 rock 
' . 
c-se--c b~nd . . 
) .. 
l . ~ • • 
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•' either in th~ in!rared or in the, Raman. The intermediate 
. I 
~ wavenumber~ band .is inten"se and p~larised. 
.. 
~bus, it is 
· ·a~siJned t~. tbe ~l}rmmetrle , strtit.ching mode 
. . . 
. . 
. . . 
' . ·wQ.venumbe~ band is the f.lrst oy~rtone .or the a~ymmet~1c 'CH3 • 
deformation and· is polarised. The triplet structure at 
I . . . . 
, :. .. ·. 1438 cm-1· is ·as~·ign~d ·to the.· a~ymmet;ric detorniations, with 
. .. :, . a'. ·~ a" compohents· strongl~ overlapped~ Tbe ·· rirst Dnnimum 
, 
· ' , ~n the. 'll.igh'er wavenumber side is arbitr~r11y as!ligned -to · 
,, 
! 3 (a'.>., whi;J.e 
I -i 
at 1438 em . • 
. " ...,. .. 
v15 (a') is represented by the Q branch m~imum 
The cofresponding Raman bapd · at .1432 cm-1 
., . 
-
'is depo1arised and of weak intensity.· The strong doublet ,. 
.-·_, at·"¥ . 12S2 em--~ has ·a characteris~ic ,B!i. type band envelop~·' : . 
. ' .... .. . 
··~ ·. : <:becau-se or· the near proximity or the B u1Aild is assigned :-. 
. ' 
•! ~ • I 
· .. 
_· . : t~ ·~4 {a'~' the symm~trie 003 : ~~r~~m~tio~ mode·~ ~~he corres- ) . 
.. ~ 
- · ponding· Rama~ ban«f · ~~- 12~2· C!Jl-~·-is ·polarised confirm!~ the :. 
:,.. • ' • ' I • • • • " I 
·._ -a~·s~gnment_. · ~.r~~ weak· Ram~ bam at._-~-~1 .cm'-1 is pplat-~sed.• and 
. . . . ~ ,.. . "' . ~ 
' .. 
. . . . ~lt~_r,efore assign~.'d to ~h~ CH3 rocking m~e _ -~7Xa ~- ) ~~ 'rhEr · 
..., , . . . . . () . ' . 











"' "' . I ,. , • , • .; J "' • 
· · · · -'_;·_--:. ·: ·. :-: · intr~ed -spe~~rum in ' t~ls · reg-ion shows. -~· _doubl~t .st~uctu;e, _- ~ ·. · · ; ·. : . 
.. ·.~; ·~~ : _.'·:· : . . with a doublet o aep-~ration -~r -5 ~m-1 • Th~ ··.lo~j wa~e~~b~~ · - ~ · · .·. 
component .of_ .this. d rublet, at. ~.16 .C?m -l.' pe:.rhap~ ~·,?rrespoJ;ldS . to · 
' " . I ' ' • 
"' ' . . ,' . ~ ' . . . . .. ~ ,. . . 
the Q 'branch of .t~e in·p1~~ rocking mod~,. ·~7 (a~ .?, ·v}li7h ·i_s \ .. 
...  
.. 
expect eel' to give AB.II . tyPe· band contoUr.· Th·e .. iigher .'wav~·mb~r 
maximum at 921 cm-1 'is. asc~ib.~d· to. the . ~ _ :~ran~h ~r t~e 'out.:o~~ · · .. . : :· ·._ .'
. ' . ·:·· ! :. ' . . . .. ·. ' ~ .: 
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' • ••, I • 
.· ... 
' • • I t ~ • 
B1str1tiuoroDiethyl...d1s'e!lenldee .., ·:.... . -- ,..· , .. 
• I I ( I # \,. ~ • • 
. ... ' ~ .~~i 1 • . • ,, • . • . j '(tl .. 
• ' ' ,.•it• . l ... ,. ~ • .1i • ~- · The- molecul~r .stru.cture or· t~is molecul.e in vapor-
phase ha·s. bee~ .det~rmined by~ e~e~tron 'd1~tract1on <.4~) 8.~-
·~ ~ . 
. ·. 
.. 
\. . '. 
., . 
. . ' 
': 
'· ' 
.• ~ . ~ . r r y • , .. ' • () .. • • • '- • • • 
• ~ f"~rtd to be. co~s19tent. with·~ ·c~,·model. . Th~ mblec~le ~a~ -:.·· · ... 
.. . · -~,.,,'t~e.n~y-fou~ normal mo~es or vibrati.on, out . of w}1i'ch 'tQ.irte~~ .·. ~ . · .. ·..: 
f, ~ ' I . • '~ . .. • • .. ' . Ill • I • • • • 'fl 
• ~ • • .. • ' •• " ' • .:. • ~.· • • 1 
.;., are ~ymmetric' t'Q th1!._ c2 Ei)ci:s ~~f-h~nc.~ 'belong .,t ,Q syinme~l'y' <) 
• ' • • • • • . . . ( ' ' . (! . • • • • 
. ' -~peci~s a, '\ihile 'eleyen m.od.e's are' arttisy-et:rio -and _· therefore · ... 
\ r • . · · · · ... .i .- ' . •I· • • ... .. ·} • · , • . · J 
• • ' I , • ; • o o ) • •' , • • ~ o ~ : o f • ' ' ' :\ t 
·belong to the symmet.ry · spec1~ b. All 'fundamentals and · over;_ $ · 
•· : j · • ·' ' ' .. "' . , . .. e ~ · . ·· · · • . c • l 
t• t o'nes are . expe~ted tp,)S~ -~c;t1 ve in both 1nfrare~ - . and· Rama.Q. . .. ... ; . • • 
• .t • . . . " ~ . i~ ~ • . . • : . f.· . . . ,. . . 
. Fr·om Fi~re I ~o· 'it' 1~ obv1QU9 ·tnat. all, a' modes -are ~pe'c.t'ed to._·. 0 
r .• ~- • , • ~ • • ,. , .. ~ •· • ~~~~.- , . • • "' . , ~ : . , , . , . , • ;. p. ' • • 
·give ;BJ.., type . bartd c .ontours, while b modes should give oAC. · 
.. • : ' · " • f · ft - ' • • , • : . • .. · · "' I ':> - . r1 • • .. C/1 • • 
hy.brid type·. band· envelopes. The :.molecule· is lDade up -01'3 two. 
• I .. . ' • \ 
I .., , ' ' , C" •,~ • ~ · • - 'fl fll ' • t 1 • • 'l 
' ,, .. 
,........., _ 
. ..




_ ,e~u~va_~E!n~ .c~3~ gr·o~~s bondE\d· ~o.gether t.ht'o~gh a Se-Se .~ond~~ -o 











- ' ' 
Therefor.e the argum~nts of., page 71 will als~· appl.)o here, . 
~· . . :.~ ·. . . ··. ·, ' . . ... . 
.·~:- .. ~~c.~~~ .the:~ · ·~c~·' ·less -spl.:1~~1ng "rs expected() ·bec~9se or -t~e .• 
. . ·~-~-~~pia tint ':e.fr€~.F~r .the. ~~-s~ :bo.~ .·_· .. · · ·: ·· · -· · · ~ - · · 
' . . L . o 
• , • . "· • , , , • • •- " . " I 
. ~ . .· . .- •.. :_,. . . . 
_ . · ... , · ... ·.rrwo strong..,·bands, ~a~h ~~-~h.· a '.sub-band stru9tute. · . ..() 
I t ~ J • • f • • 
' ~ q • ,. ~ I o t> I '... ..... • , o '" I • , _. • .. • ~~ ' • 
Q ~ • • .t F~gu;re ·. S(a)J .are· obs~rved in .the ~-f st1'etching region • . .'QI?> 






... ·~h~ .lo~e~ wav:enumber ~~ ~.: ·: .the ~~~1~~- a~ 111~ cm-·l .is. ass1g~ed·· I! a •• 
• t ' o : I : - f ... • ' C. · : ' \ • at; 
·to, v.3<~?·, thf! · ~Jl..;~~ase ~punet.rie •stretch.!~. mode, .while the .. . "'! 
. - ' ' ,,.... . . ,. .. 
. out;-of.-phase ,- mode, yl6'(br~ is as~;gned.uo.the maximum' ato · ' ·. I ., ,, 
·. • .:.1,~gQ' ~m-l • . .'lh~ ~~~, t~~d;~ C~lrre·s~on~:Cn~ t,o .the 1.~- ·. and out-; • ;; ,, 
• ~ • • · ~ ~ I " t I •, ; • • • t ' • • ; • • • • t •. ' z.~ . .''t:>, 
~ ·:~r-phase. modes ar.e:.fcrupd. t·o·;·be· po":l.ari~ed · and depol.arised· · . 
•' ' 
' ' - ., . - ..,_ 0 
. I ' ~t ' • , • • "' • 1 ' • 'J • d •~_I - • (;. 
.. res·pecti~ely. · • Fo~ ~h~ nigb~r va:Venumber band·, .the maiimUm at 
o I .. ~ •! ,• • I o • f o ... 
~ ./. G . (.,i 
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. \ . . 
. ·. \ 
. - _' I . ' • ~ " 
. . 
'" . . .. . - . 
.. , . ' 
. J 
~ . ·. 
... 
' . 
· ll8S -~m~~ is ar_bit;ari~t ~ss·~~ned ·to 'v1 (~Y . an~ v14 (b)~ ~be 
t, • ' I o \ ' ' "' ' ... 
~frst ~e:t, of. in--a~ out.:Qr~phase. eomponen~s. of near1y ~e-
• ' \ ' • • ' ' • • ' I • 
-;:.·· .· '~ . .. ···.·generate ~CF3 asymm~t~ic· ~tre~~hi~g m~e~ d~ .T~e maximum at ·· · 
I \. f) I~}/ ;I 
..... \ 't'~t'-·'1 . l. . .. 
. ~·. ~ ~ . ~ ' ' 
. • • . ·Mo1eeular: 1f,~rameters: _ · p-F = 1.326, C-S~.=· 2.018., ~e-Se = 
.. 
· · , '~~=~. K; /FCS~ = l09. r;. (C-Se-5~ J~Jt and dihedral an!,l,. = 
~ ~ . . . F . . •:-;.~?! I • :- ..... 
c\ '- ' 'F , . '• ,. 
.. . , .-
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Projection of (CF3se ) 2 fn ·the plane perpendicular 
.to c2 axis ·. along lt~th the. directions or inertial 
axes. in this plane~ 
. ) 
I . . 
1169 cm·1 is then assigned to vg{a) and v15 (b), the· other set 
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, --. I . . ~· . ·. . ' 
·, . 
"- 'In t~e i'nt~ar-ed, ·only (>ne b,and at 741 cm·l 1.s: 
' .. . ' 
t • • • • ~ . • 
observ14d ip·the. CF3 s~etric deformation region. - _The _ exp~r!_~ · 
_ .m~.nta:t_ Pli separation_ or 6 cm-1 does - ~oi: sh~w a good agi-,ement 
vi~h . the calculated value of 7.6 cm-:1• ovever, the ba&i . , 
.. 
.. , . . 
shows a· PQR strueture _expected· ot an ACL ype ,b nd. eontour~ • ( ' 
• 
. . .. . ~ \ ' . ~ ·... . ~ . 
Therefore, the b~nd is_.. assigned ~ t-o - -v17<t0 _, the : t~of'-phase 
l • 
C_Fa de.~orl!lation mode. · The e_orre~ponding~ strong R ari 
at ~42 cm-1 is strong;ty · ~ol~isJ~ and is t'hus ~ssig.ne 
• • /! 14 ' I 
. v4 (~·) ., _the in-phase mod~. The finding . <p~g~s-· ao and ll?)that 
- . 
. to~ molecules_ containing ~wo ~F3 -g~~ps, _ th~ 1~-ph~se CF3. 
. " ' ,, . ' 
} : _symlnetric de~ormation mode - ,1~-· strong in the Ramli;ll vhe'ieas the 
. . . ' . ,., . . 
out-of-phase mode is strong in the infrared ~lso supports this 
• • • Q 
. . 
a_ssignment_~· In t-otal ~tour asymmetric CF.3\ detorll)&;tion mode's · 
. . . .... 
-' ~re ei:pEtctedt i.e.· ~wo 1_!1-phase and -two out-of-p}lase. Only . · : . . 
., . . . . 
· ' . 
'Y OM . band' is .observed 1n th~ ~sy~etric CF 3 ,detor~ation. region 
\ . ~ 
· .. . both ·tn the ~ntrared and 'Raman. Tpus, som~ ot ·~he modes. are · 
: • I • ' • ..... 
• either accid~ntly _ degenerate· or too 'weaJ:t to ~ppear. .. ~~nee a· ' 
. ~ . . -- \ . . - . . . . . . . -
f. near degeneracy . is. observed ~et'veen in- and ou't-of-phas~ . 
, symmetric CF3_ ·det~rmatiori. mode_s, .applying: similar eonsidera-
. . 
· tions_ ~~ t~e asy~e~ric cF3 deto~ma~ion · ~odes, the_ b~s· a·~ - ( . . , 
531 \m-1 could be le'asily ~ssigne~ to the mode~ v6(aJ an4 ... 
·- ·. ~l9(p), .~1le t~e. weak and ~.;p-ol.~rispd _Ram~ . b.and ·at . 541 . ~m.;.r . 
. ~ould be a.ssi~~~;. ·. to t~e_ .. mode~ Vs (a)_ and vi.a<"~ ).- The assign:--' . 
·inents are tentative· and c<*id .'Qe easily revers.ed. · 
) 
.. 
.· / . 
. .. . .. 
. · lf 
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. ..... · ........ 
- • n , • ~, 
. . . ) ', . 
·. Mo1ec'1,11.e =; . (CF3~e) 2 · · · · ·· .. ~ ·. · 
. · ca.~·cul·ate:d p.rinc~pa1 m~ments · o~: .. _~ti-~rtia: · (em-],)-, 
. v •. . ' . 
.... ' 0 
. A = 0 ... 0 3 52 , . B. = 0. 0173, . . ·.C := 0 • 015 8 .. 
, . 
. . . . . -1 ' .\ 
Cal,eu1ated PR separations (em ) and asymmetry parameters 
A\1 ~· - 7.-o, . Bl. ~ 5:4: -·b.J. ::l. 1q~4; ~~ . = -o.:}!4, .. P# = 1.·12 ·, . 
. . ... · ' · ... S: , ·· ,·. 
• • ... • ' "" J ~ • 
. .. · · I ' l 
. • :I ' . . 
Table 12. Fundamental ·modes of (CF 3Se) 2 't.J their assignm~nt.s • ~fi· • ' 
. . . . ~ - - : , r ~ 






Approximate · ·.: 
de~_c~iption. 
. .
C-F stretch ~ · · 
. . . 
C-F · sym. stretch'.: 
CF.3 sym. defor'mati~n 
. -~F 3 . ~syrn .. def~_~mation· . 
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·vs_· _+.-· v 17~ _12'8'2 
0 ) o I 
. .. 
_- v~+ ~s - !:: -' ~ 719·. ~ 
·- ' 
' . 
. . .r 
v]_· + v f, -· 1·729 
-·' _. .: _. ·v =\, 834. 
.- \)16 -: + 17 :- ) . 
\)3.· + \)-17= 1857 
~ \)2 + \)_7 = 1910 
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.,_ .fll 
. '· 
v3 + :v16= -~205 . 
__ · · . . · 2v3 := ·.22~0· , . 
C'.," 
·\)· + '\1.3· . =. ~ 22 84 
.. 2 .. 
-., iv·2. = " 2338 
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Br-Se-Se bendirlg modes in ·s~~r2 (Sg) have be_en 
. ·assigned.· t.o the· bands appear!~ at. 107 ~- l,l~ '~m-1 •· Thus, 
: the strong and d·epolar.ised lowest ·wavenumber ··band in the 
# • ... • • ~ • ~---· 
Ram~ ·~t 101 ca-l is as~igned unambigously to th~ in- and 
out~o.f-phase -,(F3 )c~Se-Se ' pe_nding - ~odes v11 (a)_ and v23 (b). 
, ' 
. No spl1tt~ng· being observed in the liquld ·'State • 
., . • 
1
. , We .are now left ..fith :f1ve una~signe~-·bands i:n ·the · 
Rama~·"-spe~trum at 33;3 (p ~ s )4, 327 · ( ?1?), 318 \dp 7m) 9 287 · Cdp ~m) 
and 24~ (p, vs). ca-1 and ·_ two ba~s .in ~be inf.rared at 321 · (ms) . 
and .280 (m) em -l. Apart from the torsional mOdes;·· there ·are ·. 
~ . . . . . 
. seven unassig~ed vibrational m~es, i.e. in- and' out-of-phase · 
c-se s~r_et.ch, Se-Se stretch ~ r~r CF3 rocking . mod~s. With 
... . Jo • • :\. 
the existing experimental data ·it·is not possible to ~ake 
u~qu~' us1gllll)en~~ fo~ sci~ f -, these mode~. : Th~ most · 
probable set of assignments is discussed below. · 
. . 
{I . 
. ' . 
, ~ ·Studies .on the vibrational spectra'· or the an&:l~gous 
molecules Se Cl <59) · S~-Br .'(59) · Se (CH ~ (SO) and other 
. 2 2 - ·' z- 2 ' 2 3 2 ._. 
' ' ' -
t!rifluorolilethyi-sel~nium deriv:atives _studies here ·have s~own 
• I ' ' (i) Se-Se stretching mode occurs ..as a ·pola~~s~dj medium t ·o 
. ve~; strong intensity ban~ in the.Ram~ at 280~ cm-l, (ii) S~- · 
\ . 
:·sa · stretch is a ·good group wavenumber . which ·shows a mediwn-· 
' . . . . ' 
veak intensity band ~n the i~rared, (iii) c-se stretch~ng 
. . . 
modes give a medium to .strong intensity band between 
. ~25.:aso cm~l: ~ no $plitt.ing··· bas been observed be~ween 'the · 
' .. 




















· . . 
. . 
' . . 
. .. 
in-· lllld ou.t-ot-phase c-se st~~tbht~g modeS, (iv) CF3 roe~i~. 
. r 
· , · . modes ar~ ~n general quite wea~. in -th~ .intrar~d ... 
· . ""' . . 
. According , to criterion (iv), ·the infrared band_s .at· 
' I ~ • • ' 
_.a21 and 280 cat(, .which are or ... mediwn intensity, c~ld :not · 
. ' . 
be· the rocldng 'modes and perhaps correspond to the . Raman · 
. . . .. .. -· 
bands 'at 32? .and 287 cm-1 resp~ctivel7~ . Th~ ·apparent ' shift 
1-s a'Ssumed to be ·a r .erlection or the change in :phase. ·: Thus 
the Raman ··bands at _333 $nd. 327 e~-l are as$1gned to the in-, 
. . ~ . \ . 
and out-of-phase C-Se stretcp1ng mOdes. ~e~pectively. The . 
. . .. c . : • 
. bam at 287 em-~' although 'depolarised·, can ' be'' assigned to . · .. 
. . ' . 
' I 
Se-Se stretching vibration • . · The ·other two lett out Raman · 
• I f - • ' 'l.o ' ' 
. .. 
' ·. 
bands could then be ass~gried t.~ -~he _ CF3 ~ocki~ ,modes~ . , 
Bomford (g) has also assigned the ,,Raman band a~ .. 287<>cm·1 to th~ ' . · .. 
. . ' 
' l • ~ 
L • 
Se-Se stretch. The above assignments suffer from the defect 
I . 
· . that Se-Se stretch is ob}l~rv~d to be depolarised ·arid or weak 
. ' . ~ 
' •; I 
intensity, whereas it is exJS cted to 'be ;ttrong and p~lar1se~ • . 
-. ~} 
. \. . . I . 
.· 
.. 
. . ' 
·. , . ,, 
' ' 
. . 
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s.2 '·The · Phos}horus Comp.ounds 
. ·5 .• 2~ 1 General 
. ., 
·. · . . 
·. 
.  
• Tht>ugh the e~;11er studies cite~ 1ri ·the · 1ritroduct~on·, 
the ·region tor the internal vibratio~s .or trifluor.omethyl- . ·. 
. ' . 
. . gr~ has been identified to be more or less the. same as ·ror . 
the s~hium '~ompounds. The\ ·reg1~n - ro; P-C~ s~~etching modes 
. ' . .. 
has ',been . identif1e·~ to be 425 ·- 47S cm-1 ,- whic~ is quite low 
. . 
when compared to the ~egi~n of P-C stretching.modes· in· 
!'· 
Diethylphosphlnes {67~ ·- 7~~-l). The· low· vave.number of the. 
0 c. • ~ ' 
Pr-e stretching ~ode~ ill: perfluo.romethyl compounds ·c .~ld _be 
att~ibuted to the loneer P-C · bond~SO) and he~vie~ CV3 gr~up 
{P-C ·bond in P(CF3 )3 = 1.937~ compare9 to 1.87i in .P(CH3 )3 ~) • 
. ~ . 
The CF 3 rpckin1 modes have: b~en mostiy observed betwe~~· · . . 
· ):.00. - 250 c~-1 • )~ - ' ~ Thus, .·these earlier studies .have helped in~the 
... . . ' . . . 
interpretation or the vl~rati~nal spectra· of' the ,compounds ' • 






· cussed in :the- order .. ~r incr·easing complexity. ~he· :first·· . . 
1i"f:i" ,., - - . • -. - . .. ~. 
compound, CF3.~F2 , conta~n~ just .~ne _cF3 gro\tp and ~nly two ·:·_··.\. 
· .b. antis are observed ~n . the c~F. stretching reg. ion. The ne·xt . 
( . . 
~, 'compoqnd·, . (cF3)~PF., c;:ontains_tvo~cF3. gr.oups'aru:t ~ siight · 
. . ~rowding - ~~c~~s. Fo~ .the last compound' .~(CFa>a, there ~~e 
:. , th.i"e·e CF 3 groups-. and henc.eo .the· C-F stretching . reg'ion . 1~ very 
' ' 
much crowded. : Also, the Raman depolarisatiori ratios are .ot 
' 1 ~ 'tt • . - . 
.. 




', : ~ r ~·. • • '. 1 
4 • . . " 





















no use aS' all bands ' in. the C•F stretching regfon .:are weak·. 
' .,, . 
. . 
~nd appear -to. be depolarised. Thus, one can ' give only 
· ~ tentat_ive assignment~ tor C-F stretching uiod~s. Neve_r_f.h~l~ss_, !~ 
~he i~r~ed ban~ . contou_~s :~_tudy he~ped ·. in m~ki.pg unamb~U:ous 
' I • , 
assignments tor' many C-F stretching and other modes. · 
. . . 
v·ery recently, BUrger' et ··al. (~) h~ve ~epor.ted vith 
· : a-!us~g~ent~ t~e i~~ared and R~an spec_tra· ~r .- · ~cF3'>aP/As/Sb • . _. I ~ : . ' , .. . 
.The1r assignments are based upon ~orpl_al ... co-ordinate· analysis. 
' . I ~ • "- • . 
I - 1/1 i'l • • '" • 
T})e ·assignments ot .Burger et ~., which _do· not a~ree ·nth . 
' · · .. .. I . 
.. aurs 'vill be criticised in the proper sections. The. inf'rared 
,.. ' 
bands ·which show so•e · structure are shown ·in Figure 1-3. All 
' ~ • ~ ~.. • . ' I • ' 
· · . eompou~s, _except P(_CF3 )3 ,: ~e - ~r?late asimmetr!c rotors 'and · 
. . are shown in Figur~s 11 ~d 12' • 
. . 5.2.~ Tri_i"luoromethyldii"luorophosphine ._ 
" . 
. Ir- the CF 3 group is ori~nted in such a way that · · 
. . 
- ~ · one .or the fluorine atoms is locked. ip the plane ot symme~ry, 
. ·the m~ie_cule w.i~l . belo~g ·to_ the.· C
9 
point . gr.o~p- .and~ t·h~ 'spe~t.ra·· .. 
.. . . . . . 
have ·been analys-ed ~n· the basis of this symmetry. . It is 
•. I o 
-
.- - obvious· .!'rom Figure 11 that __ all in-plane (a') and out-:or-
., pl~~.- (a!') mod~s s_hould . pr'odu~e- ·.AO ·hybrid- and B.L type b~d-
,: 1 . •, 
· c.ontours ·respectiv«tly. ' ., 
T~o str.ong_ b~~ appear in the C~F s~retching_ 
< • • - •• • •• · -~. ~gion at l?~2 and 1160 cpa~1• In t.h~ infrared the ·higher 
. vavemunber .band : is . weaker than tbe iower wavenumb,~r . band' ' 
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\ ' . . 
n ' 
• 't I • , I • · 
1ft _,. • " ' I • : • I . • h:/ f' .... • ' - ~ .6 o I · .. • • • '1 ·, I I' : • 
. while i~ ~he· .Raman the. ~~verse .i-s ~lie ca~e. · · ~hns, tbe b~gper . ;, ~ ·.j .: : • . 
.... • " - .... , f I t:• . , .. .? II • • !. ' 7 ,. 
,. • ,J • I •<('·.,_ • } . ..~ .I " • ~wavenumber band: 1~ a~sig.ned t~_.vl (a.')~ .the ~etric " .. '" ' . . ' . 
:stretching mod~; whil~ the l~we~r -v;;enumber• b~d is assig~"e-ci 
......_ .. • ~ , . e • ~ ,. " , . .• ' . ~ • • 
to. a eomppsite of· v2 (a~) _and _v 10 (~") ,-, th:e ·neS!lY degeh~ra~e ·,. 
• " I" • I • ~ • "' • • .. • I • • 
- asyJilDletr·ie strete.hing .-modes... ~t s~ems .t~at the 'l.oea~ s.1mmetfy >) 
.~ . .. . .. ..  . . . . ' ~' . ~ ; ,; . .. ' . ·~ . 
or th~ CF3 g~ou,P is over..:ridiilg. th~ lo~r Cs. J >Vetall ,.~·~etry., 












.. • ... 
. . . . . 
/'.• 
Prolec~ion of CF3~F2 in the plane of simmetry 
along with the d~rections of inertial ·axes in 
' ' : 
l 
Figure 11. 
,··. this plane. · · ( 
f - ' ' • Earl~er studies ~ .on similar .~ol~cules: ~F3PCl~~l7), 
CF3 PH2 (lS) and CF3A~Cl2(l~) have shown tha~ the 'symmetric 
.. 
stretching mode 11es · above the asymmetric stretching -~e •. 
,, 
Ber~ey (6l) has c.ollected dat·a· on a larg·e number: o_r CF 3 .. , .. 
· · c~mpounds and shown, when· the trifluoromethyl group is· 






















. s~retcl11ng mode lie !I above the symmetr1Jc 'mOde; but ~en the 
"' ,. ~ -. ~ 
. . (', ' t~~f.l\lorom~thyl group is att~~bed to the . carbon or a pol;y-
a~omic group, th~ reversa;· o~. the : order!·'occ~rs. :Als-o, the 
. 
study o~the n~xt ~emb~r,· (CF3 )2PF, cont~rms it· to some 
ext-~nt. The intrared ·bam contours ~d :.the Raalan depolarisa-
' --
, ·.. "1 
/ t..ion ratios 'i~ .- this reglon cannot 'be put ,to an1 use as both 
\\ the 'bands appear · ~0 b!J .featurel~ss and depolar,ised.~ 
, I 
. . . 
. . I ' • 
Tbe symmetric ·_CF3 deformation mode, .v 4 (a'), 1~ 
.. 
. :• 
' .! •. 
- ' 
' 




Ram_an band is strongly. polarised conf.1rm1ng · this ~ssignment. 
N~xt~ two .. ~ands are ~bserved ·at 558 and· 564. cat1 , while ' only 
dne df!pol~rised band ·.is. observed, in t.he Rainan.at- ~; cm-1~-/ 
' - . 
The inf'rared doublet cannot· be correlated .to a Bl.. type bfi.nd .. 
- . 
.. . 
cont'eur ~s the double~. separation is ' less t~an expecte~ of 
a B.l·typ~ band. A· clos·e . loo_k at the l!>and contour shovs a 
slight kink at .~ 55~· .em-1 • . ··~ .So the first ' min~· ~t 56.1 cm-l . 
.can be a~signed to. v12Ca"), th~ _ ?ut..,or:.~l~e cox6p~n~nt. ot ~h.e 
. '\ . . ... ' . 
'otherwise I degenerate as~etric (\etormation·, ' while the'"maximum 
· at .. . S58 .,c~-l is ~ssigned to the 'Q :bra~ch ~r AC.L tue band . . . -.. 
contour expected from the :' corres'ponding ·in-plane C.9mponent,,' 
. \ ., ' ' .. .. ... 
-"s<a'>. . . . , 
I As ro'r the vibrati~ .or. i:be. Pel. skde~~n; the 
.. ··.replacement or one .or the fluorine at/>m.s __ ln PF3 111 a. · 
dissimilar .atom or g];".oup splits -the .doubly generate str.etching' 
-. 
.. 
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• • I 
- 104 • . .. I)' - -.. 
\ 
. , . / 
• .. . ' 
"" 
f' : • 
. , . . . ' 
mode into a' and a" m~es' referred to as ~ymme.tr1~· and 
u • ,, ' ( ,..."' 
al)tisymmetric. P-F s.j;reich respectiv~ly • • The . degenerate mode 











· ';.· ·. occ~rs a~ 86,.0 ·e111·;t .in· PF 3 ., _' One very important .Po in~ to. be ·~,. obs.~rved in th~ .. compounds·-'~2 ,~3 ): PF3 , ClPF2 and BrlJF2-~s · 
' · c.~: t . . . . .. . . <.... • 
t~at ~s ~ elc!l;;tron~~at1 vit'Y of the odd atom .decrease~ the....__ 
" ' I o .~~ 0 0 o • • 0 o ~ 
. . .... \-. , 
·. spl1tVlng ·~etween srmne~ric ·and asymmetric p_.;.Fo stretching · 
. ~ . ' ' ' 
mode.s also ~dt!creases. Also', . .' the~ symmetric $tretch1ng mode is .. 
;o "' o :1 ' ' I • ' • 
s:lways ·to~nd to. l~e. ·at higt)e.l- wavenum~ers than the asimmetric --
• -"t , .: • " .. • • ' - . • • 
on~ ...... T~ d_~ff'e~~nce ~~ \12 ' em-~ in ClPF~, 9 cm~1 in BrPF~ 
' . 






. . ' 
and th1~ is -the reason that on c~ossing the polariser, the 
• • .. ·' •• < ~ \ • • • • • • • ' • • 
"'ham~n band muimum at 863 Cll·l 'shifts to about 7 cm-1 lower. 
' .. . .. \. 
' • I 1 • " 
· . ~bus,: the Raman band .at 863 ·.em- eop.sists of two ov.e~l.apping 
' . 
l o 
Qands and .. th~ higher wavenumber component' is polarised. The 
. , . . . . 
in~r9tx:ed b~rid. · c~rres~ondirig . to ·.the 863 cm·1 Raman band· shows 
. .. 
.. . . . . . . .. 
,. 
a PQR ~truetune (~igure 13), expected ·or an ACII ' .type band·· 
--=·-· and th~ref'ore is·assigned to v3 (a' .), .' the symmetric · PF2 · .. 
. . ~.. st~~tching · mode·. The obser~eci fR separat~on· or 12 em...:1 does J 
' I • 'a, '• ..... ' • • ' ' ' 
''not agree v1th .. tpe .pred1:eted value or 16.8 cm-1• :Perhaps 
I 
·' 
. •':_:· . 
. . 
the ·stru'ct~re "is a composite or· a' + a" mod~s, whic.h show a · . 
,. . ' . 




T)le· P~c · stretching mode, v6 (a')., is asslgne.d to 
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· · . Molecule·~~ CF 3~F 2· . Synunet~y" type = cs 
• • ' • • 0 ~ . • • ~ i 
.. ~ 
1NUmber of normal"modes ·of · vibration = dS -~. 
( -Symmetry speci~~ ··of the modes = 9a' + 6a" · 
. s~lection ·rules '(for forbidden vibration) 
Infrared = .none; 
.. 
Raman = n~ne 
' Calculated p:r:incipal moments of inertia· (em -l) ·' ... 
A.=_ 0 ~ 1~7 I . B =, o • o ·s 9 s ·, c "= o • o 5 i 1. 
-1·· Calculated PR sepa:t:jati_ons ,.(.em. ) and ~symmetry 
. -
t>?trameters 
. . ~ . 
A i I = 12 • ~ Bl = 9 • 8 c l = 19 • 3 T K = -0 • 7 4 p # = 0.99 
. . 
. 
Table 14. Fundamental modes of ·cF3PF 2 , their assignments 
,, 
' . 
and expected band contour types. )o 
I 
Species · ) a' . a" 
. ' Approx'mate -1 ·Band . -1 
des.cription Vib. em type Vib .. 'em 
C-F sym. s·tretch vl I 1222· ACII ? 
..A • :y 
' c-F asym. stretch · \)2 . . 1160 AC1 ~\)10 1160 Bl 
d> P-F stretch \) 3· 863 AC! - ~11. 856 B! 
CF 3 sym. deformation y4 748 ACII ' · 
CF3 asym. deformation 
\) .. 
5~ ' 558 AC! \) 12 . ~61 B! 
P-C stretch 
' \) 6 463, ACII 
' PF2 bend \)7 388 1\Cl 
PF;··way \)8 280 A~ II 
PF2 twist- . \_13 325 Bl 
CF3 rock \)9 199 ' AcJ. 106 Bl \)14 
CF3 torsion \) 15 . - ? 
• 
... 
. ' . 
-
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IR(gas) . . Raman ~liquid) o 
, . 
I -1. -1 ' pol. I ' Assignment em . .em 
. . 
.. . .. 106 p w . 
"14 0 . 
. 4 Q ( f) 199 





242 VvW ? · ... p 
.. 
. •, w 480 · "}' 282 p · s 
"a r 
,.· ')'" vW 325. 323 w 
"13 
~ 
380 P. 0 ~ • 
m \ 388. Q 386 p ~7 
.. 
\II 
m . 395 R . ' 
f ' -w 433_ I 
"13. + "14.:!: 431 
ms 456.lP ,., :r~ . \.' ·463 · Q 461 p m "G 
~ . ~-
ms. 4'70 .R ~ : \, 
.. 
m 552 
.. I 558 · ~ ms 
. . v5 .·· . 










' ' .._ vw 604 \)~ + "13= 605 ( ' 749 . . · 746 vw p vs "4 
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• •• ll• 
. ', 
. 
• • f 
Assignme.nt 
" 
2v6 = 927_. 
\}6 + \)]:2= 1024 
\)3 + \)9 = 1062 
'. 
• "~ 2 ®t.' . vi. 4=~ 126.~ 
. . ... 
. \) 4•_+_ \}5 = . 130_6 
··· ·v-2 +.v9 ~ 1359 
;:> 
·~ 
' 0 . t 
. . . 2 \} .=:= • 1 7 2 6 
... , J 3 ~ (:" · .. 
' : v 2 ~·+ :_v4 ,=.190~8· ~ - . 
v 1:. + \} 4 - 1 g.'6 E> 
.· 
2v "= 2320 ' 
• 2 
v1 ·t v2 ·= 2382 ' 
. ~ . ·" ·" 
.. .• }\:) ~ -~ 2444 
•." 1 
\I- ' • 
.. . 
~ . r;-~ .,.. 
' .. ~ 
.. ~ • , 
,_. . .. 
" . . 
. ' ~~-
• • ,.3' 
v • .. , ·~ ' 
. "' .: 
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~ : . - 168 - ·. 
.... 
• / -~ ) 
' .· . 
.. . ~h$n .692 - c~~~·1. , to.r -·~ha ~tret~h;figwuiode 'in CH~rc12 <_17~ •. ·~ h~· 
' ' I' ' • t ' I I . 
. .• ~·()w va~uJ!~~is ·jus'tified· ~ecause the C-Br~ stretching mode ·is 
. a.ssig~ed"'~;{!.alue or 34~· cm-l,. ~n ·cF 3Br as opp9sed ·to a · ·. 
: · v~lue ot :ru em-l in CH3B.r. Thtt band ~t , 463_ cm-l ~sho.;,s a 
PQR struct~re. The observ~d PR separation or 13.5 em-! 
. ' . 
shows a good ag~eemf!nt. "w1th the predicted ' value· or· 15 em-1', 
:expec~ed C?f an A_CII type .band • • I 
r 
' . • I ..,.. II , 
' , The ~eplacement ot one or the-fluorine atoms in 
• • ol,' 
- . 
PF3 by a ~1ssim1~~ atom .or group also splits the degener~te -
.b~rid.i~ ·mode.s into two modes a' and a". 
" . 
However, now this 
I 
a" and the a' mode -formed . from the a' mode in 'PF 3 constitute 
, . . ~ . . , \ , . . ~· t~e ~~~etric and s_ymmetric ~~nding 'modes, called th.~ P~2 
. .,. , .. 
twist and ·wag respectively. Thus nov the a -' mode or e mode 
. . . . · .. :. . . ' . . ... 
in"_Pf3 _called the PF_2_ bendiilg mode remain~ rixed· with respec'.t 
D '" / I 
to the molecule, while the other , two modes ~wist and . wag " .: .. 
. ,-I • ~ • • 
. , 
.. > 
oecome ·mostly t_he characteristic or · the odd atoll'. Except ·the . . 
. torsiona~ mod8', · fivJ mod~s .nQ~' ·remain to be a'S-signe~,. tl'_lree 
• • 0 • ' ..... """ • l 
. • . I . ..... . . 
/ of whieh· belong to ~he s~etry sp_ecies a' and hence should 
I (' ' ' \ , 
: give ·polarise!i ~ands::· s.ix ~and's . are ohservep i~ 'the· Raman 
.. (J ~ · •• 
. spect~ at 38Ef (p, s), 323~· (dp, w) 1• 282 (p, s), 242 ('p, ~), ·. 
, , . . " , 
. .. 199 -(dp, w). and .106 (p, w) cm-1 • The 242 cm-1 band -~s :too 
1
· -~ .. 'w;~~ to be --assi'gned to ' a ~~am~l. The band at ~86 cm-1 
I 
.. • \ ' • b' 
·_ ~ - :·· · " ~s unambigu?Usll assign~d to .the PF2_ bend!~ ~ode~ .,7 ~a' ) _. :·  . ,·b~ corresponding intr'ared' band is 'or medium inte~sity and, 
t f , I 1 •• 9> • ... ., (' ' • ., 
• • "'' '-( .. .. ' ~ fJ t t - 9 . ~ I ' n ,. . \ <;) 
- .. 
. ., 
' ' : ..... 
'' i . I 0 
. ~ 
- . 
. . . 
... -
! ... . . . .. 
" . . 
0 
. \ , .•·.· , 




. . . ~ 
.. 
' 
• .. o, 
. ' 
-=-·· 
. . · 




. I : 
. - 109 ~ . 
4 · I ' 
· shows . a PQR str~cture with ,~a PR ·· s~p·a;at.foii. ~r ·~5· c~-i, ~:l:le . · ' 
ibe pted 1c1;ed ·'valu: ·r or . ari ACl. ba~d b 16.8 {r. ~ 1 . . AssUJd~ . 
rocki~ ~odes ~o ~ie below 2PO em 1 , · .. as_ ~ ~~en f'ound in . 
many trif'luoro~eth~t- phosp.h~r~s/arseni~~~~nds . cited, 
. . ' 
earlier, the b~nds .at 199 and 106 em-1 · a~e. assigned to rocki~g 
, J ~ ~ 
modes .0 14<a") snd v9(a'), r~spectively •. The bands- at 3~ .. · . · ·• 
.and 282 c.;-~ are "the'! as~igne;l ~0 ~be PF 2 trtstihg ·aDa wag~in~' 
modes, · ~13 (~") and v.8(a') respe~t~veiy. The oply weak· point 
"', · ' · ,. ' . ·' . 
against ~his .assign:at~~t i _s that P~ 2 tvi~t.ing lllod~ lies ~bove 
. . ' . . , ... . . . '\ 
t~ging mode, .whereas gener~ly f'or .J,Dolecculas. ot· type 
···ypF2 (Sa) (~ = Cl, .Br);'i--thi revers~ · 1~ · ·-round_ to· be the 6_~~-e ... 
~or.,. assign~ng . the ske1 ~~1 modes, _t~~ CF3~F~ · / 
can be considered .. e . aient to BrPF2 (S3), where 
. . 
·· / ·mOli>Cule 
the _cF3 _gr~p has been ~r_e laced by an equally massive : · 
bro~ine atom. , In this · m le~ule~ the bafiP$ a~ 391, 23~ and 
112 cm~l· ·hav~ been assig ed _. t~ PF2 . be~ing, vagging· -~nd 
. . .. ' ' 
..J· ·''"tvisting 11odes respective ·Y· ·Thus, the bands at ' l9.9 and 
. . . . . ' 
1~ _c~-l should. ·be assi~ried to PF 2 wagging and twist in~- .~odes · 
,respectively. Th~ rocking modes · then cprresp~nd to· the . ·band~ 
• • • t • • ,C) . , • 
· at 32:) lind 2s2· em·~ respectively. . If'.· this '-·set . . oi ~ssi~.nments 
• L 
-were . to . :be .. correct the 106 em -:1 . band should have been . ·. . 
depolaris.ed·, vhil:e it is found to be P<?larised~ 
. ' 
5. 2. 3 B1str~luoromethy1fllorophosph1ne 
.· 
0 • <;'; .:> • 
"'· 
• I 
~ . .. 
· l·rThi molecule ·differs f'rom the earlier molecule in · "' . ·. 
·"', ·o.., 
. . . 
. ~ 0 • 
. . ' 
• 0 • 
.' o 



































" 1 , . '· 
• • . , t? ' ' ,, 
0 '\tii~t on~ :more'_ fluor.in~ _·a~~ has b~e~ re~laaed b;Y : pF ~ -group_;. :1 ' 
it 'most probab~y be,longs to the· Cs symmetty ·: . The. mplt;tcule. has hent;-ro~ ~ctive ~undSmentals, ot;' whio}l thtrt>e8D. belong tQ 
~h~- ~ymmetr! . ~pec1es, a~, while eleven ru~amentals belon& .to 
the sy~tey ·species, a". Ail rin~amental~'al)ci ove~i~:-- arit. · ' 
.active both in the 1ntrar8~ and R~,;n. l'rbm. Figure ~~~:l:s . . · 






·. Molecular parameters: C-1 = f•34 t · C-P.= i.937, P: •• F = 
2.715, ?-F = 1.5~5 ~ and lQfP =. -~ = ll.H .= 99.6°·. · 
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. Figure 12. I ' Projectio~ or {CF3 )2PF in" -the plane ' or .. symmetr.y :· 
1
".along with the directi'ons or inertial .axes irf . 
··· , this plane. · · · · 
I ~ . l 
' 0 ~-. 







.show Be QYbr.id type l:SaMs, ·while all · ·out-of-plane v1bratcions 
'... ....... - . ' .· .. "' · ~ 











·O -s1nce ' • ~ . . a. • . the~e !U"e two. CF3 ~roups b_onded t:o ·g c.ent~al . .... -- . _ 
~pplyihg . cons-ideratiohs s '~ilar to those " - --~- --
• u • 




~ • I • . 
-. 
• • <( 
' 
0 : 
. n...- .. -
. . ' ' ,, 
. •. ,t 
- , . 
I. 
' r. . ' 
• 1.. •• 
~ 111 - -n ' ' ' . . . . ~ ~ ' 
.. ... . 
.. . . 
' . 
. " .  
- ; 
, · give_n on Page 7.1 (for (CF3 )2~e) .and assuming a veak.·me'eha~ · · 
• .4 • c ,) ' . .. (~ ' # • 
ni~~1· inte~actio~ · 0!-1~ r~ou1d exp~ct two band_s . near the· symnte- ·' ., 
. '• . . 
· r , ,, 
0 
• "fl . 
I •~I 
. .. \. . 
. '·' ' .; .. ~ 
'• r . , , I • • ~ • i.'J 
tri~ .stre~ehing. mode · ari~ ·a e1uste~ or 't't1lr bands · near the·~ · 
, . I • ' 1 0 • I'} . "' . • 
. a_symm_etr!ct stretching mode. or a ·singie c~3 group. "Thr~e 
• • • • - • • •• • . • • !) ~ • Jo 
mai_n~ bands ar.e present ·~n the c.-F "st.retch~ng region.· The · · 
. t I • • ' • I 
·1owes.t ~and shows a sub-barid ·str.uct'~re · with rrur pea1ts at 
' ' ' 6' ' • . i"1s1.s~ 1146·,· 1-13~ · ~nd _1133.5'' ~m-.1 ~:espectively. · The 'Raman_ 
:·1la~d corresponding to -the li79 em·1 infrared .. -b'an~s se~ms 't~ 
• • ' t. • f • • 
' . • • . • . I \ . 
be. polarised and is .t)lej"efore assigned to ·vl'(a'); ~h.e ~n- _ . 
. .. •, . ' 1 
;phase .symme~rie stretching mode; . The ·band at 1229 em- ·is. . 
. " . as;i~ned -~o ~h~ e?rresp.onding out--of-phas~ mode - ~-~~ (a"): · Thee.. 
. sub•ha~d· structur~~ between ll51.~ and li33. 5 !!"-l . (F.~g_ut:~ i3) 
'Of I I I • '" 
- ·seems t·o· .be formed by the strong overlapping or the four . 
. . . 
. . 
,; bands·. 
. a 1 
The first · mini~m on the higller wave number ·sid.e- ls·_ 
'Q 0 
·-·. ·assigned ~o v2 (a'),'whi~ch should give a ·BCII · type band 
• i' 
cont·our; this is strongly over rapped by the A II type cont_our 
~ .. . 
ot v15 (aY~ ~ith Q bran_ch at il46 cm-1,.. The- pe~ max~mum ~t , . 
0 
.r . 
11aa .cm~1 is . assigned . t .o 'the Q branch or v3 (a 1 ); whic~, if. I J . ' { • 
. ~ . . . I ' . . . . . 
·v.2(a') has .. BC II · type. band conto~, should h-ave BC.t. type band . 
. J ' . ' 






the Q'_branch ·or All type band cont~ur expecte~ out of v.16 <a:"~· -. ?, 
' ' Th~ Burger et a1.(23 ~ - assi~nments. for P(CF3 )3 seem to sugges~. 
. . . . .... ' . '; . . 
· that for·~ s·in~le · ~~3 group attached ..-to _phos_phoru~' the . . A . 
~symmetric strete.hing · mOde lies 'above the symmetric 'stl!l;tchi~g 
-\ mode.. ~r tru~' ·the observed sub-blind structure at th9 lower 
.. , ' ' ( . 
. 
.. l .... .., 
l):' . \ 
' I . 
• J . o . . , 
"· . / , 
. 
... . 






- · 112 
' 





Mo~e6~~e = (C~3 ) 2~F · . q 
Calcul~ted 1n~me·nts: o~ In.erti~". ( c~--1) 
• . .,. 
. . 
A =:·o:os93, B = 0 ·• 029 3·, c = o.o2ss 0 • • 
. . . 
0 • C -1 • ~t" ' 0 o > r i• • 
Calculated PR separations · (ern ) ~nd asymm~try pa~ameters 
. AJI = -9:3,' B! = 6.9·, ·Gl = 13.4; .K .= -CJ.77, p# ·= 1.15 
- Table 16. F:undamental modes of P(~F3~ 2 f,, ·their ass~g~ments 
an? expected band contour types~ 
113. - · 




~ . ~ 
:Table 17. Infrared ahd R~an spe~tra of P.(CF 3> 2F · 
D 
... 
IR(g?-s) _ ~arn.P~ , · (liquid) t.- -....:.._,)- : 
.. 
-1 -·1 · I 
- Ass l. gntnen t . r · ern .. em pol. I 
., 
' 
I 112 ? vw ' ~23 .. ~ ll\' 
t> 11B p -, w . 
".12 . 
.. 184 ? vw ·· \)i2 
\-1: ' 1. 
.189 p vw 
"11 :0 
" 
.. ' rn 235' :. : 238 dp mw 
. "21 
275 275 vs ·. ~ mw p ·-- "1o ~ 
-rn 354 354 p m \)9 ... ,. : 
, 
" . 
vw 426 \)1 - "17= 425 
• 
> 
s· 457 456 p m \)8 . 
... 
w 479 \)i4 ...... . "17= 475 
·' 
. 
. w 518 527 dp . vw ' \)17 - "21= 516 ' 
t "' 
mw .543 : 5.45 .d_p w '\) 7 I \)19 
.. 
ms 
. 573 569 dp ' w \)'6' ~18 u 
' 
·VW 727 , 733 ? vvw \)6 + \)11= 732 
.748 p vs · 





w 749.5 p :..-
.... ~--.------; ·- __ ..... •" 7 ~· mw 754 Q . "17 . . 
.. 
~ 
w 759 R 
. ~··· ·. ~ .. . 
·vs 852 850 p m \)4 .. · .. 
.. 
w 912· ... 2v .=.914 I'J 




·vw: '983 \)1,7 + \) = 992 · c.. 
.. 21 
.: ·· . 
. / 
. . 
\ ,,..... t ;. ........ 'I 
I . 









- ,,.. •• t 
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w · . . ··ro29 
. 
rn · . 1092 
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·-~able 17. : (Con~inued) · 
I 
.-
't .·'I ' • 
-.· R~rn~n ·. ( liqui<;l) 
. .:..I" 








. 1122 ? Vw 
1140 ? vw 
1169 ? vw , 


















(; I ', • • 









\>6 +.v8 . =- 1030 
. , 
\)4 +; v21 = 1088 
"', 









" 1269.5 ·\) . + v·12= 2 . 
\)6 + \) = .. 1'2~)7 17 • 
. . 
\)1 + \)2 2_= 1363 
\)10 + \)16= 140 8. 5 
"1 + v1o= 1454 . 
·v ~ \)9 = 150 5. 5 2 
\)6 + \)16= 1706.5 
' "2 . +. \) 6' = 1724.5 
' \) 
6 + \)14= 1802 
0 . 
\) l(j• + \)17= 188-7 ·. 5 
J 
·\) 
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-1 ern · .poi .. I 
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\)14 + ('\)177"- .!9 83 
. ' 
\)15 + \)16= .. :2279 ·• 5 
• ~ 
\)1 + \) . = 16 . 
0 
2312·. 5 
2\:1 . ·. 
= 2358 1 .~ 
" 2408 0 
"1 + "14= • ' . . . 
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Figure 13. 
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Expanded sc~1e gas phase infrared spectra ot 


























·' • .... \ .. ; J 
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' · .. 
• · . .. l , 
. 
wavenumber end cannot be explained. Thus; the . study or· intra-
red bam-.. contours has · been useful 1ri . making the assignments .: 
. . 
_less ambiguous.· . \ 
," 
structure 
The med"ium inte'nsity b~nd ~t 754 cm-1 shovs a PQR 
(Figure. 13) with a PR separation ot 9.5 ~~-l 
'· ·.. ' . ·. 
-·expected ot an .. AII . ba~ and h~nce :ahould correspcmd to. · 
v17 <a"), 'the ou~-of-phase.def'ormationmode·, ~17 (a"), while . 
, . . . I 
the corresponding in-phase mode is assigrted to the strongly 
. . p~lari~ed ;aman ba~d at 748 em -l. Thus the in- and o~t~ot- · 
0 ' 
... phase modes are nearly degene·rate with the out-Qf~phase · mpde 
. I . . . 
more intense in the infrared and the in-phase mode more ·· 
·, . 
' . 
i . · intense in the Ram~~· ~he _a_symmet·ric CF3 deformation region 
\ sh~ws two b~nds~ at, 57~ - and 543·cm-1 r~spec~ively.. · The Ramu~ 
\ spec~ rum · als~ . shows two bamis at 5:45 and 5!)9 _em -l. Both 
bands are weak and depolarised. If one assumes that there 
J 
is no . splitting between the in- and .out-of-phase modes (as 
- ' 
is true for symmetric deformation modes), the band' at 573:- c·~-l . 
.. . . ' ~ 
ca~ be assigned .. 'to the as)'lDDletric deformati~n ~e.s_, v6.(a 1 ) 
and . v18<a") ·' while .t~_e · band · at 543_-·cm-.1 is ~ssigned · to 
v7 (a'.) and _v19(a") ·modesJ. Th_ese assignment~ are\ tentative 
' . . 
' 
·~ . 
a . l 
and .could be :e~sily reversed. 
For · the tibrati~nal modes .or the PC2F · sk~leton, 
I ' c 
the P-.F. str~tching mode v 4 (a'._) is . assigned unambiguously· /to 
the strong band at 852 em-~~ · I~ the, P-C ~tretching region . 
-. . ,. 
. . ' 
. 
. '~ 
. . '~ 














o~l; C?ne strong band is · observed S'>-457 CIJI.-1 • Th~· ~c~~~~s-:-
" , " 
pending R~an band at 456 cm-1 .is not · strongly po1a~tsed 
. . 
suggesting both Yg(a' >, and v20 <a") to ~.e accid~ntall;y, 
degenerate. · A~art from tJil.e tors.ipnal modes, the seven 
,, 
re~aining r~amentals are to .be as.sigried to rive main Raman ' 
. ' 
bands. ·since in similar molecules: cF3PC12 (l?), (CF3 )~AsCl <19>·· a~:· CF 3Asci.2(_lQ) ·etc. the ro~ki~g. mott~s have ·b~~n round 'to 
• ' 0 
lie at lower wavenumbers than the skeletal inodes, the Raman. 
bands ·at. 354' (p, m?, 2?s (p, vs~ and 238 (dp~ mv) are \ 
assigned to v9(1i'), v10Ca') and v21 Ca"),~ the PC2 wagging,:. ' 
bending and twisting·, m~des: respectively. Each 'or the two . ' 
lowest wav~number b·an~s· .at ·1~9 and 118 em -l seems · to ·-po_ssess 
I ' 
. a sub-b'and structure wlth w~aker components .at - 184 and 
.. •. 
. . 
112 cm·1• It is not ,possible to ,determine .their ··depolarisation 
· " ~ ;atios ,_ but· the main bands are ~erinitely pol~rise·d. Thus .. 
. th~ bands at 189 ~d - 184.'cm-1 _are assigned to .the ro~king 
' . -
.. modes . v11 (a~) ·and v22 (a") r&Spectivel~, while .the rocking . 
. 
m~~s,_ v12<a"·) and v23_(_a" )_, ar~ asc1ibed to the bands _at' 
·118 and 112 cm·1 respectively. Thus, there exists. little 
.· . 
splitting ·between· the in- and · out~of-phase rocking mode&. ' 
. . - . 
. { 
· · The a~signments or ·the rocking mo~es are tentative aJll ~ould 




· · The skeletal modes · or this molecule could also be 
,. . . . 




•, / . . ' 




I I ' • 
I • 
.J.' ' ;t 







/. • 0 " • • • 
~. 
119 ° , • 
. l 0 
obtained by .repolacing the -CF3 groups .with :equally massive 
, · ~~omine at:m?~ , For this molecul~ the b.ands at 258, 220 · 
0 
· / al)d 1~ c11 ·1 have been assigned to PBr2 _ wagging, twis~ing . 
~nd A'Mnd.ing modes respectively • ., Thus for the present mole-
.cule, the baoos. at 275, . ~s and 118 cm-1 could 'be assigne~ . 
. .• I . . • . ... .. 
to PC2 ·vagging, twisting .·and bending modes respectively. 
The ~ands ~t 189 and 354 ca-1 then remai~ _ to be ass.ig~d to 
• I II ' .• , • , , 
. · ~.he . four rocking . modes •. ·This set of a~~ignments w~ll also · 
_. : ·• ~atisfy Biirg~r at a1.<23>, ,wo ~ave f~nd the r.~ckin.g mode.~ 
. to l.ie ~bove the, skeletal ~ndin_g modes in P(CF3 )3 • ~ B~t . 
I . • 
this second set or assignments cannot explain t~e sub~band 
structure . observed for the two lowest Raman b.ands. 
. . 
5. 2.4 Tri·~tr1f~uorometeylp'Pc~p~1ne .. , 
The . electr~~ diftraction ~tudies(SO) ha•e 'shown 
. t~ato this. m~lecule ha) a p71'amidal stru<?ture s.imilar to · 
·trimethylphosphine ~xcept that the P-C bonds are a.li~tle 
· · ,l~nger. . Both the PC3 frame~ork and CF-3 groups h~v~ a local 
. ., . 
0 s~~try or c;v, ~~t the ·entire molecule has a. c.~v 0 symmetry 
' , . . 
for. only' tvo uni~ue" ~ets ~r posi:tions ot th~ ·cF3 groups · 
· · ~b.oqt 'their' ternary, ·axis. · '!'he inf'rared and Raman spe~tra 
. . 
. showvs that th!,.vibrations. or. the Pq3 frue.~ork 'and cF3 (! • 
rocking mOdes can be !~preted in ~erms or· a ~local Cav· 
· symjaetry .' ~1;1 vhi_ch the · p~rt'lu.orom~thYl graups are considered 
• 1 0 • 0 0 : ~\. 0 • • 0 ... 0 
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. ' a • • 
' . ' 
grou}>s, ·1~•· .~tretching and· d~form~tion modes, can 'be ~i's- · . 
/ ~· p .:t 
cussed· in terms or a local and overall c3v symmetry • 
.-· The mol~cule h~s thirt~ee normal modes :'ol: ' · ~ 
vibratio.n, which ·tor a: c3v symmetry group to give twenty.-two ~Js~i·n~ishable"'- ~odes~. : Seven belong_ ~o _:the .symmet~~-,.sp,cie~ 
.. :-' ~l four to a2 and eleven to species e • . The a1 modes are 
' " ,. . ' , 
-. intrared active and 'Raman polarised. The ~ modes are 
I • , 
\'inactive both in the intrared and:, Raman and ·tne e modes are 
\inf'rared · actlve and Raman depolar.ised. Th~ principal. . moment~ 
' ' 
~f' inertia have been calculated} and show the molecul.e to be .- . 
'. 
oblate symmetr.ic rotor. . . 
\ 
' ) . ,, 
I . -
The . five · ~rmal modes or the C-F stret~hing y!bra- , .. 
v ' "' t " ,.. 
.. .. ' 
. ' 
• • •' ' • • I C ., ., eAl , ':.., ... 
tions can be itDagined to be constructed ·from symmetric·· amf· ... .. . · ~ ·· 
,~.._ ·-· . ,_ 
· asymmetric vib~at~oriit.l modes or ;each .,cF3 - rir~p: · ,;:t:~s· :~~.;' . · .... 
three SYJilDletric modes, o~e f'rom ~ach CF3 gr~p ~1ll , ~nte;a~t _: 
with e~ch other to pr~duce one in-phase . (t~ta;Lly· .. ~~~etr!.~? ~ 
,I 
. and one -out-ot:-pJlase (doubly d~generate) ~ode { . T·il~.~ am~un~ ·or 
• l.oolo' •• • I ' c "' 4• 0 ' ~:,. ~ • 
• splitting between the· in-:· 8.nd out-of'-phas~ .~odes _.wit_l. deP,e~d · 
• • • • 4 • • • • • f • ~.. .. co ' • 
on the' mechaqical coupling and prob.ably is n~t'.Ju.ge 5 :. s~~~~- ·. · ~ ~ , . 
- lar1,- the. egene t .e asymmet~_ic modes ·or each · CF3' -~g~~P · rlll : • .. · -·.:~· . 
. i1ter '"ldth .e&ch other to . g•mer.ate o~e in-Phase (totally . .'·.,>, , /" 
symmetric) · and ·twb out~or~p~ase (degenera~e ) . modes. 
,. 
. . . . 
Four strong -infrued ba.nds are observed · in t~e · ·; . ' 
. '(' 
• 
- . . ·, . . . -i 
C-P 'stretching region at 1128, 1155, 1186 and 1231 c~ • · 
. . ' 
. \ ' .. . ·' . . ----- . 
. ~ . 







,'"' .. . . . 
. ,,,· 
', ....... .. i ' 
.. 
. . 
1 . ,, . . 







~ . .. 
; '* , :,. ' I • " • ' • . < , f t 
· .. The lowest wavem1mber bam· show:s a PQR structure expected or -
.... I • . ,- L 
.. a c ll . type b~nd with a PR separation or. ·9~ ~m-i' ,Which agr~e:~ 
' • ' f • I • , • ' ' • ..~'"\... 
we~l wl th th.e predicted · valu~ of" ~· 8 _cm·1• : Hen~~ .. t~is ~at:~':- · :. 
Shourd be . assigned to an . ~i(I.Jhode '·although the. COl'respolldiDkA •
~ R~an ba~c;l ·~t '.1122 cm-1 l _s ~ slightly' lf at all polarised·. In 
- . •, 
the. molecule-· ~CF3 )2fF, d~~cu'ss~d. earlier, the symmetric 
. ' I 
stretshing ~~e is found to . lie above. tne · asy~e~ric · ~tretch-
• • I C\ f t • 
i!lg mode; assuming the s8.JDe to be tr.ue ln t ·he present molJ~~le, 
· one . can assign the ba~d ·a·~ 1128- c~-l t~ v~(a1); the ~n-~has~ · 
asymm~tr1c stretching· liiode ;. while the baiidls at 1186 and 
• • I 
' . . ~ 
1155 cm-1 are· assigned ' to· the corresponding aut-ot-p~ase 
modes v13<•.>. and ~14 (e}. The b~ at 1231. cm1 ~s ~scribed t ·r 
v12Ce), th~·· 9'.:'t.·of-pha~·e'· ,s;mmetr1c 'C-F . stretchi~g mode ·, whi~e L~ 
. ' . 
the corresponding in-phase mode, · v1, is ascribed to -the Raman - ~and' at ~;ti92~··~m-:-r, which. ~ppears t~ be dep~larised . bec·au!Je' of 
the .. pr~ximlty, q~ ~ d~polarised ·band· at 1179 · cm·1 • These · 
• , , ., assi~IIIII~n~s ·alt~ough ruu,: compatil>l~ with ~~xperimental 
' . - '!)} . • .. ' \., () . . ~ 
0 
. 
data· .are. only tentative. 
. 
, ... ,I I 
.. 
, f ' s ·, • 
. . . (] \ , 
. . 
" · The d&formation mOdes· may also be considered to be 
} . . ,,. -
formed in a manner similar to tne C-F stretching modes. 
. ' 
· Therefore, two bands are expect~ in t~e cF3 symmetric 
def.ormat~on region, while. tour band's are expected to rotm a ~ . .. 
olu·ster in th~ ·asymmetric CF~ P,e.f'ormation re¥· The 
.. ·1-~rred b~ -:t ?~c:-l seems t:o be a ' ~-erpendicular baric! . 
! I] ,..., 
' . 
r . . . 
' .,. 
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. . ' 
'· . . . ' 
. ' .. 
t ••• ' , • 
·. · Moiecule = P (CF 3) 3 ., · 
.. • • h 0 
Calculat.ed . principal moments· ·of inertia .· .· 
~ . 
· A ::= ,0.0255, · B_ = 0.0255, C = · 0~0162 . ', 
_ . - - - - -- ·- - - -· . -l · t o -· • ., • - ·, 
· Calculated PR separations (em ) and asyrranetr1 parameter~ · 
' • ' < ' o •Y• o .. . 
' 
·rt band = 9.8, 1banr~. = 7-.8;. K : ~ . 1, pt = o-. 37 ~' . /' ~-. , - .  ... 
'"'I ' • -... 
' • . . ? t 
" 
\. Table 18. 
. . 
Fundamental modes of P (~F 3) 3 ~ t.p.eir assignments . , . ,/' 
' .. 
and expe.cted ·band contour types. 
• I) ' 
Species a · a · 
I 1 ' 2 
Approxirna te 
...... '0 Q) . ..--1 't1 Q) '1 
.. description .Q I ~ ~ ..0 I ~0. 
·r-1 . . s rtj >t ·r-1 · s Ill:>. 










stretch 1192 • II 
• \ . .· 
·1231 . . 1 •' C-F sym. \) 1 ' . 
' f' 





~ . 748' U/. 
,./ 
' / .. · .. · ~F 3 asyrn. deformation .v 4 r S74,. 11 v9 
CF 3 sym. deformation 
·' 
·· . . P-C stretch •\) 453 ·u 5 
-· 
PC3 deformation • 
\)6 270 II 
c~3 · rock· ...... \)7 150. II v·],O 
0 
., 












• t. ,.. • 
... 
\)13 .1186 







I A .,. 
\)i 7 •. 532 1 
.·' 
462 .. 5' 1 ' \)18 . ,../ 
. ~-
\)19 28f 1 
v2o ~~ l 
\)21 . 112 ; l · 
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~ Table 19. > Infrared and Raman ;spectra of ~ (CF;) ) 3 
_) 
. 








. ,..  . 
-1 -1 • "v r . 1\· I em CID" p pol. o, I Ass ignn\en t . -. 
< ., .• . ... ' . 
" ~" b-
'. . 
112 ~ . dJ?' w \)21 . 
. 
. . 
" II -;, o· 1sq 
. 
.. p vw - v· 
· 7 
.. 
w 246 Q 251 dp ~ w \)20 
w· 250 R •. b 
.,. 
IJ 270 p vs \)6 , ) 




s • 453 452 •. p . ms 
.. \)5 -. ' · ·~ ,_ 
' " !3 
s 462. 5· 464 d'p .m 
··' vis 
C! 
vw 532' . 532' dp--
: ~ 
·l-vW. \)17 ~ 0 
., , . 
m 559, 558 dJ? vw \)16 . . 
. . .. . 
574 . "' 571 dp w \)4 0 m 
-9 
w 72.7· ... 722 ~ VVW· . VS + ~\IG = '723 
.. - ~ • ..... t'\ I "' l .. ' ...., ,. 




753 ~_, ,1}1 753 Q , ? w? \)15 \ .. . 
. ( -
'"{' vw 818 ' ')17 + '!1.9= 8113 . I 
11 86·1 'I I . t"'~r- vw ' 863 ~ - \) 4 + \)19= 
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'' by t~e kink~ at 749.5) by the parallel type _ljapd _or the in.:. 
. • ·t. ~ 
• \ • . 1 I • . ~.-.. 0 
~ pha~e. mod·e. T·he ·corresponding intense Raman l:Yafid: is also 
made'up ot_tW9 -COmponents, _tor ~ith a crossed polariser a 
cl~ar .sl9Ublet appear~·· , The lower wavemimber c.omponent -at 
748 . em-~ is .. strong and detini te ly polari.~ed. .'rhe depolarisa-
1i1on· ratio of the higher wavenumber coJpponent. is difficult to 
. . : .;, ·, . 'F l ' . . . . • • . 




ts .. ·' . . assigned to va(a)_ and vl5 (e), the in~phase and out-ot-phase' 
.. ~.
I 
··· .. ' . 
·.• 
I' as~etri_c .detoi~at_~on ~odes~ .. , Three bands · ar~ observed both 
i~ .the intr.ared and Ram~ .in the asymmetric de_t~~matiqn : 
region. The hig~est· wavenumbe~ band since it is. polarised · 
. ,. 
in ~he Raman i_s assigned ·to· "4 (a1), _the ._in-phase asymmetric: : . 
. deformatio~ mo~e·; · w.hile .the. other t~o ~.ams at ~5.9 .and. ~32 _em-~ 
. .. ·arf! ·ass_igned to the ,-two out-ot-p?a~e modes v{6_<•) ~ v17 (e). G • • 
The 'as.signme~ts for . v16 (e) and v17 ~e) are·· tentative and could 
~ 
. · ~ -easily ·reversed. 
. . . 
' . 
As ~or the ·PC3 .skel.etal modes, by comparison . _a~~.· 
-
.. ·· tpemsel ves and other· trt-fluoromethylphosp~o_rus """compQUnds 
__ .cited e~lier, the medi~ intensity b~s at . 462~6 ahd 
453 cm-1 c~ be assigned unambiguo~sl; to .the. P-c·. stretchttl.g . 
· ·. ··- ~. aqctes. The hlgher vav.~~bet band being _ de.P.oi~~-sed i ·s • 
~ y • • ' • 
. · .J;,l.''8'SS~g~ed to the -mode Vl(~(~)' . While the pol~ised ~OW WS:Ve-' . -~- .. :./\·~.b~r· band is ascrib.ed to ·th~;. mod~ v5<a·1·>. _;or .t~e· mo~ecuie. 
~ 
. 'A . ~ • . 
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,' , ~ . 
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. . . As'(CF a>.a (l~ \ the s~letal ·:modes. have been .tound to lie in 
. 
tfie sama region as the.~ending~ modes in As{CH3 )3 • Trimethyl-
. . phosphine <64 ) e~ibits its ·a1 and E! skele~al bending modes 
at ~ 2sa and 305 em-~ r~spec'ti~·ely. The. skeletal bending modes 
. . ... . . . 
. ' 
· 1 •. in ~he ~re~_~nt ~ol.eeule are thus_ expee~e~ .. ~ave s~m1lar 
wavenum~ers • . Thus .the.Raman.bands at 286 and, ~0 cm-l are 
ass~gned· to ~he bending modes v19<e). and v~ (a1) .respectively. : 
· The'higher vave~mb~r band 1s'ot medium 1ntensity ·•nd: 
depolari~e~, while ~he · lower wavenumber band is strong and 
polarised. 
. . 
' gariier studies on similar compounds '(eit~d in 
f~tr.oducti~n). have shown CF'3 rocking modes to lie at relatively 
·1ov vavenuinbers (i .• e. 100 ·- 250 cm-1 ) •. Fou~ : rocking modes i~, 
. . : . . . ·. . . .. 
total · ar~ ·expected, 9f which thp .a2 m~e 1s !~active in both·. 
. . ' 
' intrared and R~an· •. Th~s, only three rooking ·modes are to 
: be obser"ed arid the Raman spect-rum 1!¥1eed shows three bands 
· b ~n this r~gi~~ - ~t· . 251, 15~ and 112 ~m-1 • The band at 150ocm-l ·· 
. ..... .. is. polar~sed. anf:I therefor~ . assigne'd. ~ . "7 (al)' the totally 
. . symlaetric· in-~l!ase . rocki~q~ mode ,: Whil~· t,pe. 150 and· ·112 cm-1 , 
I ; . • ' . 
ban~s' Yhich . . are.,~epolari~ed·, .are assigned to v20(e) and '. 
,. ' • • . ' J. 
"·2i~•> .J'e~pectively, tbe · out-or.-p~ase ·.rock~ng. mo?es. 
Very. ·r·ecently ,.BUrger et : al. (2a)- ·have re~-~~ted with 
. . . ..... ~ . 
-assignments the. l~rar~d ·arid , Rama~ sp~c~ra ~r (CF3 )3p/As/S~~ · 
.. . 
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analysis. .TWeir r~ported spectra or P,(CF3 )3 agree quite : · 
wel~ · witp ours· except· ror· one o~ two bands. However~ their 
' . ..\) .. •, . . 
assignments '~t"or the CF3 rock~ng and str_et.~hing ~odes do0.not · · 
ag~ee vi th ours, which are mainly based upon th~ study of 
c ~ ') . • . 
infrared band contours, Raman d&pol_arisation ·ratios and 
.. . ...... ' 
analogies among themselves and with other compounds studied 
. .. ' . 
~1 Grit"riths and others and cited earlier. Biirge,I' evl: .... · 
have shown that ~he rocking m¢es in the .l!lole~ule P(CF3 ).3 
' • ,/ ,' I f • 
lie above the skele~al.be~ing ? modes. ~hus they baye as~~gne~ 
the bands ~t 286, 270 and 2sl em~~ to . the three ;o~king modes~ 
. . ' 
. . - 1 . . 
while th~ bands at 150 and 112 em- are ·assi!ned to the .doubl~ 
0 
degenerate a~d .;:;.on-degenerate PC3 bending· modes respec'tivel~. 
. l . 
If' their assi·gnments were correct the lowest band should be · 
·polarised, while 1t ~s .observed to be d,epolarised. ~lso, if 
in· closely r~lated molecules, cF'3PF2 and (C~3 )2PF, .3the ~F3 
• • • f 
roc~ing mo~es 'are 'ssumed _to_ lie above. the bendi~ mod~~' . 
, ( . ' . 
oertait1 diff'icu·lties are experienced (page 109 and 119 ) in · 
t ¢ . , ' ~ ' • • • 
.. , • ""' . ~ n . • . . 
making assignments compatible with t~e expe~lmental data. As 
I • . I ., . . ' . 
~ . ,. . \. 
well, .for the molecule P(CF3 )3 , assignments or Burger . et . al. 
0 -
·do not agree with·ours•in the 0-F stretohing. region. Their 
~s~ignments_ seem to sugyst tha~ ro_r a. single CF3 gr_oup · : 
b_o~ded to phosphorus, {he,. symmetric c~F stretching modes lie 
. - -
below the asymmetric C-F stre~ehi~g mode, .. while oujl study 
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:7." .. !).3 Conclusi9ns 
.,,. 
. i . - t} . 
.. The C-F stre~~ing modes ha:v:e been round to give 
. '..: .f . . .. 
very strong bands 'in the infrared, while ·in the .Raman they 
give vea~· and broad bands. For seleniua c~pounds, the 
. ' J • 
symmetric . C-F stretchipg mode always lies beiow the asymmetric 
. . ; 
' 
. ~ 
stret.chi~ ·~~e,_ wh.~le ·~~e---r1vers_e has been .ro~nd to be the 
;.< __ :case vith. phosphorus . compoUnds •. · For s~leniuin ·eompounds 
' • I \ l ')- • I 
0 
- , f 
. • • . ' • . < 
·cont .a~ning a single CF 3 group, the syi:lmet~ic C7 F stretch ~n_ · 
' \. r • • ' r , • • 
.. 
general· shows a pert~rbed PQR structure and slight splitting 
tf • • I • • • 
has been observe'd between .. a • and· .i" components' ot tQe 
.. 
·&.symmetric . C-F. stretchi~g ~Ode. For com,P~unds eonta!ni'ng 
- ~ : . ' . - · . . · . .· 
two or mor~CF3 groups·, the in-' and out-of-:phase C-F _stretch-
• • . - • • J I • ' ,' 
!ng modes sho~ some splitt~ng. . 
'. 
:Th!! ·cF3 symmetric deformation mode :_is a •. good group ' 
wavemll11ber. a.nd·' ~s - ~ always round around ·745 'cm·1 and rema1D:s . 
const~nt- to ! 6 em~~ 'OVer both phosphorus am. seienium· , 
.. , .... 
compounds •.. For all. c;o~ounds, except ~F3PF2 and (CF3 )3 P, 
I • • . 
, . "'~his ;mOde . alv,ys sho~s J'QR' struc~ure. For ·selenimn· ~ompounds 
' " r - ., ' 
.... 
.. containi;ag . ~ne ~fa·' g.ral?-p,l'1\h~ c~3 · symmetric deformation mode · 
• ~ t • • 
is alway~ tcmnd .:'1;o ::be ~ry st.rong in both. infrared and Raman, 
. . . 
~ i;e· tor Cfary'~, it ·is. w~ak in the ~ntrared ·and · strong 1~ th~ 
~aman. ·.,. For_.-~ompou_nc\s conta~ning two or more ·c~~ g~ou~s~. the 
out:-ot-phase CF3 deformation_ ~ode ·is , strong _in . the infrared. 
and weak in t~e Raman, whil~· reverse is the .case ·ror .the in~ 
I 
' 
• 'q • • 
.. • . - . .. 
, ' 
I • ' 
' . 
,'fl 
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. . . ... , ~~ . '; . 
phase mode. Only a · negligi~le. splitting is 9bserved between 
I • . • -
thes~ tn~. and out ... ot-Phase m~z•· The 1ntr";;'ed band ~~niour 
s~udy has very .Ucb helpe~ ·1n establishing 'this imp~rt~t • 
o~seryation. The asrmmetric deformation modes occur i~ the 
region 530 - . 575 em-~: The degeneracy of this mode seems to 
, ; • • ' ' ' ' ' ~ I ., 'I .._ ' 
~e slightly lif~~d 1~ t~e mol~~~les or +ow symmetry ~i.e. ~.). 
• • I • • . 
· ·~ Hov,ver, ·no sPlitting _has been observed betw~~n -th~ in- and 
out-ot~phase asymmetric ·deformation modes. 
I 
· · · The (F3 )c-se .stret_ching mOdes in . genera~ give 
. '· .. . ' . . . . . . / ~ . 
: ·,.. . ~ me~ium to strong intensity infrared bands. The · bands show·. 
.. P.QR stx:u~tut'e. only (~r ~i3seCN and ·CF 3se(m3. The corres- .. 
. I 
pond1ng l!aman ba:nd is· ·always strong. · These vibrational modes 
. "' . . . ' .. " . 
. . ·~re 'fou~d in the ~eglon .3i5 - 350 .cm-1• P-C stretching modes . 
a~so .behave as g:o~ group wav~~umbers ~nd are always found 
araund 460 .cm-1 and remain constant within +3 cm-1 • This 
I , .. • 
·. ... . . . . '-. 
· · ·. ·~ode ·.~how~. a PQ~ structure only in t~e ~ase of CF 3PF 2• No 
,. . . " . " 
. splitting has been observed between the symmetric and 
.· ~ · . asymDie.t~ie ~-~ stre.tc.hing modes ~n CCF3~PF. ·~ . The P-F stretch-
' 1ng modes are co~ined within ~0 em-1 ahd oceur as very 
" ' • I " ' 
strong. bands in. the 1ntrared~ wh11~ in the --Raman thef give . 
. .... . ~ . 
. bands. or· med}um intens~~Y.· .In .. the case of CF3PF 2 a 11~tle. · . splitting~ observed between the stmmetric an~ asymmetric 
•' I • 0 
. ' . ·. 
P-F .·stretching modes. The split~ing is consistent with .. t})e 
. . . . . ., 
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""' 
.'The_. ·CF3 r,ocking . mode.s _(wh~ch are degenerate in· • : 
CF3Br. and cF3Cl) ~how the grea~est_ spli~~i~g. For the· · 
selenium and phosphorus compounds these modes are faund· \. " . . -
betvet!n 250 .:. aoO arid ioo - ~50 em"1. respeCtiv&ly. For·;,·  : 
-- the- s-el-etnum-o-{)mpounds these modes are round to be weak i 
. • ' I 
the infrared, while in the· Raman, the modes g~nerally give. 
. ' . .. . , 
. ' 
' weak to medium inte~sity ·bands. ·. ~n general not much splitt<~ · 
ing ha~ observed between the in- and opt:-or-phase rocki~g 
- \ 
·modes. 
' .. . 
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